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A B S T R A C T

Blockchain-based decentralized applications (DApps) promise trust
and transparency as their execution can be verified publicly and do
not rely on trusted third parties. To this end, DApps leverage smart
contracts and immutable blockchain storage that allow all participants
to verify their correct execution. This makes it possible to verify all
DApp interactions and corresponding blockchain transactions, includ-
ing past ones, and thus prevents subsequent manipulations without
being noticed. Unlike traditional legal contracts and centralized web
applications, a smart contract ensures that agreements must be exe-
cuted as implemented, and invalid interactions will be rejected. In
particular, there are no designated third parties or other intermediary
instances that can violate a smart contract agreement without being
explicitly permitted to do so by its implementation. Moreover, smart
contracts will automatically execute agreements once their terms and
conditions are met.

These inherent properties make DApps particularly attractive for
decision-making use cases, such as decentralized autonomous orga-
nizations (DAOs) and governance platforms, allowing stakeholders
to decide on funding and change proposals. Such decision-making
DApps implement regulated processes for stakeholders who may have
different interests but still want to make a consensual decision, e.g.,
by majority or stakes. However, DApps can only work if their interac-
tions and available data are reliable and accurate. To avoid potentially
negative outcomes for the stakeholders, DApps must implement mech-
anisms to ensure that only trusted data is processed. For instance, they
must authenticate their data and users; otherwise, binding decision-
making processes could be influenced or exploited by malicious parties.
On the one hand, DApps can ask for user credentials to ensure that only
authorized users can interact with them. On the other hand, DApps put
users’ privacy at risk by requesting personal data that is processed on-
chain, e.g., user names, addresses, or other personal information. This
is particularly important because all data from all interactions with a
smart contract will be available to everyone on the blockchain and can
no longer be removed. For this reason, privacy-enhancing mechanisms
that limit access to personal data and keep it private from the public
become relevant for decision-making DApps. At the same time, the
secure and transparent on-chain execution allows users to verify how
their personal data is processed securely and privately, without being
disclosed to third parties.

In this thesis, we study how privacy-enhancing mechanisms, i.e.,
zero-knowledge proofs, anonymous credentials, and secure off-chain
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communication channels, can be implemented in decision-making
DApps. In particular, we focus on how to implement as much of the
cryptographic program logic as possible in a smart contract and execute
it on-chain, including routines for privacy protection and proof verifi-
cation. Furthermore, we evaluate the capabilities of privacy-enhancing
mechanisms for DApps in a real-world deployment by implement-
ing a new DApp for urban participation. To this end, we evaluate
practical feasibility requirements, i.e., cost and scalability, through the
decision-making processes of real-world construction projects. We use
these insights to identify privacy challenges and constraints in or-
der to design feasible on-chain privacy solutions for decision-making
DApps. Specifically, we contribute privacy-focused mechanisms and
proof-of-concept implementations for secure on-chain key exchange,
anonymous credentials verification, and anonymous voting for DApps.
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Z U S A M M E N F A S S U N G

Blockchain-basierte dezentrale Anwendungen (DApps) versprechen
Vertrauen und Transparenz, da ihre Ausführung öffentlich überprüft
werden kann und nicht von Dritten abhängig ist, denen vertraut wer-
den muss. Zu diesem Zweck nutzen DApps Smart Contracts und den
unveränderlichen Blockchain-Speicher, welche es allen Teilnehmern
ermöglichen, die korrekte Ausführung zu überprüfen. Dies ermöglicht
es, alle DApp-Interaktionen und die entsprechenden Blockchain-
Transaktionen, auch schon vergangene Transaktionen, zu verifizieren
und so unbemerkte, nachträgliche Manipulationen zu verhindern. Im
Gegensatz zu herkömmlichen juristischen Verträgen und zentralisier-
ten Webanwendungen stellt ein Smart Contract sicher, dass Vereinba-
rungen wie implementiert ausgeführt werden müssen und ungültige
Interaktionen zurückgewiesen werden. Insbesondere gibt es keine de-
signierten Dritten oder andere zwischengeschaltete Instanzen, die eine
Smart-Contract-Vereinbarung verletzen könnten, ohne dass dies durch
die Implementierung ausdrücklich erlaubt wäre. Außerdem führen
Smart Contracts Vereinbarungen automatisch aus, sobald ihre Bedin-
gungen erfüllt sind.

Diese inhärenten Eigenschaften machen DApps besonders attrak-
tiv für Entscheidungsfindung-Anwendungsfälle, wie z. B. dezentra-
le autonome Organisationen (DAOs) und Governance-Plattformen,
die es den Beteiligten ermöglichen, über Finanzierungs- und
Änderungsvorschläge zu entscheiden. Solche DApps zur Entschei-
dungsfindung implementieren geregelte Prozesse für Interessengrup-
pen, die zwar unterschiedliche Interessen haben, aber dennoch eine
einvernehmliche Entscheidung treffen wollen, z. B. durch Mehrheit
oder Beteiligungen. DApps können jedoch nur funktionieren, wenn
ihre Interaktionen und verfügbaren Daten zuverlässig und genau sind.
Um potenziell negative Ergebnisse für alle Beteiligten zu vermeiden,
müssen DApps Mechanismen implementieren, die sicherstellen, dass
nur vertrauenswürdige Daten verarbeitet werden. So müssen sie bei-
spielsweise ihre Daten und Nutzer authentifizieren, da sonst verbindli-
che Entscheidungsprozesse von böswilligen Parteien beeinflusst oder
ausgenutzt werden könnten. Einerseits können DApps z. B. Benutzer-
daten abfragen, um sicherzustellen, dass nur autorisierte Benutzer in-
teragieren können. Andererseits gefährden DApps die Privatsphäre der
Nutzer, wenn sie persönliche Daten abfragen, die auf der Blockchain
verarbeitet werden, z. B. Namen der Benutzer, Adressen oder andere
persönliche Informationen. Insbesondere, weil alle Daten aus allen
Interaktionen mit einem Smart Contract für jeden auf der Blockchain
verfügbar sind und nicht mehr entfernt werden können. Aus diesem
Grund werden Datenschutz-Mechanismen für entscheidungsrelevante
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DApps relevant, die den Zugriff auf persönliche Daten begrenzen und
diese vor der Öffentlichkeit schützen. Gleichzeitig ermöglicht die siche-
re und transparente Ausführung auf der Blockchain den Nutzern zu
überprüfen, wie ihre persönlichen Daten sicher und privat verarbeitet
werden, ohne dass sie an Dritte weitergegeben werden.

In dieser Dissertation untersuchen wir, wie Mechanismen zur
Verbesserung der Privatsphäre, z. B. mit Zero-Knowledge-Proofs,
dem Konzept von Anonymous Credentials und sicheren Off-Chain-
Kommunikationskanälen, in Entscheidungsfindung-DApps implemen-
tiert werden können. Insbesondere konzentrieren wir uns auf die
Frage, wie möglichst viel der kryptographischen Programmlogik in
einem Smart Contract implementiert und auf der Blockchain aus-
geführt werden kann, einschließlich Routinen für den Schutz der Pri-
vatsphäre und die Überprüfung von Beweisen. Ferner evaluieren wir
die Möglichkeiten von Technologien zur Verbesserung der Privatsphäre
für DApps in einem realen Einsatz, indem wir eine neue DApp für
die städtische Partizipation implementieren. Zu diesem Zweck be-
werten wir die Anforderungen an die praktische Durchführbarkeit,
also Kosten und Skalierbarkeit, anhand von Entscheidungsprozes-
sen bei tatsächlichen Bauprojekten. Wir nutzen diese Erkenntnisse,
um Herausforderungen und Einschränkungen für den Datenschutz
zu identifizieren, um praktikable On-Chain-Datenschutzlösungen für
DApps zur Entscheidungsfindung zu entwickeln. Insbesondere erar-
beiten wir datenschutzorientierte Mechanismen und Proof-of-Concept-
Implementierungen für einen sicheren On-Chain-Schlüsselaustausch,
anonyme Identitäts-Verifizierung und anonyme Abstimmungen für
DApps.
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1
I N T R O D U C T I O N

1.1 M O T I VAT I O N

Ethereum introduced full-fledged smart contracts in 2017, which are
custom, Turing-complete programs that can be deployed, verified, and
executed independently by all blockchain peers [@But23b; Woo22].
Ethereum therefore allows anyone to access and execute a deployed
smart contract without the need for a trusted third party (TTP), such
as an external server or another user [Mil19]. Smart contracts can also
be deployed by anybody, however, they cannot be modified or deleted
anymore once they are deployed [Woo22]. To this end, smart contracts
promise greater trust than traditional written contracts because their
program logic is binding, not open to vague interpretation, and not
necessarily dependent on TTPs [AM17; Sza97]. As a result, once de-
ployed, smart contract-based agreements must be followed and will
eventually be executed in a virtually automated process [@But23b].

With Ethereum, smart contracts can be used to develop decentralized
applications (DApps) [Met20]. A DApp leverages one or more smart
contracts and provides a frontend for users to conveniently interact
with the DApp’s smart contracts. Furthermore, DApps promise to be
more reliable, available, and censorship-resistant than centralized web
applications because their smart contracts do not necessarily depend
on servers or TTPs that can fail or cause errors. To this end, several
popular DApps have emerged, such as decentralized autonomous
organizations (DAO), decentralized financial applications (DeFi), a
decentralized name server (ENS), and more [@Jen16; Sch21; Xia+21;
Wu19].

In fact, because of the blockchain-inherent properties, such as trust
and transparency, it is particularly attractive for DAOs and governance
DApps to implement decision-making processes. For example, DAO
and governance DApps therefore allow users to make decisions in a
consensual and systematic process, e.g., by majority or stakes. Such
decision-making DApps implement proposal-based votings on pre-
defined outcomes that, if approved, are automatically executed by the
smart contracts, e.g., cryptocurrency transfers. The powerful technical
capabilities of smart contracts can implement even complex decision-
making processes. However, while such decision-making processes
may involve complex rules and logic, they can still be trusted to make
and execute a decision in a transparent and trustworthy manner.

Hence, at first glance, DApps benefit from their smart contracts’
promised trust and transparency; however, many DApps must make
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1.1 M O T I VAT I O N 2

trade-offs in their trust assumptions and decentralization to protect
their users’ personal data. Processing personal data with smart con-
tracts requires special attention to privacy and security, as all data on
a public permissionless blockchain is publicly exposed and cannot be
deleted. For example, established financial DApps require their users
to identify themselves to prevent money laundering [MSS22], but any
kind of personal identity data on a public blockchain compromises
user privacy. The same issue applies to decision-making DApps that
rely on reliable user identification for trusted voting processes. There-
fore, many DApps use oracles to delegate personal data processing
to centralized TTPs, such as external servers, and therefore rely on
trusted, external infrastructures [HET19; CE21; Müh+20]. However,
while oracles may be a solution for data protection, such dependencies
jeopardize the decentralization and transparency of a DApp.

Nevertheless, privacy-enhancing off-chain computation techniques
have emerged that trade off the decentralization and trust assumptions
of a DApp while ensuring on-chain verifiability. With such techniques,
privacy can be achieved with off-chain computation that is on-chain ver-
ifiable. Therefore, personal data can be processed by a DApp without
relying on oracles or TTPs. For example, verifiable off-chain compu-
tation with on-chain verifiable zero-knowledge proofs (ZKP) [ET18],
trusted execution environments (TEE) [Kar+21], and homomorphic
encryption (HE) [Ste+19; Ste+22]. Unfortunately, these techniques are
still not very practical for many DApp use cases, or are difficult to im-
plement [Len+22]. For example, ZKP generation becomes memory and
computationally intensive as soon as it has to prove complex off-chain
calculations [ET18; Gro16]. Homomorphic encryption also becomes
very computationally intensive as soon as it is used for complex calcula-
tions [Bra+19; Arm+15]. Furthermore, while TEEs promise performant
execution and could help overcome scalability and privacy issues, they
require proprietary, trusted hardware, which currently prevents their
widespread use for permissionless DApps [Erw+20; GY19].

The main problem with many privacy-enhancing techniques and
mechanisms for DApps is that they cannot perform resource-intensive
privacy operations on-chain, and their artifacts (e.g., keys and proof rou-
tines) cannot be stored economically due to the scalability constraints
of the blockchain [Hei+22]. However, many existing DApps already
successfully implement privacy-enhancing techniques by performing
resource-intensive operations off-chain while remaining verifiable on-
chain [@Ale19; GAC19; SHS20]. For this purpose, the smart contracts
do not perform the privacy operations on-chain, but expect predefined
routines to be executed off-chain on the client computers and return the
results and a corresponding proof [Gro16; ET18]. The results can then
be cryptographically verified to confirm that the intended operations
were performed as expected, without having to repeat the entire com-
putation on-chain with a smart contract. For example, a ZKP can be
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generated off-chain to attest the validity of a cryptographically signed
date of birth as proof of legal age from a trusted instance without reveal-
ing the exact date in clear-text. A smart contract therefore only verifies
the validity of the proof on-chain, and the date of birth is not published
on the blockchain [Hei+22]. The most important difference between
this approach and an oracle is that it does not rely on a centralized
authority whose processing cannot be publicly verified. Unfortunately,
such ZKPs may consist of large key files or other artifacts that are expen-
sive to store on the blockchain; however, with certain ZKP techniques
it is possible to distribute these artifacts off-chain and verify their exe-
cution results with an efficient on-chain verifier [Gro16]. In summary,
hence, decision-making DApps face the challenge of reconciling the
constraints of a blockchain with the needs of privacy-enhancing tech-
niques, and of finding suitable mechanisms that do not compromise
the trust assumption of DApps. To this end, decision-making DApps
have to ensure that trust-relevant processes remain on-chain and that
resource-intensive operations can be outsourced without any loss of
trust.

1.2 R E S E A R C H Q U E S T I O N S

In this thesis, we study the potentials, capabilities, and barriers of
privacy-enhancing techniques and mechanisms for public decision-
making DApps. To this end, we design and develop a new Ethereum
DApp for urban participation that inherently depends on privacy for
successful decision-making outcomes. With this DApp, we identify
current challenges for privacy-enhancing techniques with public, per-
missionless blockchains in practice. Therefore, this thesis addresses the
following two research questions:

• How to implement verifiable privacy protection mechanisms for
decision-making DApps? In particular, how to verify personal
data without exposing it to the public for reliable decision-making
processes?

• Which decision-making processes can be executed off-chain while
keeping their results on-chain verifiable to maintain trust in smart
contract execution? Specifically, how to implement as many cryp-
tographic procedures as possible in a smart contract with respect
to the capabilities and principles of the blockchain?

More specifically, this thesis focuses on the implementation of pri-
vacy protection mechanisms for anonymous voting, anonymous au-
thentication, and secure key exchange for DApps on permissionless
blockchains with practical, real-world requirements. In contrast to the-
oretical privacy research, this raises a number of practical issues, such
as limited blockchain scalability, costs, and accessibility. In this context,
we identified a gap in the existing research on decision-making DApps,
which we address as follows.
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Figure 1. Organization of this thesis.

1.3 O U T L I N E

First, this thesis begins with an introduction to DApps and the rele-
vant technical background. Additionally, we analyze existing DApps to
point out their relevance. Second, we develop a new decision-making
DApp for urban participation to analyze the current state of DApp
development with a focus on privacy. In preparation for answering our
first research question, we identify technical limits for implementing
on-chain verifiable privacy mechanisms based on the experience with
our DApp. Third, we contribute new privacy mechanisms to enhance
privacy for decision-making DApps: A solution for establishing trusted
secure communication channels to address blockchain scalability capa-
bilities, an anonymous credentials verifier for Ethereum, as well as an
anonymous DApp-based voting system. Therefore, each contribution
presents its own conclusions and key findings. Finally, we conclude
this thesis with an open discussion about the role of decision-making
for DApps and recap our research questions.

To this end, the main body of this thesis is divided into four parts
after this introduction, as shown in Figure 1: Part I focuses on Ethereum
DApps. Chapter 2 introduces technical concepts and background
knowledge relevant to all following parts. Chapter 3 provides addi-
tional background, focusing on blockchain data analysis, and presents
an overview of key metrics and the relevance of DApps. Chapter 4
extends this analysis to an empirical exploration of the current state of
decision-making DApps.

Part II focuses on a decision-making DApp for urban participation
processes. In Chapter 5, we introduce BBBlockchain. Chapter 5.1 in-
troduces the basics of urban participation and civic tech. Building on
this, Chapter 5.2 proposes suitable DApp-based use cases for urban
participation. Chapter 5.3 presents the architecture of BBBlockchain
to implement the use cases and specifies requirements for a participa-
tion decision-making DApp. In Chapter 5.4, we design and implement
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BBBlockchain for a pilot deployment by introducing it in two real con-
struction projects to gain practical experience with a decision-making
DApp and evaluate our key findings during the deployment.

Part III presents novel mechanisms for on-chain privacy in decision-
making DApps based on the experiences with BBBlockchain. Chapter 6
presents a key exchange protocol whose communication and proto-
cols are completely secured by the blockchain. Chapter 7 presents an
on-chain anonymous credentials verifier to improve voting reliabil-
ity while keeping the voters anonymous. Lastly, Chapter 8 presents
a new anonymous voting system, Tornado Vote, which is based on a
well-established cryptocurrency mixer.

Part IV concludes this thesis. In Chapter 9.1, we discuss the role of
our contributions in achieving on-chain privacy for decision-making
DApps. Finally, in Chapter 9.2, we recap the research questions and
conclude this thesis.

1.4 C O N T R I B U T I O N S

In summary, we present the following contributions of this thesis:

• An empirical analysis of existing decision-making DApps to ex-
plore the current state and to reveal the limitations of on-chain
voting with a model-based scalability evaluation.

• BBBlockchain, a DApp for public participation processes. There-
fore, we investigate and study possible blockchain-based use
cases for participation processes in order to implement them in ex-
isting building projects. As a result, we propose blockchain-based
voting, token-based incentivization, and content timestamping
use cases to inform and consult citizens. In an interdisciplinary
collaboration between an urban development and a computer
science research team, we explore how blockchains can meet real-
world requirements and gather practical experience to implement
new technical approaches and mechanisms to overcome the bar-
riers identified. To this end, we introduced BBBlockchain in two
participation projects in Berlin, Germany from 2019 – 2022.

• SmartDHX, a multi-party Diffie–Hellman key exchange protocol
to establish secure communication channels between blockchain
participants. Unlike existing key exchange implementations, we
develop a novel technique to store all execution logic on-chain,
thus securing the entire key exchange process on-chain. The main
goal is to implement and execute as many cryptographic opera-
tions as possible on-chain. To this end, we design two different
Diffie–Hellman key exchange protocols, i.e., for two-party and
for multi-party key exchanges. The key feature is that the Smart-
DHX smart contract contains off-chain executables that control
the smart contract itself.
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• An EVM-compatible, on-chain anonymous credentials verifier. Tech-
nically, anonymous credentials allow to prove the possession of
personal identity features without having to disclose personal
data. For example, a person can prove that she or he is eligible
to vote and has not previously voted without revealing personal
information such as name, address, or date of birth. Anonymous
credentials are particularly useful because they can be verified
by anyone without third-party involvement. To this end, we im-
plement a smart contract-based, on-chain anonymous credentials
verifier which is compatible to existing identity systems.

• Tornado Vote, an anonymous voting system to decouple voters’ ac-
counts from their votes. Therefore, we are adapting the Tornado
Cash cryptocurrency mixer protocol, and ensure the security of
our adaptations through formal verification, vulnerability scan-
ners, and unit tests. While we found that Tornado Cash could be
used directly to implement anonymous voting with coins, this
approach would not allow a fair voting process. Therefore, our
implementation adapts the Tornado Cash protocol and imple-
ments an additional commitment phase to privately collect all
votes before revealing them all-together. We therefore implement
a proof-of-concept to evaluate the feasibility of Tornado Vote.



Part I

D E C E N T R A L I Z E D A P P L I C A T I O N S
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B A C K G R O U N D A N D R E L A T E D W O R K

In this part, we introduce the technical concepts of decision-making
DApps and present related work in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3, we intro-
duce the concepts of blockchain analysis in order to show the impor-
tance and relevance of existing DApps. Lastly, in Chapter 4, we focus
on decision-making DApps, their underlying technical concepts, and
analyze their relevance and technical capabilities.

In general, it is difficult to define blockchain technologies and their
concepts in a consistent and universal valid form, as there are too many
differences between the different types of blockchains. We therefore in-
troduce the relevant blockchain concepts in the following chapters, i.e.,
DApps, smart contracts, decision-making, and blockchain-based vot-
ing, primarily for Ethereum and EVM-compatible blockchains. Since
there may be differences between our definitions and those in other
works, the following definitions serve to provide consistency through-
out all chapters of this thesis.

2.1 T E C H N I C A L B A C K G R O U N D

The Ethereum blockchain [@But23b] allows the execution of arbitrary
code in the user transactions with smart contracts [Woo22]. This en-
ables Ethereum and similar capable blockchains to deploy, host, and
execute smart contracts that implement powerful logic and routines.
While it can be argued that Bitcoin first introduced smart contracts
with Bitcoin Script in 2008, Ethereum introduced much more powerful
smart contract capabilities in 2015. To this end, the Ethereum block-
chain executes smart contracts in the so-called Ethereum Virtual Ma-
chine (EVM) [Woo22]. Technically, smart contracts consist of assembly-
like EVM commands and have access to the current blockchain state.
Therefore, smart contracts can hold and transfer cryptocurrencies based
on their implemented logic. All users on the Ethereum blockchain can
deploy new smart contracts, interact with them, and verify their cor-
rect execution. Furthermore, smart contracts can hold cryptocurrencies
and transfer them based on their implemented logic. Because of the
immutability of the blockchain, a smart contract cannot be removed or
changed once it is deployed.

Smart contracts provide a technical interface for interactions, i.e., an
application binary interface (ABI). An ABI specifies the available func-
tionality of a smart contract, but is not designed for user interaction.
To interact with smart contracts, users typically use a DApp. DApps
leverage one or more smart contracts and provide a graphical frontend.

8
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Figure 2. Exemplary DApp setup with a smart contract deployment on the
Ethereum blockchain by a DApp developer, and user interactions with a
frontend connected to a blockchain node via a wallet.

Usually, DApps provide frontends that are implemented as an interac-
tive web page for standard browsers. The frontend can be hosted on a
central web server, following a typical view and data separation model,
so it only implements the view and does not store or control any user
data. For data access, browser-based frontends require an additional
plugin to connect the web page with the blockchain, e.g., Metamask1,
to connect to a synchronized local blockchain node or an external node,
e.g., Infura.2

Figure 2 shows an exemplary setup for a DApp that can be interacted
with using a web frontend. First, the developer deploys the DApp’s
smart contracts by compiling the source codes and submitting a trans-
action with the resulting EVM code to the Ethereum blockchain, i.e.,
the Ethereum Mainnet or a test network. Additionally, the developer
generates an ABI that specifies the smart contract functions which have
been stripped by the compiler for the deployment. This ABI is provided
to the frontend, which uses it to interact with the smart contracts. Next,
a user interacts with the frontend, for example, to call a smart contract
function or to send a transaction. Alternatively, it is also possible to
interact directly with a DApp (without a frontend), but in both cases
the developer must provide an ABI or the smart contract source codes.
The user can then call a smart contract function without submitting a
transaction to the blockchain, allowing the DApp to only display the
function’s return value; alternatively, a user can also call a function
and submit a new transaction to persist the function execution on the
blockchain and receive a corresponding receipt.

To date, DApps have been implemented for many different use
cases [MM18]. With a current market capitalization of more than 2 bil-
lion USD, Ethereum is the second most successful blockchain and the
leading platform for hosting DApps [@Coi23]. In the following, we
therefore focus primarily on Ethereum and decision-making use cases.

1 https://metamask.io
2 https://infura.io

https://metamask.io
https://infura.io
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2.2 D E C I S I O N - M A K I N G D A P P S

The definition of decision-making DApps encompasses many blockchain
concepts. Therefore, in this section, we introduce the relevant technical
background and related work for decision-making DApps. Since there
is no universal and precise definition for a decision-making DApp, we
introduce each of the related concepts separately. We therefore distin-
guish between the concepts of a DApp and a smart contract, decision-
making and governance, and lastly, voting and e-voting. Furthermore,
we introduce the technical background for building a decision-making
DApp and analyze deployed DApps. Lastly, we present related work
on privacy for decision-making DApp use cases.

Decision-Making, DAO, and Governance DApps

With blockchain-based decision-making, users agree on rules that can
be implemented with smart contracts or in the blockchain protocol.
The term decision-making is not well defined and applies to a broad
range of DApp use cases [Zio+19; Yan+19; EAA22]. However, most
decision-making applications have one thing in common, usually some
type of voting process. Therefore, for this thesis, we define decision-
making DApps as a general term for DApps that implement user-driven
decision-making processes, such as voting by majority or stakes. One
of the most prominent examples of a decision-making DApp is The
DAO [@Jen16], which attracted a lot of attention in the Ethereum com-
munity when it launched in 2016. Decentralized autonomous organi-
zations (DAO) allow stakeholders to manage funds in a decentralized
manner without trusted intermediaries or management entities. To this
end, DAOs typically issue their own tokens [@Jen16] to their users
as voting rights, which decouples voting rights from fluctuations in
cryptocurrency exchange rates. Users can then make organizational
proposals, similar to fundraising and crowdfunding campaigns. Other
users use their tokens to signal acceptance and attach funding in the
form of cryptocurrency, or they reject a proposal. Finally, accepted
proposals can then transfer the funds to a dedicated smart contract
and return the profits (i.e., tokens or cryptocurrency) to the support-
ers [@Jen16].

Another advantage of DAO is that blockchains allow them to transfer
funds globally without relying on banks or other third-party institu-
tions with their cryptocurrencies. In fact, DApps can implement asset
transfers easily and without much administrative overhead, which
would not be possible with traditional bank transfers. Combined with
the immutability of an underlying public, permissionless blockchain,
payment transfers can be confirmed and tracked internationally. But
this also has its advantages and disadvantages: Transactions are reli-
able once they have been sent, verified, and confirmed by a sufficient
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Figure 3. Simplified blockchain layer model showing the direction of impact
for DAO and governance DApps.

number of blocks. On public, permissionless blockchains, however,
transactions are open to everyone, which means there is no privacy in
the first place. The immutability also led to a hard fork of the Ethereum
Mainnet in 2016 [MS19; @Wil16], when the smart contracts of The DAO
were exploited. However, many other successful DAOs have been
implemented, such as MakerDAO [@The17], to realize a token-based
stable coin on Ethereum.

Another example of decision-making DApps are governance DApps.
From a technical point of view, governance DApps and DAOs are
not too different. In fact, the technical overlap is significant, as both
implement voting processes for their users. The main difference is,
that governance use cases operate in and for their ecosystems, such as
users and developers voting together on technical protocol changes.
For example, Bitcoin implements version bits for its governance on
the protocol level [@Pan17], and the Dash blockchain provides a full-
fledged DApp platform for its governance (see Section 4.3 for more
details). In comparison, as shown in Figure 3, DAOs use blockchain
technologies as a means for trusted decision-making processes that can
technically have an impact beyond the blockchain, while governance
DApps are used to improve the technical ecosystem. Also, while the
underlying technology of blockchains must constantly make decisions
in order to operate, we mainly build on the DApp layer of blockchains
in this thesis.

Ultimately, for this thesis, the term decision-making DApps encom-
passes DAOs, governance DApps, and other DApps that implement
user-driven voting. However, we distance ourselves from blockchain-
based e-voting for elections, as we will explain in the following related
work.

2.3 R E L AT E D W O R K

In this section, we present related work, which is structured along the
lines of our different research directions. To this end, we first present re-
lated work on blockchain-based voting and draw a distinction between
it and blockchain-based e-voting for elections. Second, we present
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related work on privacy with public blockchains, and introduce es-
tablished techniques and DApps. Next, we present related work on
blockchain scalability and transaction fees to pave the way for the
research problems and requirements that follow. Finally, we present
related work on off-chain computation as a solution to scalability, costs,
and privacy issues.

Blockchain-Based Voting and E-Voting

There are many other DApps that implement voting as utility for their
primary use case (as we will see in Chapter 4), as well as specialized
voting DApps [AKW20; MSH17; SGY20]. However, while decision-
making DApps also encompass e-voting for elections (e.g., for nation-
wide elections), we exclude this use case in this thesis, mainly for yet
unresolved privacy and security reasons [Hei+18; BV16; ECW21].

In this thesis, we primarily focus on blockchain-based voting for
DAO and governance use cases. Furthermore, while blockchain-based
voting is a commonly implemented concept [Gar+19; @Jen16], we
specifically focus on anonymous voting. For example, McCorry, Shahan-
dashti, and Hao [MSH17] implement an anonymous voting protocol
based on the Open Vote Network. It is implemented for Ethereum and
allows up to 40 voters. A self-tallying mechanism computes the final
results, but also constitutes a computational bottleneck which prevents
practical implementation in larger-scale voting DApps. In order to im-
prove scalability, Seifelnasr, Galal, and Youssef [SGY20] introduce an
off-chain tallying process for the voting implementation in [MSH17].
Therefore, they rely on at least one trusted instance.

Killer et al. [Kil+22] implement an anonymous blockchain-based
voting that is receipt-free. However, their proposal requires its own per-
missioned blockchain and therefore cannot be deployed on Ethereum.
By relying on a proof-of-authority consensus, Killer et al. achieve sig-
nificant better scalability and performance than with a permissionless
blockchain.

Other blockchain-based voting protocols defer to completely private
networks [Yu+18; Har+18; Hja+18].

Privacy on Public Blockchains

Public blockchains, whether permissionless or permissioned, enable
verifiability and thus promise trust. However, this also puts privacy at
risk, and not just for anonymous voting. If all transactions are public, all
user interactions can be monitored. Although it is possible to create new
accounts without much technical effort and thus achieve pseudonymity,
it remains difficult to keep interactions between accounts and smart
contracts secret. Therefore, several public permissionless blockchains
have already taken measures to address privacy. For example, Mon-
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ero [@Van13] and Zcash [@Hop+16] implement privacy mechanisms to
protect or obfuscate cryptocurrency transfers directly in their protocol.
Also Ethereum recently proposed the concept of stealth addresses to
achieve privacy [@But23a].

Other approaches have also emerged that do not require blockchain
protocol changes, but instead build on the technical capabilities of the
blockchains. For example, CoinShuffle [RMK14] for Bitcoin, or Tornado
Cash [@Ale19] for Ethereum. Both examples build on the principle of
mixing coins in an anonymity set. To this end, multiple coin owners de-
posit the same amount of coins into a shared wallet, and then withdraw
the coins with a different account at a later time. As long as there is no
traceable connection between the deposit and withdrawal transactions,
an observer cannot be certain that the deposit and withdrawal accounts
belong to the same person. More specifically, an observer can only re-
late two transactions with a probability of one to the number of other
participants in the anonymity set. Nevertheless, advanced clustering
techniques, time correlations, and technical metadata could be used to
reduce the size of the anonymity set [Mös+18; Vic20; Bér+21] and thus
compromise the privacy of the participants.

The same privacy issues apply to smart contract interactions pro-
cessed through public transactions. Decision-making DApps, in par-
ticular, must protect their users’ privacy for reliable outcomes. For
example, the reliability of a voting can be improved by making the
entire voting process anonymous. This can give voters a greater sense
of democratic freedom and confidence to make their decision with-
out outside pressure or influence. Alternatively, for more complicated
decision-making processes, participants may need to discuss details
via a secure communication channel. Currently, most of the communi-
cation for DAOs takes place off-chain in web forums. Either publicly
in public discussion forums or privately via direct messaging. There-
fore, such communication platforms do not offer the same trust and
transparency properties as blockchain-based DApps. However, they
are easily scalable and do not incur significant costs, which are aspects
that we will inspect in more detail in the following.

Scalability and Transaction Fees

Besides privacy, there is another major obstacle to widespread adop-
tion of public permissionless blockchains at the current stage of devel-
opment: scalability or transactions throughput, respectively. Due to
limited block sizes and static block generation rates, the transaction
throughput of a blockchain is limited [Woo22]. The limited scalabil-
ity, however, leads to sometimes high transaction costs and longer
transaction processing times.

For decision-making DApps, this can occasionally lead to two major
problems: First, the cost of DApp interactions is significantly higher
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than for centralized applications. Second, DApp interactions may not
be executed due to the scalability limitations, which may compromise
the inherent censorship-resilience of the blockchain.

Blockchains use transaction fees for Sybil and spam protection, and to
reward active miners to keep the network up and running [TS16]. To
this end, different blockchains implement different techniques for the
calculation of transaction fees. For instance, as the pioneer of public per-
missionless blockchains, i.e., Bitcoin, implements a fee system based on
supply and demand [Nak08]. In principle, the senders of new transac-
tions determine themselves how much they are willing to pay for their
transactions, before they submit them to the miners. The miners then
decide for themselves whether they are willing to accept a transaction
when they generate the next block. Since the size of each block is lim-
ited, the fees naturally increase when there are a lot of transactions, i.e.,
the blocks are filled more. Other blockchains, e.g., Ethereum [@But23b]
and Dash [@DD18], implement similar approaches for transaction fees.

Nevertheless, one of the biggest problems with such a supply-and-
demand control system is that it allows miners to disproportionately
reward themselves beyond their efforts. Especially if the blockchain
network experiences a lot of traffic, transaction costs will increase signif-
icantly, and miners will only include the transactions with the highest
reward for them. Ethereum, therefore, was looking into alternatives for
calculating the transaction fees. First, Ethereum already implements
a different fee calculation than Bitcoin, that is based on the complex-
ity and resource consumption of transactions [Woo22]. To this end,
Ethereum uses variable costs for executing commands in a transaction,
and charges them in the form of Gas, an Ethereum specific pseudo-
unit. For example, simple arithmetic operations are much cheaper than
storage allocations. However, Ethereum started with an approach sim-
ilar to other permissionless blockchains: with a supply and demand
regulation. A transaction sender specified how much Ether (i.e., the
native cryptocurrency) she or he is willing to pay per Gas [Woo22].
As a result, when demand increases significantly, transaction fees on
Ethereum suffer from the same issues.

E I P - 1 5 5 9 In 2019, Buterin et al. proposed a new transaction fee
calculation mechanism for Ethereum with EIP-1559 [@But+19]. The
authors’ intention is that miners will no longer be able to benefit dispro-
portionately due to much traffic. In summary, the Gas costs remained
the same, but the exchange rate, i.e., the base fee per Gas, will be reg-
ulated with a demand controlling mechanism. To this end, the base
fee increases if the most recent block required too much Gas to pro-
cess all transactions, but decreases if there is enough residual capacity.
EIP-1559 therefore specifies a target threshold of 15M Gas, however,
blocks can actually process up to 30M Gas. Whenever the threshold is
crossed, the base fee per Gas will increase or decrease proportionally
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by ±12.5 %. However, the base fee does not go to the miners. Instead, it
is multiplied by the amount of Gas used in the transactions and burned.
It is still possible, but not mandatory, for the transaction sender to add
a small tip to the miners for prioritized processing.

As a result, transaction fees can no longer increase abruptly, and
miners no longer have an incentive to favor the most expensive transac-
tions [@But+19]. In addition, participants gain a degree of predictability
about transaction costs in the near future, as they can increase by a
maximum of 12.5 % per block. This prevents transactions from unex-
pectedly disappearing into the mempool, which is a pool of pending
transactions.

P R O O F - O F - W O R K & P R O O F - O F - S TA K E EIP-1559 was not the
only major protocol change for Ethereum. In September 2022, Ethereum
switched from a proof-of-work (PoW) consensus algorithm to proof-of-
stake (PoS). The main goals for switching to PoS were to save energy by
not wasting computing power on solving random puzzles [@But17b],
and to improve the security of the network [@But20]. With this hard
fork (also known as The Merge), the miners’ leader election no longer
depends on randomness and available computing power, but on in-
dividual cryptocurrency stakes. When the miners follow the protocol
correctly, they are rewarded with the block reward and priority tips.
However, if they fail to comply with the protocol, they will receive a
penalty.

Ultimately, while changing the consensus algorithm had a huge
impact on the consumption of energy resources due to the elimination
of PoW, the available capabilities of the Ethereum network remained
the same. Therefore, the impact on network congestion and transaction
fees can be considered moderate, as we show in the following chapter.
Nevertheless, the switch from PoW to PoS can be considered a success,
both technically and operationally [Cor+23].

Off-Chain Solutions and Computations

Blockchains implement leader election mechanisms and transaction
fees to prevent Sybil attacks and too much traffic in general [TS16].
Unfortunately, transaction fees can be very high depending on the
current transaction load and the complexity of a transaction. However,
off-chain solutions can be used to reduce transaction fees, e.g., to enable
micro-payments. For example, the Lightning network [@PD16] enables
cheaper and faster Bitcoin transfers by establishing off-chain payment
channels between participants. As a result, only the final result of
one or more payments will be recorded on the blockchain. Similarly,
Raiden [@Est21] was developed to improve the scalability of Ethereum.

DApps can also leverage off-chaining to reduce transaction costs.
With verifiable off-chain computations and ZKPs, DApps can run
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programs on client machines that would be very expensive to run
on-chain [ET18]. However, the correct execution of the program can
be verified on-chain at lower cost and without repeating the entire
program execution [Gro16]. In addition, off-chain computations can
process personal data on local machines, so it does not need to be
stored on the blockchain. Therefore, off-chain computation can also
be seen as a suitable solution for achieving privacy. We will look into
off-chain computations and ZKPs in detail in Sections 7 and 8, where
we leverage them to achieve privacy.

Blockchain Analysis

In this thesis, we analyze the variety of decision-making DApps and
on-chain voting, independent of any specific use case or property. A se-
ries of papers explore blockchain data in terms of several other aspects,
including privacy [Bér+21; RH11], data storage [Mat+18; GMF22], and
smart contract metrics [Pin+19]. There is, moreover, model-based anal-
ysis on the security [KDF13] and scalability [Cro+16] of blockchains
available. Specifically for voting, Heiberg et al. [Hei+18] evaluate the
trade-offs of blockchain-based voting on a qualitative level. They dis-
cuss aspects such as complexity, costs, and scale, which go in a similar
direction as our paper. However, we will complement their discussion
with an empirical analysis and provide new insights, for example, on
the magnitude of on-chain voting. Methodologically similar to our
approach are [FFB19; RYM19; VL19; Pin+19]. Victor and Lüders [VL19]
inspect the Ethereum blockchain for token implementations, which
are managed by the ERC-20 [@VB15] smart contract template. While
EIP-1202 [@ZEX18] proposes a similar standard for voting smart con-
tracts, it is not as established as the ERC-20 compatible token standards
are. Fröwis, Fuchs, and Böhme [FFB19] search for token-related be-
havior with symbolic execution analysis techniques and compare the
effectiveness of both methodologies. The diversity of voting schemes,
features, and privacy mechanisms make it more difficult to identify vot-
ing smart contracts by their EVM bytecode. In contrast to automated
smart contract inspection, the authors of [RYM19; Pin+19] present
approaches that are based on manually collected exchange listings
and corresponding source code publications on CoinMarketCap3 and
Etherscan.

3 https://coinmarketcap.com

https://coinmarketcap.com
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Figure 4. Data analysis infrastructure with Google BigQuery.

In this chapter, we scan the Ethereum Mainnet to analyze its key met-
rics in order to show its relevance. Therefore, we present background
knowledge and related work to analyze the blockchain and related
data, such as historical exchange rates. In the following chapter, we use
this knowledge to specifically analyze decision-making DApps on the
Ethereum Mainnet.

Blockchain data can be analyzed in several ways. A fully synchro-
nized blockchain client downloads and verifies all block data, so it can
be used for data analysis right away. Unfortunately, most blockchain
client implementations are so optimized for their cryptocurrency use
case that efficient data analysis becomes very difficult. For example,
most blockchain clients do not need to maintain database indexes to
quickly access arbitrary historical data. This makes accessing and an-
alyzing the data very slow and requires a lot of memory. Therefore,
blockchain clients can download block data and export it to a more
powerful database via an extract, transform, load (ETL) pipeline. By
doing so, it is possible to insert block data, transactions, etc. into a
relational database (RDB). The data can then be easily managed and
analyzed using SQL queries.

Therefore, the Ethereum ETL4 project provides an automated process
to convert the Ethereum blockchain into CSV files that can be im-
ported into an RDB. Unfortunately, inserting entire blockchains into a
database requires a lot of storage, and analyzing them still requires a lot
of memory as well. For comparison, the Ethereum client Geth required
approximately 1 TB of storage in May 2023. Fortunately, there are data
warehouse platforms that already synchronize the current blockchain
into an RDB and provide read-only access to their customers. For
example, Google Cloud BigQuery5 provides access to multiple syn-

4 https://github.com/blockchain-etl/ethereum-etl (Accessed: 2023-06-08)
5 https://console.cloud.google.com/bigquery
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Figure 5. The number of all new smart contract deployments and the number
of new smart contracts with unique EVM byte code on the Ethereum Mainnet
per year.

chronized blockchains, including Bitcoin [Nak08], Ethereum [Woo22],
Dash [@DD18], Dogecoin6, and others. As shown in Figure 4, Big-
Query uses a monitoring node that is synchronized with the current
state of the blockchain networks. Once blocks can be considered con-
firmed, the latest blocks, transactions, receipts, smart contracts, and
other blockchain data are inserted into public, read-only RDB tables.
Users can then use SQL queries to analyze the blockchains without
worrying about any computational requirements. BigQuery therefore
orchestrates powerful server resources in the background, which are
charged according to the amount of data processed. In addition, more
blockchain-specific data analytics platforms, such as Etherscan7, have
emerged. Such platforms analyze transactions and enrich the raw data
with insights from source codes, exchanges, and user inputs.

In this thesis, we use the different approaches to gain insights into
the blockchain, especially for decision-making use cases (as shown in
Chapter 4). We thus combine multiple sources for an extensive data
analysis pipeline. We specifically focus on Ethereum, but we will also
look at other blockchains for comparison where relevant. However, in
the following, we first analyze general blockchain and smart contract
metrics to highlight the overall relevance of DApps.

3.1 K E Y M E T R I C S O F E T H E R E U M

Deployments

To get an overview of past demand, we analyzed the number of smart
contract deployments on the Ethereum Mainnet. Figure 5 shows the
number of all smart contract deployments by year. Therefore, we identi-
fied the date of all successful smart contract deployments and summed
them by year. Since one and the same smart contract implementation

6 https://dogecoin.com
7 https://etherscan.io

https://dogecoin.com
https://etherscan.io
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Figure 6. The balance of all smart contracts on the Ethereum Mainnet per year
in Ether and USD. The exchange rate between both balances corresponds to
the median of all exchange rates of the year [@Eth23].

can be deployed multiple times, we also summed all smart contract
deployments with unique EVM byte codes. While the number of de-
ployments increased from 2015 to 2020, it has steadily decreased since
then. In contrast, the number of smart contracts with unique byte codes
also increased until 2018, temporarily decreased for one year, and then
actually reached an all-time high in 2022. In both cases, we see a consis-
tent high demand and popularity for smart contracts on the Ethereum
Mainnet. This could be due to the high demand for crypto tokens
implemented in smart contracts, and the declining popularity of the
native Ether cryptocurrency.

Funds

Similar to the number of deployments, we use the balances of smart
contracts to get an overview of their past demand and relevance. For
this purpose, we analyzed the balances of all smart contracts per year,
as shown in Figure 6. To this end, the balance does not belong to a user’s
Ethereum account, but is completely managed by a smart contract. To
better understand the funds, we also determined the median exchange
rate of Ether to USD for each year. While both metrics show a moderate
increase from 2015–2020, smart contract balances increased significantly
in 2021. In 2022, the value of Ether decreased, and therefore the smart
contract balances in USD, but the balances in Ether remained constant.
Although the exchange rate of USD/Ether is basically regulated by
supply and demand, the introduction of EIP-1559 and the switch from
PoW to PoS could be a reason for less interest in Ether. Therefore, we
provide a more detailed analysis of the exchange rate in the following.
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Figure 7. Median Gas price in Gwei per Gas and the median exchange rate
from Ether to USD [@Eth23], grouped by month. The dashed lines indicate
when the Ethereum Mainnet implemented EIP-1559 and PoS, respectively.

Transaction Fees

Analyzing the fluctuations in Gas prices and USD/Ether exchange rates
provides valuable insights into the relevance of Ethereum and the de-
ployed smart contracts over time. Figure 7 therefore shows the median
of both metrics per month since Ethereum’s launch. While technical ad-
justments and advancements lead to decreasing Gas prices at first, the
interest in Ethereum started to increase by the beginning of 2018. In fact,
Ethereum has since made numerous protocol changes to revise Gas
costs for various EVM commands [@But16; @Akh+19; @BS20]. Most
notably, EIP-1559 [@But+19] changed not only how Gas charges are
calculated, but how they are charged to the transaction sender, as de-
scribed in Chapter 2.3. However, this peak in 2018 is primarily a result
of the sudden success of the blockchain game CryptoKitties [SSH21].

Since 2020, Ethereum also experienced increased traffic due to var-
ious other events. On the one hand, this led to a rise in demand and
traffic, resulting in an increase in the USD/Ether exchange rate. On the
other hand, the increasing value of Ether made smart contracts more
relevant as they managed more valuable assets. Also since 2020, we
can see the increasing interest in Defi DApps and tokens. Especially
the trend of non-fungible tokens (NFT) brought a lot of attention to
Ethereum. However, we can expect this trend to end soon, like other
hype-based trends before.

In addition, in 2021, the introduction of EIP-1559 and the shift from
PoW to PoS have noticeably affected Gas prices and the value of Ether.
Nonetheless, it is important to note that the prices are largely influenced
by investment and speculation, and may not accurately reflect technical
advancements.
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In conclusion, since its launch in 2015, Ethereum has seen a steady
increase in interest, both from a technical perspective and in the value
of its cryptocurrency, Ether. In particular, there have been several sig-
nificant events that have pushed the network to its limits, including
CryptoKitties in 2018 [SSH21], Defi since 2020 [BCL21; Ten+22], and
NFTs since 2021 [WMP22]. It is important to note that miners have
also entered the investment business in an eager attempt to earn Ether
through block rewards and maximize transaction fees. Fortunately,
as we can see with both metrics in Figure 7, EIP-1559 has prevented
this trend from continuing since the end of 2022, and the hype around
blockchains can also be considered to have subsided since then.

However, we have not specifically addressed decision-making
DApps and their relevance in our analysis. It is important to note
that decision-making DApps handle significant amounts of monetary
assets as well, although they have not yet caused a significant surge in
Ethereum. Therefore, in the following chapter, we are going to focus
specifically on analyzing decision-making DApps.
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In general, smart contracts offer transparency, trust, verifiability, and au-
tomated execution, making them an attractive option for implementing
blockchain-based voting [KV18; Hei+18; Hja+18] as everyone can ver-
ify the correct execution. As a result, decentralized governance DApps
have emerged that leverage smart contracts to implement decision-
making processes. Against this background, numerous decentralized
governance platforms have arisen with decision-making processes,
such as proposal-based voting by majority or stakes. In this chapter,
we therefore build an analysis pipeline to empirically identify decision-
making DApps and investigate the most relevant DApps based on the
number of interactions, i.e., votes and their funding.

To that end, we first develop an analysis pipeline to reveal decision-
making smart contracts on the Ethereum blockchain and present an
overview of key metrics, which emphasize the relevance of on-chain
voting. Second, we assess the technical limitations of on-chain voting
with a model-based comparison of blockchain specifications as well
as an analysis using historic block data. More specifically, we evaluate
the DApps voting capabilities in small-scale and large-scale scenarios.
We additionally give an outlook on other relevant blockchains with
on-chain voting, i.e., Bitcoin and Dash.

Permissionless blockchains like Ethereum [Woo22] inherently allow
anyone to verify all blockchain transactions. Therefore, DApps run-
ning on Ethereum allow anyone to verify that a vote was stored and
counted correctly in a transaction. It has been, however, shown and
argued that blockchain-based voting has fundamental issues [Hei+18;
Par+21], including security [SKW20; Nat18] and privacy [HHK18]
problems. While blockchain-based online voting certainly polarizes,
on-chain voting is still being used for reasons such as the decentralized
governance of funds. Most prominently, decentralized autonomous
organizations, e.g., The DAO [@Jen16], allow fundraising and enable
stakeholders to manage the distribution of funds with on-chain voting.
Smart contracts render the decision-making process transparent and
self enforcing. Since its debut in 2016, The DAO raised approximately
150 million USD, but at the same time lost about 60 million USD due
to an exploit [ABC17]. While we distance ourselves from the idea of
blockchain-based online e-voting, e.g., for official elections, we argue
that on-chain voting still requires attention and further research.

We show the relevance of on-chain voting and derive limitations
in terms of scalability and transaction costs. To this end, we scan the
Ethereum Mainnet for smart contracts with voting functionality and

22
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Figure 8. Our blockchain-based voting analysis toolchain with a Jupyter
Notebook and BigQuery (or another Ethereum ETL pipeline) based on given
pre-processed method signatures.

analyze their usage with respect to submitted votes, Gas costs, and
fundings. In order to understand the scalability potential of on-chain
voting, we analyze past residual blockchain capacities of Ethereum and
evaluate the feasibility of small and large-scale votings. We also look
beyond Ethereum and discuss other leading blockchains, including
Bitcoin [Nak08] and the governance network of Dash [@DD18]. We
provide a publicly available repository with the collected data sets and
our analysis pipeline. Our presented database driven analysis approach
is compatible with Google BigQuery and therefore does not require
any advanced setup.

4.1 E M P I R I C A L A N A LY S I S

In this section, we reveal the magnitude of on-chain voting in Ethereum.
We are particularly interested in the diversity of voting smart contracts
with respect to cost and fundings.

Toolchain and Methodology

As described in Chapter 3, there are different technical approaches
that can be used to receive historical blockchain data and analyze it in
more detail. Typically, analyzing blockchains requires a synchronized
node with all valid transactions. With Geth, the Ethereum foundation
provides such a node, which has been optimized to save computational
resources and memory. As it turns out, the very data-efficient data
structures make it difficult to quickly analyze historic data; especially
for our smart contract analytics requirements.

For this reason, we use Google BigQuery as a source for Ethereum
Mainnet transactions instead. As shown in Figure 8, we use BigQuery
as data source and to execute complex SQL queries for analysis. We
additionally develop a Jupyter Notebook, which manages the analysis
process, i.e., preparing input data from pre-processing, compiling SQL
statements, monitoring the execution, and preparing the results.

While smart contracts are generally stored publicly on the Ethereum
blockchain, only the compiled bytecode, i.e., EVM code, is available.
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Similar to high-level programming languages, the original source code
compiles to an assembly-like language. To this end, compilers remove
comments and substitute identifiers, which render the bytecode dif-
ficult to understand without the original source code. In addition,
method signatures of smart contracts, i.e., method name and parameter
list, are represented by a hash pointer. More specifically, the first for
4 bytes of a method signature’s Keccak (basically SHA-3) hash value
are used to point to the respective stack code position. Since Keccak
is a cryptographic hash function, it is not possible to infer the method
signature from the hash value directly. Hence, it is neither straight
forward to search for a certain type of smart contract nor for a partial
method signature.

In order to analyze the Ethereum blockchain, we search for hash
values of method signatures that are usually part of voting smart con-
tracts. As shown in Figure 8 as part of the pre-processing, we collect
the hashed method signatures of the EIP-1202 voting interface, which
provides a standardized set of methods for voting. In addition, we
use the Ethereum Function Signature Database8, which provides a
list of method signatures and their corresponding hash values based
on known smart contract source codes and user submissions. We use
the database’s RESTful API to search for methods containing ‘vote’,
‘voting’, or ‘ballot’. As a result, we get a list of method signature and
hash value tuples, which are related to voting. We use these tuples
to retrieve the smart contracts that actually implement the respective
method. Finally, we analyze the source code of the DAO smart contract
on GitHub for identifying transactions to the original instance and
deployed copies with them same interface methods.

Inevitably, the approach can lead to some positives as well as
false negatives. For example, generic method signatures lead to mis-
classification of some smart contracts, e.g., setStatus(...) of the
EIP-1202 or dropVotes(...). We also encounter hash collisions
that indicate voting methods in a smart contract, but upon closer
inspection do not belong to voting. For example, the method sig-
natures voting var(address,uint256,int128,int128) and
totalSupply() share the same hash value 0x18160ddd and lead to
false-positives. In an attempt of manual inspection, we exclude these
instances from our analysis. In order to prioritize precision (over sensi-
tivity), we consider smart contracts that implement at least two method
signatures related to voting only. However, since the bytecode in the
blockchain remains a black box, we cannot completely exclude false
classifications.

The described methodology enables analyses of Ethereum smart con-
tracts in general and can be used to reveal multitudes in the blockchain.
We used it to analyze voting smart contracts with respect to scale and
Gas cost in general and the interaction with these contracts in particu-

8 https://4byte.directory

https://4byte.directory
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Calls Hash Signature Avg. Gas Avg. Gas Price

1 80 682 0x0121b93f vote(uint256) 210k 2.4 Gwei

2 7 694 0x15373e3d castVote(uint256,bool) 87k 42.9 Gwei

3 7 120 0xb384abef vote(uint256,uint256) 56k 29.8 Gwei

4 6 420 0xfc36e15b vote(string) 449k 3.2 Gwei

5 4 534 0xddb6e116 vote(uint16) 77k 3.7 Gwei

6 4 283 0x3850f804 castVote(uint256,←↩ 239k 46.8 Gwei

uint256[],uint256,uint256)

7 2 934 0x6cbf9c5e commitVote(uint256,←↩ 642k 4.1 Gwei

bytes32,uint256,uint256)

8 2 624 0x5e8254ea commitVoteOnProposal(←↩ 204k 7.0 Gwei

bytes32,uint8,bytes32)

9 2 161 0x9ef1204c vote(bytes32,uint256) 283k 9.6 Gwei

10 2 124 0xcff9293a vote(uint32,uint32) 107k 12.1 Gwei

Table 1. Top ten voting methods with respect to their number of calls.

lar. We inspected the Ethereum blockchain for the timespan between
October 16, 2017 and December 31, 2022. Moreover, we developed a
Jupyter Notebook9 which connects to BigQuery, our own local data
records (e.g., historical exchange rates), and other external data sources.
A data dump of the following results, the implementation to gather the
data set independently, and our full analysis pipeline to reproduce the
results is publicly available on GitHub.10

Implementation Complexity

In total, we found 1 472 relevant method signatures related to voting,
which are implemented in 3 512 smart contracts. Overall, 168 758 086
transactions interacted with these smart contracts and called 140 396
times one of the voting methods. After data cleaning, 3 512 voting
smart contracts remained and are subject of the following analysis.

In Table 1, we show the ten most often called voting methods and
their average consumed Gas. None of the deployed voting smart con-
tracts implemented EIP-1202 [@ZEX18] completely, but only a subset
of its standardized method signatures. While most of the method signa-
tures in Table 1 are not surprising, methods 7 and 8 lead us to expect a
commit-and-reveal voting scheme, where voters submit their votes cryp-
tographically concealed, e.g., by using a hash function, and reveal their
individual votes later with another transaction. Since such a scheme is
more complex, it typically requires more Gas.

Method signatures with more than one parameter mostly belong to
smart contracts that conduct multiple votings and allow to specify a
proposal. For example, most calls with method signature 9 belong to a
DAO smart contract that conducts multiple votings, where the byte32

9 https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1r9VxRHurM0PaZkf7vNElvvTisAlL0mVC
10 https://github.com/robmuth/blockchain-voting-analysis/tree/dissertation

https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1r9VxRHurM0PaZkf7vNElvvTisAlL0mVC
https://github.com/robmuth/blockchain-voting-analysis/tree/dissertation
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Figure 9. Complexity of voting methods (measured in Gas) in comparison to
the number of calls (in total 115 407 calls).

Funds in Ether

Smart Contract Received Balance

1 N/A (Congress Contract) 5 030 4 979 ($ 8 360k)

0x3de0c040705d50d62d1c36bde0ccbad20606515a

2 HONG / hongcoin 3 936 1 004 ($ 1 686k)

0x9fa8fa61a10ff892e4ebceb7f4e0fc684c2ce0a9

3 The DAO 12 456 352 43 ($ 72k)

0xbb9bc244d798123fde783fcc1c72d3bb8c189413

4 Unicorn Token (Congress Contract) 5 924 32 ($ 52k)

0xfb6916095ca1df60bb79ce92ce3ea74c37c5d359

Table 2. Top four smart contracts with respect to their funds.

parameter references the proposal and the uint256 parameter encodes
the user’s choice.

In Figure 9, we compare the complexity of voting methods to the
number of method calls. The required Gas (on the x axis) is an indicator
of the computational complexity. We grouped Gas values in buckets
of 100 · 103 Gas. The consumed Gas ranges from 18 120 Gas to a max-
imum of 4 590 068 Gas with an average of 84 419 Gas. The figure also
shows that most voting method calls consume between 100 000 and
300 000 Gas (mind the log scale).

Acquired Funds

Many smart contracts combine voting with fund management in one
way or another. In Table 2, we therefore show the four most used voting
smart contracts in terms of their funds. We distinguish between the
total funds received and their current balance (as of December 31, 2023).
For example, the Unicorn Token uses the Ethereum Foundation DAO
Congress contract, which allows members to deposit Ether and submit
proposals for funding; other members can then vote on whether the
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Figure 11. Number of newly deployed voting smart contracts and transactions
to them by year (2015-09-06 – 2022-12-31).

proposal is accepted. After the voting period ends and a pre-defined
quorum has accepted the proposal, the Ether is automatically trans-
ferred to the proposer.

In Figure 10, we show the distribution of funds (limited to 300 of 3 454
voting smart contracts which have received Ether). We can clearly ob-
serve a long tail distribution (log scale). However, many of the orig-
inally acquired funds are already withdrawn. From all of the funds
received, 0.03 % are still deposited. All analyzed voting smart contracts
together have a balance of more than 6 307 Ether, which equals approx-
imately 10.59 million USD.11 The amount of acquired funds can be
considered as an indicator for the relevance of on-chain voting.

Trend

In order to get an understanding of the trend, we analyze the transac-
tions as a time series over the last eight years since Ethereum’s release
in 2015. We particularly focus on the interest and relevance of votings
in Ethereum over time.

11 Median exchange rate in 2022 was 1 679 USD
Ether [@Eth23]
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Figure 12. Ether deposits to and withdrawals from voting smart contracts and
corresponding balances of voting smart contracts per year (2015-09-06 – 2022-
12-31).

In Figure 11, we show the number of voting method calls (left y
axis) as well as the number of deployed smart contracts related to
voting (right y axis). Once deployed, smart contracts remain active
and are not counted again in the following years, i.e., the figure shows
the deployment of new smart contracts. In addition, we analyzed the
deposits, withdrawals, and corresponding balances of each voting
smart contract over time, which are shown in Figure 12.

We generally observe that with the debut of the DAO [@Jen16] in
2016, the number of smart contracts with voting functionalities as
well as the number of transactions that interact with voting contracts
increases with a peak in 2018. After 2018, we observe a decline of both
metrics. While the trend might suggest a decline in interest, the balances
remain stable over time. Upon closer examination, comparing Figure 10
and Figure 12, the total balance in 2022 is almost entirely contributed by
the top two voting contracts (with more than 1 000 Ether). That is, while
the balances were previously spread across many smart contracts, we
can infer that the funds are more centralized now. We conclude that the
dynamics and interactions of voting smart contracts have decreased
over time, but on-chain voting is still relevant in terms of funding.

Summary

In our empirical analysis, we found 3 512 deployed Ethereum smart
contracts related to voting, which held 6 243 Ether at the end of 2022,
or more than 10.48 million USD (using the median exchange rate of
2022). From these smart contracts, we identified 88 instances of the
DAO (deployed smart contracts that are based on the original DAO
source code), which in total received 5 929 votes, so far. Over the past
years, voting smart contracts in general accumulated and processed
12 094 377 Ether. Our analysis suggests a continuously high amount of
monetary investments in and interaction with voting smart contracts,
indicating a high popularity and relevance.
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4.2 F E A S I B I L I T Y A N A LY S I S

In the following, we present a feasibility analysis of on-chain voting.
In particular, we analyze scalability limitations using a model-based
analysis as well as an empirical analysis based on historical blockchain
data.

Block Capacities

One of the central scalability parameters is the maximum number
of transactions per block interval, i.e., transaction throughput, which
ultimately limits the possible number of votes. Since the switch from
PoW to PoS, Ethereum has been aiming for a block generation rate
of 12 seconds [@RB20] and a block Gas limit of 15 million Gas, with
the flexibility to temporarily max it out to 30 million Gas [@But+19].
The notion of Gas was introduced to measure the total computational
complexity of transactions. Ethereum accordingly charges transaction
fees based on the transaction’s complexity. The sender of a transaction
sets a price in Ether, which determines the amount they are willing to
pay per computational unit, i.e., the Gas price.

Depending on the number of transactions per block and their com-
plexity, transactions might not make use of the available block Gas
limit and leave residual Gas. In Figure 13, we visualize the concept of
the Gas consumption and residual Gas. The residual Gas determines
the space for additional transactions on top of the baseline activities of
Ethereum. Later, we make use of the notion of residual Gas to evaluate
the feasibility and scale of on-chain voting.

Model-Based Scalability Analysis

Our analysis is based on overly optimistic model-based assumptions
to reveal upper limits, which allow us to make fundamental statements
about the (in)feasibility of on-chain voting. To do so, we start with a
number of votes µ that we would like to cast. We are then interested
in the number of blocks n that are necessary to cast µ votes. Given the
block generation rate, we can approximate the time it takes to mine
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n blocks, which we denote with ∆. For a block i with a blockGasLimit(i)
and a certain gasCost per vote, we can calculate the maximum number
of votes per block by blockGasLimit(i)/gasCost.

Based on our blockchain analysis results from Section 4.1, we evalu-
ate two different scales of voting. Since our measurements show that
most voting methods were called between 2k–7k times, we consider
µ = 2 000 to be a small-scale voting, and µ = 100 000 to represent fu-
ture large-scale votings. Moreover, we introduce three on-chain voting
“schemes”, which are either overly simple or taken from our previous
analysis. Please note that these simple voting schemes are not meant to
facilitate general voting principles, e.g., anonymity and secrecy.

The naive voting provides different addresses, each representing a vot-
ing option. Voters can transfer coins to the respective address until the
voting ends, where the balances determine the final voting result. This
naive approach can basically be implemented in every cryptocurrency.
In Ethereum, the Gas costs are 21 000 Gas.

The minimal voting uses a smart contract for counting votes. To this
end, we implemented a synthetic voting smart contract that only con-
sists of a single method for counting votes (available in our GitHub
repository). We are aware, though, that the Solidity compiler does not
generate perfectly optimized bytecode. While an optimized voting
smart contract with a completely assembly-style built bytecode would
need less Gas, we consider the Solidity compiler the most prevalent
way to compile smart contract code. After deployment, the minimal
voting requires at least 41 897 Gas per method call.

For the purpose of more realistic statements, we also analyzed the
median Gas costs of votes to the DAO. To this end, we used our analysis
pipeline described in the previous section, which yields 150k Gas per
DAO voting call. As expected, this is more complex than our minimal
voting as it also manages funds and quorum regulations.

In Table 3, we show the minimum duration of small-scale and
large-scale votings for the various voting schemes (see “Model”
columns). For Ethereum, we assumed a block generation rate of 12 sec-
onds [@RB20] and two different block Gas limits w.r.t. EIP-1559: 12 · 106

Gas and 30 · 106 Gas. For comparability, we also included the naive
voting for Bitcoin and Dash, which we will discuss later in Section 4.3.
Based on this initial evaluation, we can expect that small-scale on-chain
voting is generally feasible in reasonable bounds. At the same time,
with 12 million Gas, large-scale votings require under idealistic circum-
stances more than six hours for the naı̈ve voting scheme, or even about
51 h for the DAO voting smart contract. With 30 million Gas, it takes
about 30 minutes and 4 h, respectively.
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Implementation
Gas Blocks n Duration ∆

Limit Model Median MAD Model Median MAD

Sm
al

l-
sc

al
e

Ethereum Naı̈ve 12M 4 21 12 00:01 00:05 00:03

Ethereum Minimal Voting 12M 7 48 30 00:01 00:13 00:09

Ethereum The DAO 12M 25 219 142 00:05 00:51 00:35

Ethereum Naı̈ve 30M 2 2 0 00:01 00:01 00:00

Ethereum Minimal Voting 30M 3 6 1 00:01 00:01 00:01

Ethereum The DAO 30M 10 20 1 00:02 00:04 00:01

Bitcoin Naı̈ve — 1 4 3 00:10 00:45 00:45

Dash — 1 1 0 00:03 00:00 00:00

La
rg

e-
sc

al
e

Ethereum Naı̈ve 12M 175 1 533 1 042 00:35 06:23 04:29

Ethereum Minimal Voting 12M 350 3 447 2 389 01:10 14:08 09:58

Ethereum The DAO 12M 1 250 13 192 9 105 04:10 50:45 34:43

Ethereum Naı̈ve 30M 70 141 2 00:14 00:29 00:02

Ethereum Minimal Voting 30M 140 285 3 00:28 01:02 00:04

Ethereum The DAO 30M 500 1025 3 01:40 03:49 00:07

Bitcoin Naı̈ve — 3 41 36 00:30 06:30 05:51

Dash — 10 10 0 00:25 00:21 00:05

Table 3. Required blocks n and duration ∆ [HH:MM] for different voting
implementations; median and median absolute deviation (MAD) are based
on residual block capacities (monthly intervals between 2015-12-28 and 2022-
12-31).

Residual Capacities Analysis

In the following, we enrich our model-based evaluation with historic
blockchain data to determine the residual Gas limits in Ethereum. This
approach provides a more realistic assessment of limitations. More
specifically, we define residualGas(i) = blockGasLimit(i) − usedGas(i)
for a block i. Please note that in Ethereum the block Gas limit is
block specific and changed over time before the London fork (c.f. EIP-
1559 [@But+19]). Since after, the maximum block Gas limit is fixed to
30 · 106 Gas, however, the protocol’s aim is to target 15 · 106 Gas. The
residual Gas is therefore determined by the used Gas at a certain point
in time.

In Table 3, we show the median number of blocks n as well as the du-
ration ∆ for historical data in addition to our model-based evaluation.
We calculated n and ∆ starting with the last mined block of 2022-12-31
and repeated the process for each preceding month until the genesis
block of Ethereum (2015-07-30). In general, our measurements yield
values under the (unlikely) condition that all voters submit their votes
in a perfectly aligned and coordinated order. We use this approach to
provide an (optimistic) understanding for the minimum Gas needed to
deploy and cast a single vote. Since we repeated the evaluation multi-
ple times by shifting starting points in monthly intervals, we present
the median absolute deviation (MAD).
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The results show that simple small-scale and large-scale voting yield
reasonable performance with approx. 1–13 min or less for 2k votes, and
between 32 min–14 h for 100k votes (w.r.t. the different Gas limits due
to EIP-1559). The exception is the more complex DAO implementation,
which takes more than 4–50 hours (w.r.t. the Gas limits).

Economic Analysis

Since Gas cost can be directly translated to Ether, we can also esti-
mate the economic efficiency of on-chain voting. As a first impression,
we consider a median Gas price 2.4 Gwei

Gas (SD = 55.78) for the 137 435
voting method calls from our data set. We used an exchange rate of
1 679.00 USD per Ether as before. Hence, we can approximate the price
of a vote for our minimal voting scheme that approximately yields
0.17 USD per vote. For more realistic Gas cost, i.e., the most called vot-
ing methods require between 100–200k Gas, our price approximation
ranges between 0.40 USD and 0.81 USD per vote.

Voting costs are a relevant factor for high reachability and inclu-
sive participation. While fees for casting a vote might serve as Sybil
protection, they might also deter voters. In general, fees set a higher
participation threshold. In order to maximize participation, transaction
costs should be as low as possible for submitting votes—or just not
be charged, at all. Unfortunately, smart contracts in Ethereum are not
able to pay the transaction fees for the senders, e.g., for calling chosen
voting methods. It is possible to implement smart contracts that refund
transaction fees within the same transaction, but it still requires voters
to own initial Ether for paying the transaction fee in advance. Voters
who do not own any Ether hence face a greater hurdle to participate.

Interestingly enough, we want to point out an approach that is able
to store and release Gas to cover some of the Gas costs itself. Projects
like the GasToken12 exploit Gas reserving opcodes (i.e., SSTORE and
CREATE/SELFDESTRUCT) for saving Gas when the Gas price is low
and releasing it when Gas is more expensive. Unfortunately, releasing
reserved Gas requires Gas itself. That is, the transaction costs can be re-
duced but not covered completely, which leaves us back to the original
problem that voters need an initial Ether fund. For enabling future-
oriented use cases that require broad involvement, e.g., participatory
budgeting or crowd funding, we believe new solutions are required to
open on-chain voting.

4.3 V O T I N G B E Y O N D E T H E R E U M

In the following, we consider other well-established cryptocurrencies,
namely Bitcoin [Nak08] and Dash [@DD18], that can also be used for
voting.

12 https://github.com/projectchicago/gastoken (Accessed: 2023-06-07)

https://github.com/projectchicago/gastoken
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Bitcoin

There are several proposals for Bitcoin-based voting [Bis+17; ZC15;
TFH17]. Unfortunately, due do the lack of a full-fledged scripting lan-
guage, Bitcoin heavily relies on external infrastructure to conduct vot-
ings, making it difficult to inspect the blockchain and reliably extracting
information with respect to voting. While we have found indications
for on-chain voting, infrastructures have been shut down and there-
fore prevent analysis. However, it is worth mentioning that Bitcoin
miners implement voting functionality for governance directly in the
blockchain protocol to agree on improvement proposals [@Wui+21].

We can however assume that voting would have at least the same
transaction requirements (w.r.t. transaction size and cost) as transfer-
ring coins. On this basis, we analyze residual transaction capacities
of past blocks and derive the maximum of possible votes over that
time span. To this end, we need to consider the specifics and changes
of the segregated witness proposal [@LLW15], which tackles signature
malleability issues and therefore separates signature data from the
transaction’s hashes. As a result, the maximum block size is then lim-
ited by the notion of block weight, i.e., block weight < 4 · 106, which
corresponds approximately to a block size of 4 MB. A standard Bitcoin
transaction for transferring coins from one address to another (P2WSH)
with segregated witness requires a block weight of approximately 110
(median over all corresponding transactions until December 2022 with
a standard deviation of 0.070). Other parameters include a target block
generation rate of 10 minutes.

Evaluation

We analyzed Bitcoin for small-scale and large-scale scenarios with
minimal transaction weights, which corresponds to our naive voting
implementation. In addition to a model-based evaluation, we also in-
vestigated the residual block capacities. Table 3 shows the minimum
amount of blocks as well as the time span it would take to cast µ votes.
We assumed a transaction weight of 110 per vote. While Ethereum
requires at least 1–5 minutes (w.r.t. the Gas limit), Bitcoin requires
45 minutes for small-scale votings. Please note that Bitcoin indicates
very high MAD for n and ∆. Hence, Bitcoin’s residual capacities fluctu-
ate significantly compared to Ethereum, which makes it more difficult
to make predictions. For large-scale voting, Bitcoin requires signifi-
cantly less blocks (due to the larger block size) and despite its slower
block generation rate is faster than Ethereum.

Dash Governance Platform Analysis

Dash [@DD18] was released in 2014, initially named Xcoin and later
Darkcoin. Dash does not support smart contracts in the same way as
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Figure 14. Dash governance proposals and votes, by year (2015-08-27–
2022-12-31).

Ethereum, but instead implements its own governance mechanisms
directly into its protocols. During the mining process, new coins will be
split and distributed over three stakeholders: master nodes and miners
each receive 40 %, and the remaining 20 % go to Dash’s Decentralized
Governance by Blockchain (DGBB) funding platform. Master nodes
then can vote on public proposals for distributing the collected funds.

The Dash Governance Platform (DGP) is natively implemented in
Dash’s application protocols and can therefore be monitored by all
nodes that have joined the network (also at DashCentral13). After a
pre-defined voting phase, the number of yes-votes minus the no-votes
must exceed 10 % of the total number of master nodes for a proposal to
pass. Otherwise, the proposal will be rejected.

Evaluation

We analyzed 702 proposals between 2015-08-27 and 2022-12-31. Dur-
ing that time, 532 proposals were funded. In Figure 14, we show the
total number of votes and the number of proposals per year. Dash’s
governance proposals started at the same year as the first voting smart
contracts with Ethereum in 2015. Dash shows an increase and peak
of newly created proposals and votings between 2016 and 2018, and
similar to Ethereum, a steady decrease of interest afterwards. Dash’s
number of proposals at the peak is approximately 8 times lower com-
pared to Ethereum (c.f. Figure 11). Note that the analysis of Dash is
more precise and does not suppress any false-positives, which means
that the difference to Ethereum is probably even higher. The number of
votes at peak times is approximately 1–3 times smaller, when compared
to Ethereum. All successful proposals collected 181 767 DASH, which
equals approximately 20.90 million USD according to the correspond-
ing exchange rates at the time of funding.14 Even though the presented
votings were not conducted on-chain, the blockchain’s protocol auto-

13 https://dashcentral.org
14 https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/dash/historical-data (Accessed: 2023-04-24)

https://dashcentral.org
https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/dash/historical-data
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matically pays out fundings with Dash’s cryptocurrency and therefore
supports the role of on-chain voting.

Additionally, we evaluated the residual capacities of Dash. While
Dash is based on Bitcoin, it does not support segregated witness and
aims for a block generation rate of 2.5 minutes with a maximum block
size of 2 MB. As shown in Table 3, Dash has a lower transaction load
than Bitcoin or Ethereum, which directly leads to high residual capac-
ities and therefore better performance for small-scale and large-scale
voting. Our measurements show even better results than our model
approximation, because the proof-of-work consensus generated new
blocks faster than expected. We would nevertheless expect higher du-
rations with the same general load, i.e., residual capacity, as in Bitcoin.

4.4 R E L E VA N C E O F D E C I S I O N - M A K I N G D A P P S

We have shown that decision-making DApps have become a relevant
use case in Ethereum, most often to collectively manage funds. To this
end, we presented our blockchain analysis toolchain, that we used
to identify and analyze voting smart contracts with respect to their
popularity, complexity, and funds. On the one hand, our benchmark
of transactions to voting smart contracts and their respective fundings
confirm a high relevance. On the other hand, we observed a trend of
centralization due to the popularity of DAO contracts.

We further used these insights to assess the feasibility of future
large-scale voting on blockchains. Therefore, we also evaluated other
well-established blockchains, i.e., Bitcoin and Dash. While small-scale
voting scenarios seem feasible on all analyzed blockchains, large-scale
voting suffers from severe scalability issues. Although our model-based
calculations indicate that large-scale votings can theoretically be con-
ducted in reasonable time under perfect conditions, our measurements
on well-established public blockchains show that minimum durations
increase significantly due to the limited transaction throughput.

Despite all the shortcomings of blockchain-based voting, we have
shown that on-chain voting is especially relevant for decision-making
use cases.



Part II

D E C I S I O N - M A K I N G F O R U R B A N
PA R T I C I PA T I O N
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In this chapter, we present BBBlockchain, a decision-making DApp for
urban participation. The aim of this DApp is to improve transparency,
trust, and participation in urban planning processes. To this end, we
leverage blockchain technologies for urban participation projects to
prevent monopolistic control over information, and public decision-
making. We therefore identify and develop several blockchain-based
use cases to complement current participation processes. The use cases
include secure timestamping and document management, open dis-
cussion and social media integration, surveys and voting, and the
integration of blockchain tokens. With these use cases, we address
the different levels of participation [Arn69; @IAP14], ranging from
information and consultation to decision-making and empowerment
of citizens.

We therefore build BBBlockchain as an Ethereum DApp. We opt for
a permissionless design approach to make decision-making processes
transparent, accountable, and trusted. The deployed smart contracts
instantiate our use cases and allow users to interact directly with their
functions, e.g., to submit a vote. For user convenience and overall better
usability, we implement a web-based frontend so that a wide range of
non-technical experienced to blockchain experts can use the DApp. In
particular, we are looking for solutions to make the DApp available on
as many devices as possible, such as desktop computers and mobile
devices.

During the design phase of the BBBlockchain use cases, we identify
suitable blockchain features to improve participation processes. As
the complexity of blockchain features grows, so does the complexity
of the implementation. Hence, we are identifying potential technical
barriers that cause difficulties for non-blockchain experts to use the
BBBlockchain DApp as well. On the one hand, we therefore develop
visualizations and user interface concepts so that the DApp can be used
by as many people as possible. On the other hand, we take measures to
minimize the technical requirements for the users. For example, we can-
not expect BBBlockchain users to host their own wallet to participate.
However, to preserve the principles and fundamentals of blockchains,
it must remain possible to participate with a personal wallet, if one
already posesses one.

In this thesis, we envision BBBlockchain as a DApp to explore the
current state of the art, gain experience deploying the DApp in a non-
technical users’ environment, and gain insights at a fundamental level.
As part of our research project, BBBlockchain is being deployed in two

37
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real-world pilot projects in Berlin, Germany. We therefore implement
the use cases for informing and consulting citizens. With the deploy-
ment, we analyze the DApp development phases and actual usage to
identify missing blockchain capabilities related to on-chain abilities
and privacy. In particular, establishing secure communication channels
to enable communication between participants, anonymous voting,
and anonymous authentication for reliable voting.

We first introduce the basics of civic participation processes and the
role of civic technology in urban participation in Section 5.1. Next, in
Section 5.2, we explore the potential of a blockchain-based participation
and propose various blockchain use cases. In Section 5.3, we introduce
the initial BBBlockchain DApp architecture and infrastructure for the
pilot deployment. Finally, in Section 5.4, we summarize our findings for
the BBBlockchain deployment and identify technical limits to improve
decision-making DApps in general.

5.1 C I T I Z E N PA R T I C I PAT I O N P R O C E S S E S

Motivation

In the context of urban planning, citizen participation processes have
always been considered an important element to improve democracy,
and in several countries, including Germany, they are enforced by
legislation [Amn06]. Today, citizen participation has become institu-
tionalized and implemented through structured methods as part of
the organizational logic of government [MK12]. In practice, however,
planning processes are mostly influenced by corporate and political
actors whose interests differ greatly from the democratic values of
participatory planning [Arn69]. Mistrust and the image of corruption
have therefore become the default perception of citizens of urban de-
velopment projects [WTC19].

The lack of trust among stakeholders has led to the need for more
transparency [PA19; GW12]. Historically, transparency has been dif-
ficult to achieve because of the indecisiveness of public officials, the
lack of clear mechanisms for establishing transparency, and the costs
involved [BC11; GM13]. When government procedures, policies, and
plans are made transparent, citizens can more easily detect improper
behavior and government officials can be held accountable for their
actions [WD13]. Historically, public participation in urban planning
has taken many forms, including dialogue meetings, opinion surveys,
panels, consultations, open labs, and so on [Whi96]. While these meth-
ods can be fruitful for gathering public opinion, previous research has
shown that they suffer from limited transparency, as they tend to limit
the expression of conflicting opinions, hide power imbalances, and
maintain the status quo [Whi96; AH12].
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Figure 15. Levels of participation according to the IAP2 spectrum of public
participation compared to our use cases.

Digitalization alone offers new opportunities to transform urban
participation processes. There is a growing number of so-called civic
tech platforms that provide online participation tools and attempt
to improve cooperation between citizens and government institu-
tions. However, previous studies have shown that current online tools
have processes that are similar to more established participation pro-
cesses [KL14; Ran+19]. Therefore, accountable outcomes are still lack-
ing.

Urban planning therefore requires citizen participation and trust-
worthy decision-making processes, especially as cities undergo rapid
change, such as accelerating urbanization, demographic and climate
change, and the increasing digitalization of cities. Collaboration on
a trusted decision-making platform is essential to ensure participa-
tion and inclusivity. Yet existing formal participation processes, while
valuable, often lack trust. We therefore envision a DApp for civic partic-
ipation processes that can mediate between stakeholders and overcome
the underlying problems, leveraging blockchain technologies. To this
end, we draw on well-established research in the field of civic partici-
pation, such as the ladder of participation [Arn69].

Levels of Participation

Civic participation is important in urban development, but the level
and quality of participation varies. Nevertheless, civic participation
has gained significant importance in urban development over the
past decade. In 1969, Arnstein introduced the ladder of participa-
tion [Arn69], arguing for increased involvement of the civil society in
decision-making, so that participation is meaningful and produces real
impact beyond mere pro-forma processes controlled by planners. Since
then, the ladder of participation [Arn69] has remained a valid bench-
mark for meaningful civil society involvement in decision-making.
In particular, participation is key to the successful implementation of
development plans, as this depends on the degree to which citizens ac-
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cept the plans [Ryd11]. This means that the successful implementation
of development plans depends on the acceptance of the plans by the
citizens.

In addition, the IAP2 spectrum [@IAP14], an international standard
for participation processes, outlines similar levels of public partic-
ipation in decision-making. It starts with one-way communication,
then moves to public consultation, stakeholder dialogue, government-
citizen collaboration, and finally public empowerment. Our research
also builds on this model.

Transparency and Accountability

Transparency and accountability are essential for successful urban par-
ticipation. Citizens need to know and trust the information provided
about changes, underlying causes, and future developments of ongoing
construction projects. In Germany, the right to information is a demo-
cratic right [Bun17], but transparency and accountability depend on
relationships between stakeholders. The success of these relationships
depends on how well these two concepts are achieved. Many cities cur-
rently aim to capture and channel these relationships in participation
guidelines [Hab15; @Deg+17].

Decision-Making and Empowerment

The basic concept of participation is the balance and distribution of
power. Public participation in urban development is essential for cit-
izens to shape their living environment, as well. Currently, power is
often delegated to elected officials, but some cities are promoting direct
democracy through innovations like participatory budgeting [Cab17].
Digital technologies, like blockchain, offer new alternatives for decision-
making and promote transparency and accountability. In particular,
and one of the key functions of a blockchain is to act as a neutral inter-
mediary. Thus, the full potential of this technology lies in providing
new alternatives for decision-making.

Civic Technology

The concept of using digital tools for local participatory processes
has been around for some time and is commonly referred to as civic
technology. Recent literature supports the idea of civic technology as a
movement, with citizens driving its development for technology-based
participation [Rum15; @Hen+16]. It combines a startup mindset with
civic participation, leveraging the wave of technology startups disrupt-
ing various industries. However, civic technologies have a focus on
social impact that goes beyond profit-driven motivation. Their ultimate
goal is to change the way our society interacts, ultimately reinventing
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current methods of governance. More specifically, civic technology soft-
ens boundaries by enabling “government from the outside” [DMJ18].

Researchers have emphasized the importance of active citizenship
and involvement in decision-making processes through participatory
democracy and discourse [Bar03; Dry02]. Civic technology studies
have shown that digital planning has the potential to remove barriers
and create accessible and ongoing engagement processes [WTC19]. For
example, there are related platforms, most notably Adhocracy [@Liq23],
that map participatory processes in an online format.

Most digital tools for urban planning participation follow traditional
(centralized) formats, ignoring the potential of technology to simplify
the process. The authors of [Sal+19] on civic technology reviewed
35 case studies and discovered that communication was primarily
one-way. Utilizing digital tools, yet, does not always result in account-
able decision-making. The use of digital tools does not always lead
to accountable decision-making. The transformative power of civic
technology is inherent because it is primarily bottom-up, however,
government commitment is still crucial for successful digital participa-
tion [Sal+19]. Furthermore, citizens are more motivated to participate
when they feel their input will have an impact. Unfortunately, current
online participation platforms are centrally controlled, leading to trust
and transparency issues.

Blockchain-Based Civic Technology

More recently, a growing body of research has argued that blockchain
can provide new opportunities to make government more transparent,
especially in situations where government decisions are likely to be
lengthy and controversial [Zhe+18; Swa18]. Blockchains ensure data
integrity and make stored data immutable, resulting in the ability to
track changes, which in turn supports initiatives to prevent (secret)
data manipulation. The permanence of data records also allows citizens
to better understand and monitor government decisions [Cen+21].

One platform employing blockchain technology is Social
Coin [@The20], which has been implemented in Barcelona, Spain. The
project explores ways to use blockchain tokens to incentivize citizens’
participation by handing out tokens that can be used for payment
in local shops. Another example is MiVote [@MiV18], a US-based
voting platform which is also based on blockchain technology. Instead
of voting for a party or representatives, MiVote aims for voting on
individual issues. While our concept can be compared to other civic
technology applications, the use of blockchain (and its principles)
is the key differentiator. Similar to the Social Coin project, tokens
are explored as an incentive, but the scope of BBBlockchain goes
further and includes functionalities like voting and surveys, as well
as providing a newsfeed for increased trust and transparency. Unlike
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MiVote, BBBlockchain aims to test the impact on direct democracy by
exploring how decisions can be distributed between authorities and
citizens to achieve more representative levels of participation, both in
terms of quantity and diversity of participants.

5.2 B B B L O C K C H A I N U S E C A S E S F O R U R B A N PA R T I C I PAT I O N

The decentralized and immutable nature of a blockchain addresses
three issues for our decision-making use case: First, blockchain tech-
nology makes it possible to prevent monopolistic control of informa-
tion, thereby increasing trust and transparency. Second, one of the key
functionalities of the blockchain is the ability to act as an trusted inter-
mediary. Lastly, advanced blockchain technologies enable private and
anonymous decision-making processes that all stakeholders can trust,
i.e., through their verifiability. Blockchain technologies, thus, have the
potential to enhance participatory processes that rely on privacy and
anonymity for their decision-making processes.

BBBlockchain aims to unite three key stakeholder groups involved
in participatory processes: the private sector, the public sector and
civil society. That is, in our case, housing associations, governmental
institutions, and citizens, respectively. Therefore, our research examines
BBBlockchain’s ability to maintain ongoing stakeholder engagement
and consultation throughout the process. We additionally explore how
BBBlockchain can facilitate genuine citizen empowerment through
blockchain-based decision-making. Based on the IAP2 spectrum of
public participation, we develop a set of use cases for the deployment
of BBBlockchain in urban development decision-making processes.
Figure 15 therefore provides an overview and assigns the use cases to
the respective level of participation.

Therefore, we first explore the potential to enhance information shar-
ing throughout the often complex and protracted urban development
processes. Next, we also explore potential use cases from consultation
to empowerment. In addition, we seek to increase and diversify partici-
pation by introducing blockchain tokens that promise to enhance all
IAP2-based BBBlockchain use cases.

Timestamping

U S E C A S E Our first use case takes advantage of a feature inherent
to blockchains: it utilizes the immutability combined with the frequent
creation of blocks to realize a so-called timestamping service [HS91;
Nak08].

The use case addresses the first level and most fundamental layer
of participation to generate transparency, i.e., to inform [@IAP14]. The
provision of verified information in long-term and often controversial
processes can thus be established with BBBlockchain, which is a major
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step towards greater transparency in most urban development projects.
Public participation rules may also require the provision of specific
information by stakeholders at certain points in the planning process.
Citizens and nearby living residents, can verify whether this informa-
tion was provided on time and whether it has since been manipulated
or deleted. This allows all stakeholders to prove or assess whether in-
formation was provided in a timely manner and was followed during
the planning, permitting and construction process.

Therefore, with BBBlockchain, we develop a platform to continu-
ously track ongoing urban development projects and document the
planning and approval process. We do this by managing, archiving,
and securing documents such as land use plans, urban development
contracts, and general construction information and specifications. To
this end, each new publication will be timestamped on the blockchain.
This allows all users to reliably track the time of publication, author
information, and content of the publication. To do this, BBBlockchain
calculates the hash value of the publication and publishes it to all users.
With a similar concept as already established in 1991 by Haber and
Stornetta [HS91], anyone can now verify if the hash value matches
and when this hash value was published. BBBlockchain therefore not
only covers the first layer of IAP2 [@IAP14] by informing the public,
but also ensures that all announcements are secured with blockchain
technologies.

I M P L E M E N TAT I O N To reduce on-chain storage costs, instead of
storing files (e.g., large PDF files or images) directly on the blockchain,
BBBlockchains stores the files on an external storage and secures their
cryptographic hash values on the blockchain. BBBlockchain therefore
leverages that cryptographic hash values represent arbitrary data as
fixed-length numbers. Thus, users can verify the integrity of large
documents and files by downloading them from the external storage,
calculating the hash values locally, and comparing them to the hash val-
ues in the blockchain. If an external file has been subsequently changed
or missing, the application will display an error to all BBBlockchain
users. For security reasons, the content and the corresponding hash
verification are performed locally on the users’ devices.

Additionally, we use transaction verification as part of our visualiza-
tions to convey a secure transfer of information in an understandable
way, as we will show in Section 5.4. Once the participation content has
been downloaded, the DApp frontend calculates the corresponding
hash value locally and displays it at the top of each article.

Social Networks Integration

U S E C A S E While it is essential to provide comprehensive and reli-
able information, it is equally important to consult and involve citizens
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in urban development projects (cf. IAP2 Level 2 and 3) [@IAP14]. To this
end, we propose a feedback mechanism. Citizens can submit their feed-
back, e.g., comment on information provided, participation workshops,
or statutory planning information. We record this event as hashed rep-
resentation in the blockchain but refrain from recording plaintext for
costs and legal reasons. This way, we also reduce the opportunity for
abuse of BBBlockchain as described in [GMF22; Mat+18].

I M P L E M E N TAT I O N We explore the integration of social networks
as feedback channels. For this purpose, we use a crawler that searches
for hashtags related to BBBlockchain projects. Messages found, e.g., on
Twitter, will be hashed and the hash values will be stored on the block-
chain. Another approach is to generate unique hashtags on demand
for specific topics managed by one of our smart contracts. App users
can then open documents and start a discussion about a topic with
others on social media, and the crawler can associate the messages with
specific topics. Again, to reduce abuse and save on-chain storage costs,
we do not record the plaintext. At the same time, we outsource the
detection of abuse to the respective social media platforms. Since we
are unable to detect botnet-driven manipulation, we rely on the social
networks’ security mechanisms. Once a social network publishes con-
tent to our service, it is timestamped and we can prove that the content
was published. The timestamp allows us to ensure that social networks
do not censor after the fact. However, intentionally deleted messages
(by users) can also be detected by comparing the stored timestamps. In
general, a DApp could display a notification when it detects a deleted
message. BBBlockchain thus establishes a multi-channel consultation
and targeted participation tool. Because urban development projects
are very diverse and cannot be easily standardized, BBBlockchain must
provide the flexibility to respond to specific communication channels
agreed upon by stakeholders from the beginning of a project.

Voting and Surveys

U S E C A S E For further options, to consult and involve the public, we
distinguish between voting, which we consider as a form of co-decision-
making, and surveys, which are a consultation feature. Depending on
the impact and the institutionalization of BBBlockchain voting, we
advance into the fourth and fifth of the IAP2 levels of participation,
collaborate and empowerment.

For example, housing associations commit to public participation on
different development or design options [@Deg+17], including a bind-
ing vote for the preferred option. In current practice, these infrequent
votings are usually neither legally binding nor sufficiently transparent
or private. Even with fully committed stakeholders the effort to con-
duct reliable votings often proves to be too onerous and difficult. It
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often boils down to participation meetings and paper-based voting. As
a consequence, the current situation suffers from a lack of inclusiveness
and trust issues. With BBBlockchain, we aim to overcome these issues
in order to enable a more prolific use of voting in urban participation
processes.

I M P L E M E N TAT I O N While we envisage different ways to instantiate
votings and surveys, the easiest way is to save electoral processes in
an array, where each element represents a voting choice and with a
public function for increasing the respective counter. However, this
approach is vulnerable to fraud as voting multiple times by repeatedly
calling that function becomes possible. We therefore need a mechanism
to validate and authenticate voting rights, e.g., the voter’s identity or
a digital certificate of eligibility to vote. To prevent fraud and realize
reliable votings, BBBlockchain issues registered voting tokens for each
eligible citizen. The right to vote can only be exercised when a valid
token is passed with the function call.

In general, though, blockchain-based voting inherently suffers from
certain disadvantages [Sim04]. Most notably, the necessary prerequi-
sites for voting, e.g., identity checks, are more difficult to establish
and maintain online than in the offline world. For example, it is more
difficult to check identities and voting rights electronically than in
person at a voting office with personal IDs. This raises a number of
challenges for blockchain-based voting and boils down to a tradeoff:
On the one hand, blockchain offers unconditional voting transparency
and auditability. On the other hand, achieving voter anonymity is chal-
lenging, because all votes in a blockchain are fully traceable. As a first
step, we use pseudonyms as a first way of achieving privacy. How-
ever, contrary to public elections votes, in urban development projects
the local reach might allow or demand the public identification of the
voters. In [@Fou22a] for instance, video chat or video proofs are used
for identification. To be clear, BBBlockchain is not intending to replace
offline voting. Aligned to the project’s overall motivation to foster the
diversity and inclusiveness of public participation in urban develop-
ment projects, we investigate the pros and cons of blockchain-based
voting for participation use cases.

Tokenization

U S E C A S E One reason for the current popularity of blockchains
is the token system. We see tokenization as a cross-cutting feature
that can enhance most of the use cases discussed above in one way
or another. For example, we use tokens to manage voting rights and
to incentivize participation. While there are many possible uses, tok-
enization is likely to have the greatest impact on the upper levels of
participation, since tokens are by definition an instrument of exchange.
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We therefore distinguish between coins and tokens to highlight technical
differences and different use cases: Cryptocurrencies issue coins as
their inherent trading currency, which typically has monetary value,
and use a blockchain to record transfers and balances. In Bitcoin, for
example, coins serve as a means of payment, but also to incentivize
miners to keep the system running [TS16]. Ethereum [@But23b] and
other blockchain-based systems also offer the ability to create and issue
custom tokens on top of the infrastructure. These tokens are issued
and managed by smart contracts, so they are not built into the pro-
tocol of the blockchain. They can follow their own specific rules, but
still provide basic functionality such as checking balances or making
transfers. For example, Ethereum provides standards for implement-
ing custom tokens [@VB15]. In BBBlockchain, we utilize both coins
and tokens: Since coins have monetary value, we use them to manage
a participatory budget, for example, an increasingly popular instru-
ment for co-decision-making, which we will discuss in the following
Section 5.2. Since tokens, on the other hand, can be decoupled from
monetary value, we use them as voting tokens and in various targeted
forms to incentivize participation. In the following, we will elaborate
on the latter use case.

V O T I N G A U T H E N T I C AT I O N We use tokens to authenticate
whether a user is eligible to participate and vote. The amount of tokens
can indicate the priority of the user, i.e., more tokens give more weight
to their vote, but this depends on the voting scheme. In this way, we
could give more voting tokens to people who live near a project than to
people who live far away. Following the concept of liquid democracy,
users could delegate their voting rights to someone else. This function-
ality allows both higher participation rates (the representative can vote
even if the user is not available) and the accumulation of influence with
individually legitimized representatives with specific knowledge or
user status (e.g., mobility specialist or official tenant representative).
While it would also be possible to issue tokens in exchange for real
fiat money or coins, we distance ourselves from this approach because
incentivizing through monetary value is democratically questionable.

As a side effect, tokens can be used to achieve anonymity during
voting: For example, tokens can be issued as QR codes, shuffled, and
sent to residents. The shuffling of QR codes results in untraceable
pseudonyms. While this seems like a reasonable approach to achieve
some level of anonymity in practice, we prefer cryptographically se-
cured techniques over analog ones.

I N C E N T I V I Z AT I O N Tokens offer a wide variety of ways to provide
incentives for participation. For example, the use of the BBBlockchain
DApp can be rewarded with tokens that can be collected and used
for discounts. As a reward system, we provide an interface for shop
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owners to offer services or discounts in exchange for tokens. For ex-
ample, cafes near the building project location could offer a fixed price
discount to attract new customers. More importantly, the targeted
provision of tokens can attract citizens to support analogous on-site
participation formats such as permanent exhibitions or workshops in
neighborhood cafes. To further increase interest or site traffic we can
also distribute tokens throughout the neighborhood or at institutions of
particular of particular interest to the project, e.g., via printed QR codes
(municipalities, developers, showrooms, etc.). They could also be em-
bedded in relevant documents so that interested parties are rewarded
for participating in the process.

Participatory Budget and Crowdfunding

U S E C A S E DApps can be used to implement crowdfunding. Crowd-
funding is a type of online fundraising. Projects can collect small dona-
tions from a large number of people. In an urban context, crowdfund-
ing can serve as an alternative way to (co-)finance smaller projects for
the neighborhood. The provision of funds by many can be seen as a
public vote to realize certain projects, and similar to BBBlockchain’s
functionality to enable participatory budgeting, the smart contract can
enforce execution once the funding goal is reached. From a techni-
cal perspective, many variations are possible. An alternative funding
method would be crowdsourced participatory budgets. We can also
implement the concept of matching funds, where a certain amount of
crowdsourced coins is matched by other sources, such as a housing
authority.

The transfer of decision-making power in urban development from
the institutions that have been elected to represent the public good di-
rectly to the citizens obviously challenges the current balance between
direct and representative democracy. BBBlockchain enables function-
alities previously unavailable or infeasible in an urban development
process, and this project will need to explore and redefine the boundary
conditions that support both citizen empowerment and the common
good.

I M P L E M E N TAT I O N BBBlockchain can conduct votes using smart
contracts with binding results. It can also enforce the contractually
agreed results. Participatory budgeting is a powerful form of partic-
ipation that benefits from this functionality. Current analog formats
reserve a certain portion of the public budget that is centrally managed.
The use of this part of the budget within predefined spending corri-
dors is decided directly by citizens through voting. In our use case,
we are exploring a participatory budget in coins, bound in a smart
contract, outside the control of a central authority. A simple example is
the selection of public art in housing projects. Developers reserve the
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Figure 16. Smart contract architecture of BBBlockchain.

mandatory budget for artwork (in some countries, such as Germany,
construction projects are legally required to fund art with a certain
amount of the total construction cost) and let residents, neighbors, or
a broader group of citizens vote for their preferences. After the vote,
the winning artist is contracted and the budget is transferred. A partici-
patory budget, secured by a smart contract, is thus a true transfer of
decision-making power to the eligible group of participants. Since the
voting results are directly implemented, the authorities or developers
can no longer interfere with the citizens’ decision.

5.3 B B B L O C K C H A I N A R C H I T E C T U R E

We implement the BBBlockchain DApp with smart contracts in Solidity.
We decided to build an Ethereum DApp because it is a public, permis-
sionless, and established blockchain that provides enough flexibility
to implement our platform. In the following, we will introduce the
BBBlockchain architecture and infrastructure. In addition, we explain
our design choices.

BBBlockchain Smart Contracts

The main BBBlockchain smart contract manages multiple other smart
contracts for all building projects and handles all permissions. Once
deployed, it provides all data for the app and manages multiple build-
ing projects and their use cases. As shown in Figure 16, it serves as a
central entry point. At this point, we have explicitly decided against
a proxy smart contract for future upgrade options to improve trust in
this case. Although we are committed to a permissionless platform,
not everyone is allowed to freely manage our projects. We distinguish
between read-only calls and write transactions in the smart contracts.
All data is stored openly for read-only access, but management of the
smart contract is restricted to a closed user group representing key
stakeholders.
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An urban development project may have multiple use cases that
are implemented as separate smart contracts. The main smart con-
tract therefore maintains a list of all use case contracts. Currently, we
have implemented smart contract solutions for the following use cases:
timestamping, surveys, voting, and our own token. As each urban
development project has its own participation strategy we have taken
a modular approach; each use case can be activated individually, re-
peatedly or simultaneously. And because these strategies often change
over time, new functionality can be developed and added at any time.

Infrastructure

B L O C K C H A I N A C C E S S Processing the Ethereum blockchain re-
quires high CPU resources and storage (about 1 TB for syncing
Ethereum Mainnet with Geth at the time of writing). Therefore, it is
not yet practical to run fully synchronized blockchain clients on mobile
devices for normal usage. For the pilot phase, we therefore installed
our own Ethereum node and provided access for BBBlockchain users
via a public server with an API. However, smart phones and recent
blockchain technologies enable direct access to the blockchain with
light client implementations, which do not process all transactions but
rely on public or self-hosted full synchronized clients. We intend to
implement different blockchain access capabilities to eventually replace
the BBBlockchain API server. However, the smart contracts support
direct access, so it also possible to interact with BBBlockchain without
the API.

The participating housing associations, local authorities, and resi-
dents’ representatives have been given access for publishing contents
on BBBlockchain with a fine-grained access control mechanisms. While
BBBlockchain is designed to give stakeholders direct access to the smart
contracts, we additionally provide a server-based web admin interface
for easier usage. We therefore run a content management system, so
authors can compose new posts in an intuitive editor interface. New
contents will then be added to the blockchain by an external monitoring
tool, basically a blockchain oracle.

D A P P A C C E S S BBBlockchain relies on the Ethereum blockchain in-
frastructure and does not necessarily rely on self-hosted infrastructure.
However, we do not expect our users to be familiar with maintaining
an Ethereum wallet and interacting with a smart contract. Therefore,
we have implemented a mobile app for iPhone and Android devices
and also provide a website that offers most of the functionalities. We
also do not expect users to host a full node, so we provide an API that
basically mirrors all smart contract functionality and manages block-
chain interactions. The API provides access to our fully synchronized
Ethereum node and executes all smart contract calls. The app not only
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visualizes the API data, but also verifies hash values locally to check
integrity (see Section 5.2). However, users can always execute the smart
contract functions themselves without the API, as all BBBlockchain
smart contracts are stored on a public blockchain that are open source.
Finally, we do not expect users to pay for their transactions, so we cover
transaction fees within BBBlockchain. While users can choose to run
their own node and verify transactions for full transparency, they then
have to pay the transaction fees themselves.

I N I T I A L A R C H I T E C T U R E Figure 17 gives an overview of the initial
technical infrastructure and all implemented technologies for the first
pilot projects. Stakeholders at the top can access BBBlockchain with
a mobile app and web browser. We therefore host a centralized web
server for the graphical frontend and storage, and our own Ethereum
node for API access. However, the node and the storage can both be
mirrored by anybody for enhancing transparency. Again, our infrastruc-
ture is only provided for keeping participation barriers low, especially
by not operating full Ethereum nodes on mobile devices. Our hosted
Ethereum node can be replaced by other trustworthy parties as the
source codes are open-source.

For independence from Ethereum networks the smart contracts are
also compatible with Quorum [@Con18], which is a permissioned
version of Ethereum for enterprise usage, and other EVM-compatible
blockchains. We also want to emphasize our focus on accessibility and
inclusivity in our application. It is very important for us to make the
documents as accessible as possible. Additionally, we provide a content
management system (CMS) for conveniently creating new contents.

With the ongoing development of available tools for Ethereum, new
options have emerged to improve the architecture of the BBBlockchain
while the pilots were still in progress.

Citizen
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Agencies

Authorities

App/Web
Android/iOS/

Browser

- BBBlockchain API
- CMS (Wordpress)
- Storage

Smart Contract
Solidity

Blockchain
Ethereum
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Figure 17. Initial BBBlockchain architecture and technologies with API access.
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Public Permissionless Blockchains

As the name already implies, public blockchains can be accessed pub-
licly (whereas private blockchains keep all data confidential) and there-
fore are the only option for our intentions. When it comes to so-called
permissioned and permissionless blockchains the decision seems not as
clear. The pros and cons of both are not obvious and have a direct im-
pact on the transparency and integrity of the BBBlockchain. Basically,
the two approaches follow different strategies on who can participate
in the consensus algorithm, i.e., who can become a miner (or validator).

Permissionless blockchains generally allow anyone to join the net-
work, become a miner, and help to verify the blockchain. Thus, they
require a global consensus between miners and nodes. It is not nec-
essary to assume that nodes trust each other, but that the majority
is benign and uses the same consensus protocol. In contrast, permis-
sioned blockchains allow only a selected group of nodes, i.e., so-called
validators, to verify and advance the blockchain. It implies an authority
that decides on who is allowed to join, and who not. Permissioned
blockchains should not be confused with permissions in smart con-
tracts, though. Although a smart contract can limit who interacts with
it, e.g., who can participate in a survey, it does not matter whether the
blockchain itself is permissioned or permissionless.

In general, the consortium of miners/validators can also mutually
agree to change data stored in the blockchain. For BBBlockchain, we
opt for a permissionless blockchain, in our case Ethereum, to provide
full transparency of all stored data. Since we do not have influence
on the consensus algorithm, once published data cannot be manipu-
lated unnoticed; neither by us, housing associations, or governmental
authorities, as long as not more than half of the network approves it.

Test Network

For the first pilot deployment, BBBlockchain uses the Ethereum test
network Rinkeby, a centralized file storage, a BBBlockchain API server,
and an admin interface. We chose to use a test network because it
has no monetary exchange value for its cryptocurrency, unlike the
Ethereum Mainnet. This allows us to experiment during the initial
development phase without financial pressure. We also decided on
launching the first pilot phase on the Rinkeby test network, because
we cannot control or manipulate the blockchain ourselves, i.e., Rinkeby
can be considered permissionless, as anyone can join the network
and submit new transactions, except the miners, who are restricted
to a closed group. Therefore, it has comparable trust properties to the
Mainnet for our use cases. This means that our transactions cannot be
manipulated unnoticed by us or any other BBBlockchain stakeholder.
While on Rinkeby, we monitor the network for unexpected behavior
that would violate our assumptions.
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Figure 18. Initial timeline
view without any block-
chain details.

Figure 19. News entry
view with blockchain vi-
sualizations at the top.

Figure 20. Further block-
chain details for the en-
try.

5.4 P I L O T D E P L O Y M E N T

BBBlockchain launched in 2019 with two pilot projects. Together
with the housing associations degewo and Gewobag, we deployed
BBBlockchain as an additional participation component in two real
building projects in Berlin, Germany. The pilot therefore focused on
the residents living in or near the building projects. In the following
we will present our DApp frontend, the use case implementations and
our experiences with BBBlockchain.

DApp Frontend

The BBBlockchain DApp frontend provides information in a strictly
chronological order to allow users to keep up with the latest updates
in an urban development project. The app interface therefore evolves
around a so-called timeline view, as shown in Figure 18. Its design was
developed in close collaboration with an experienced user interface de-
sign studio [@Nol+19]. It is intended to remind users of a calendar app
that provides a chronological, color-coded overview of all published
entries by participating stakeholders (e.g., news articles or official an-
nouncements). Users are initially exposed to as little blockchain details
as possible, but can explore all the details if they wish.

With recent posts at the top, the app also follows the concept of a
social media feed that lists titles and shortened contents. While the
timeline view is the starting point, opening a timeline post shows the
corresponding content, including rich media entries (e.g., with images
and file attachments), as shown in Figure 19. Users can also inspect
blockchain details for each entry’s transaction, as shown in Figure 20,
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Blockchain hash: 0xf13b9c086b154f73271a

Content hash: 0xf13b9c086b154f73271a

Blockchain hash: 0xf13b9c086b154f73271a

Content hash: 0x57cecb2200bdd55084b8

Figure 21. Hash value visualization and comparison.

allowing technically savvy users to verify the content without the
BBBlockchain app. For example, the transaction hash can be used to
verify blockchain details with an external blockchain explorer.

For a consistent look-and-feel of a mobile app, the navigation
between the timeline, posts, and further details, follows the well-
established concept of a navigation stack that allows users to go back
step-by-step by swiping on their mobile phones (or using the back
button). Additionally, the app header always displays navigation infor-
mation at the same positions and shows the author’s name and specific
color in further navigation levels as a recognizable orientation marker.

Timestamping

To visualize blockchain functionality, we implement a visualization
technique for the key concept of integrity verification, as shown in
Figure 21. To do this, we visualize cryptographic hash values for times-
tamped publications and documents. Such cryptographic hashes repre-
sent arbitrary data as numbers. They are mathematically designed as
one-way functions, so they are easy to compute, but computationally
very hard to reverse, i.e., to find the corresponding data for a given
hash value. Blockchains use this concept to verify the integrity of all
stored data. Therefore, the top plot line in Figure 21 represents the
immutable hash value of the original content on the blockchain when
the content was uploaded. The bottom line shows the hash value of
the corresponding content downloaded to the user’s device. Users
can now visually verify whether or not the lines match. In addition, a
check mark indicates whether the hash values match or not. A green
checkmark confirms the integrity of all data; a red cross appears if the
content was manipulated or deleted after it was published. The aim is
for users to be immediately aware of the integrity, whether or not they
are familiar with the underlying cryptographic concepts.

While this verification could be done hidden in the background of
the application’s backend, our visualization approach aims to help
non-technical users understand the cryptographic concepts of hash ver-
ification. Thus, the visualization is not necessary to improve technical
security, but helps users gain confidence in the verification process.
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Costs Evaluation

Ethereum provides the blockchain technology and an existing broad
peer-to-peer network, but using its infrastructure is not completely
free of charge. While joining the network, validating transactions, and
querying data is free for everyone, persistent interactions will cost
flexible fees. Depending on the consumed Gas of a transaction and
how many transactions were proposed during the same time span,
the fee rises [@But+19]. The fee then has to be paid by the transac-
tion sender before it is executed, stored, and broadcast to other nodes.
Other blockchains can handle transactions fees differently, of course. In
addition, the Gas limit prevents the code from getting stuck in an infi-
nite loop or from consuming a disproportionate amount of computing
resources. If a transaction sender undercharges Gas, the miners will
ignore the transaction, or the transaction will fail and the Gas will be
wasted.

G A S C O S T S We evaluate the Gas costs for various contract types,
including timestamping and voting. We also evaluate the total expected
costs of deploying BBBlockchain. To this end, we use the median Gas
price and Ether exchange price to USD of 2022. I.e., we used the me-
dian base fee per Gas of 35.05 · 109 GWei and 1 679 USD per Ether for
estimating costs, as before in Chapter 4. We provide a public Git repos-
itory15 with our test contracts that we used to estimate the Gas costs.
Its readme file explains how to run the Gas costs evaluation manually.
The repository contains three truffle-framework projects, each for times-
tamping, basic voting schemes and voting with ZoKrates. Migrating
the contracts with the framework outputs the estimated Gas costs.

T I M E S TA M P I N G C O S T S For us and other BBBlockchain hosts it is
especially interesting how much providing an API costs. For exam-
ple, predicting how expensive it is to offer a timestamping service is
important for operating the platform: The deployment of the times-
tamping smart contract costs approximately 2 428 484 Gas, which is
about 142.93 USD. Timestamping a data item and adding it to the
blockchain, i.e., registering a hash value with our smart contract, costs
approximately 214 650 Gas, which is about 12.63 USD per timestamp.

V O T I N G C O S T S As explained in Chapter 2, the transaction fees
depend on the complexity of the instructions set and the current block-
chain load. In order to get a first overview, we distinguish between
different voting techniques. We therefore evaluated the Gas costs of
different voting schemes implemented in Solidity, as shown in Fig-
ure 22: The minimal implementation allows unlimited voting without
any control mechanisms. The address check implementation saves the

15 https://github.com/robmuth/bbblockchain-gaseval

https://github.com/robmuth/bbblockchain-gaseval
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Figure 22. Gas costs for deployment and submitting a single vote using differ-
ent voting schemes.

sender’s address after voting and validates before voting, so one can
only vote once per sender address. That leads to slightly higher smart
contract deployment and voting fees. The hash token check requires
a secret token for voting, so deployment is more expensive because
of the hashing function. With ERC-20, we allow to set a weight to a
vote and transfer voting rights to other persons, leading to a more
complex smart contract. However, voting can become cheaper, because
one can vote multiple times for an option with a single transaction
for a higher vote weight. At the end we evaluated voting with a zero-
knowledge-proof for validating voting tokens and ensuring anonymity.
We used ZoKrates [EH18] for generating a validator smart contract and
proofs for the voting tokens. Validating voting tokens with complex
mathematically proofs become much more expensive.

D E P L O Y M E N T C O S T S Deploying cost for a BBBlockchain project
can be estimated as well. The Gas cost is achieved by deploying the
main contract (1 281 973 Gas), utility contracts (758 106 Gas), a building
project (2 383 215 Gas), and its use cases. The Gas cost depends on the
meta data and therefore can only be approximated. Using the same
Gas price and Ethereum exchange rate as in Chapter 4, we assume
deploying BBBlockchain cost at least 260.34 USD right now, plus the
individual Gas costs for the use cases. We conclude that the Gas costs
for timestamping and voting as well as the deployment costs of BB-
Blockchain are reasonable. When compared to traditional participation
processes, which for example include providing public participation
offices, they even can be considered negligible.

Deployment

For the pilots, we deployed BBBlockchain on the Ethereum Rinkeby
test network. Unfortunately, the Rinkeby test network turned out to be
not as reliable as we wished for our pilots operation. Since the smart
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contract-based framework was developed and tested, we could have
deployed BBBlockchain smart contracts to the Mainnet. This however
would imply to also reset timestamps. Current users would notice
inconsistencies by inspecting transaction timestamps, if we move BB-
Blockchain from one network to the other. Instead, we decided to fork
the Rinkeby test network. Hence, we operate our own blockchain net-
work without losing past transactions, and keeping the timestamps
intact. To maintain our trust assumptions, we installed three miners in
our own proof-of-authority blockchain, each located at another stake-
holder, i.e., university and two building agencies. While we believe that
for our research-driven pilot phase, this is an acceptable trade off, we
still envision that BBBlockchain operates in a permissionless setting.

Security

We successfully implemented and conducted several votings with BB-
Blockchain using hash tokens. Technically, the hash tokens are not im-
plemented as ERC-20 [@VB15] tokens. Instead, they are implemented
using a revealment scheme that uses random secret keys. Therefore, we
generated as many random keys as there are citizens eligible to vote.
We cryptographically hashed these random keys, stored the hashes in
the voting smart contract, and gave the plaintext keys to the housing
associations. Next, the housing authorities gave the list of tokens and
addresses of eligible voters to a postal printing service. The printing
service randomly assigned the tokens and mailed them to the voters.
Finally, the voters could prove that they were eligible to vote by re-
vealing the cleartext to the smart contract. Now, neither we nor the
housing authorities know who received which token. So we implement
anonymous voting with hash tokens by making it impossible to track
who voted and how, unless stakeholders conspire and cooperate.

While this approach worked well during the BBBlockchain pi-
lot deployment, we discovered a serious technical problem with it.
Blockchains do not guarantee that a submitted transaction will be ap-
pended to the next block. Therefore, new transactions can remain in the
so-called transactions mempool until a miner appends them to the next
block. Miners and other blockchain nodes can technically analyze these
pending transactions and thus learn the cleartext of the hash tokens.
Although this approach may not always be effective, if an attacker
generates a new transaction with higher transaction fees, it could po-
tentially lead to something similar to a front-running attack [EMC20]
on the transaction.

We have not seen such an attack while running BBBlockchain, how-
ever, we are looking for more secure techniques for anonymous voting.
In particular, for completely trustless solutions, where even stakehold-
ers could collaborate but anonymity is not compromised.
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Figure 23. Future BBBlockchain architecture based on development insights
after the pilot phase.

Future Architecture

After deploying BBBlockchain, we identified several potential tech-
nical improvements and technological advancements that led us to
propose an improved architecture. With three years of operation, we
propose several adjustments to the architecture, as shown in Figure 23.
First and foremost, we experienced difficulties with our self-hosted
infrastructures multiple times. Since we decided to use a CMS to create
new contents (see infrastructures in Chapter 5.3), its backend soft-
ware required several updates during the pilot phase. These updates
caused several problems by changing the way new and existing content
was rendered by the web browsers. BBBlockchain then detected (sup-
posedly) manipulations in the contents where no changes had been
made. We also experienced outages in our infrastructures, e.g., due to
increased load caused by media attention and attempted attacks.

To that end, we decided to get rid of the centralized CMS. Therefore,
all participants still access the BBBlockchain through a mobile app or a
web browser. But in the same way as most DApps currently interact,
the frontend receives data and controls the smart contracts via a local
wallet. We therefore propose that BBBlockchain uses either a light client
or a local wallet with an external node. For example, on Apple iOS, an
app can directly access Ethereum using the web3swift library [@Vla23]
with a local light-client or Infura. In the future, we plan to offer API
services only as a backup option. Additionally, for publishing new
contents, we propose to implement a browser-based user interface that
connects to Ethereum via Metamask and a local node. This will prevent
(unintentional) corruption by updates or infrastructure failures in the
future. We also suggest using IPFS or Swarm file storage [DT22] for
hosting files and images. This allows files to be replicated across all
stakeholders and other interested parties. Thus, everyone has access to
all files and can mirror these files on their own infrastructure. So, unlike
using a centralized storage provider, the files then become available
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Figure 25. Visits per hour in percent (between Nov 2019 and December 2022).

from multiple servers; if one server becomes unavailable, the files are
still available on other servers. As a result, network outages and main-
tenance issues would no longer affect the verification of BBBlockchain
entries.

However, we are not considering to get rid of all centralized infras-
tructures in the near future. We still believe that BBBlockchain will
benefit from native mobile applications and their typical system en-
vironment’s features. For example, features like push notifications on
mobile devices would allow us to provide instant updates, even if
such an approach requires centralized infrastructures. Nevertheless,
data management should be handled entirely by the smart contracts,
without any centralized databases or server infrastructures.

Outreach

BBBlockchain users were asked for their consent for user statistics
when they access the app for the first time. As shown in Figure 24,
between 2019–2022 more than 3.7k visitors used BBBlockchain. This
is particularly remarkable since BBBlockchain is not aimed for the
general public, but focused on nearby living residents at the pilot
projects’ locations. Please note that the BBBlockchain pilots started at
the end of 2019.

Figure 25 shows the traffic on the BBBlockchain app per year. The
highest usage of the app was during average working hours. Interest-
ingly, the majority of users accessed the app via smart devices (69 per-
cent), rather than via desktop web browsers (cf. Table 4). We hence
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User Device Type Visits

Smartphone & Tablet 66.40 %

Desktop Browser 31.10 %

Others / Unknown 2.50 %

Table 4. Used devices (between November 2019 and December 2022).

conclude that introducing the BBBlockchain app offers the potential to
reach a broader audience in participation processes than analog par-
ticipation formats, which is a key ambition of all urban participation
projects. However, we would like to stress that the BBBlockchain is not
designed to replace analogue participation methods, rather to offer a
hybrid option.

Key Findings

BBBlockchain provides a blockchain-based platform for participation
during urban development processes. From an operational perspective,
we showed how complex and long-term decision-making processes
for urban participation can offer more transparency with blockchain
technologies. Therefore, we have implemented real-word participation
use cases in smart contracts. We do not claim that blockchains solve all
trust issues for participation processes, but we consider the trade-offs
between its risks and disadvantages on the one hand, and its potential
and novel possibilities on the other hand.

T R A N S PA R E N C Y The BBBlockchain pilot projects have successfully
confirmed that our platform can improve transparency and make infor-
mation more accessible to citizens. From September 2019 to May 2023
a total of 48 entries were published on BBBlockchain by three main
stakeholders: two housing associations (44 entries), the involved mu-
nicipalities (2 entries) and the tenant council (2 entries).

However, the immutability of blockchain could increase account-
ability pressures on stakeholders. So, BBBlockchain has disrupted the
communication procedures of institutional stakeholders, prompting
them to rethink their approach. Additionally, using blockchain tech-
nologies had a big impact on stakeholders like housing associations and
local authorities. They had to share more information than usual, which
changed their analog communication practices. This was challenging
because collaborative and frequent communication is not the natural
approach of these stakeholder groups. Most importantly, blockchain’s
immutability raised concerns about accountability and exposure. Initial
communication difficulties, however, were overcome by implementing
new standards for transparent and inclusive sharing of information.
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C O N F L I C T M A N A G E M E N T In order for conflicts to be properly
managed, the involved parties must be aware of the existing account-
ability mechanisms and how to use the available information. Currently,
it remains unclear to what extent citizens are legally empowered to
monitor urban planning project integrity [EFS21]. Therefore, it is im-
portant for policymakers to clearly articulate how each party can be
held accountable, by whom and how.

To this end, BBBlockchain is implemented to operate on public per-
missionless blockchains. Due to the permissionless design and an in-
tuitive visual representation of hash values, the app is conceptually
resistant to data manipulations and allows users, including non-expert
users, to check the integrity of the data. This enables all involved stake-
holders, citizens in particular, to openly monitor how urban planning
projects unfold and to what extent they deviate to what was previously
decided and agreed upon. Therefore, in case of conflicts among the
interested parties, the immutable historical record stored on the block-
chain, could represent a reliable and transparent basis to manage the
conflict. Nonetheless, during the pilot phase of BBBlockchain, we did
not observe any significant conflicts. Therefore, at this stage, we cannot
report any experiences.

U S E R S U RV E Y We analyzed the impact of transparency with BB-
Blockchain through a user survey. Our user survey consists of n = 25
participants, conducted during the end of the first phase of the pilot
project in September 2020. The scope of the survey specifically focused
on how the platform might have improved citizens accessibility to
information and if they truly felt that the platform could have their
opinion taken into account in decision-making processes. In summary,
our analysis suggests that the problem of improving citizen participa-
tion cannot only be solved through better technology. Technology is
only one dimension to effectively design and implement a citizen par-
ticipation platform. Effective participation needs to be conceptualized
considering the broader socio-cultural context of applications.

Building on BBBlockchain, there are also other studies that go
deeper into the results from an operational and participatory point
of view [Rab+21; Iet+22; Iet+23].

Design Challenges

From a technical perspective, the deployment of BBBlockchain has
highlighted several aspects that need improvement in terms of privacy
and on-chain functionality. We identified specific areas for improve-
ment, such as private communication, anonymous voting, and reliable
voter authentication. For example, we have shown that there are sig-
nificant transaction fees for publishing contents on the blockchain. If
we were to apply the same magnitude of cost to a DApp-based open
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communication platform with secure messaging on BBBlockchain, the
costs would be high. Therefore, we need to find a solution to make com-
munication cost-effective for participants. In addition, BBBlockchain
revealed the need for reliable and anonymous blockchain voting. Since
our pilots revealed serious flaws in the current implementation, we
need to find better technical solutions. In the following, we use these in-
sights and findings to propose privacy improvements and mechanisms
for DApps in general.



Part III

P R I VA C Y M E C H A N I S M S
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In this part, we present three privacy mechanisms for decision-making
DApps with a focus on on-chain verifiability. Through our experi-
ence with developing and operating BBBlockchain, we discovered
several technical limitations regarding privacy and scalability for re-
liable decision-making. One problem we have found is that DApp
participants, who need to communicate with each other for decision-
making, cannot handle all communication on the blockchain due to
privacy issues and transaction costs. However, it would be critical if
communication was hindered simply because it was too expensive,
especially for our BBBlockchain use case. To address these issues, we
developed an on-chain, multi-party Diffie–Hellman key exchange pro-
tocol that allows DApps to establish a secure off-chain communication
channel between participants and can help to keep transaction costs
low.

6.1 M O T I VAT I O N

The core concept of decision-making DApps is that all actions take
place on the blockchain, rather than on centralized off-chain servers.
Therefore, we are looking for a solution to bring all communication on-
chain while preserving privacy and blockchain properties. We propose
to utilize Diffie–Hellman key exchange (DHKE), which is a building
block for many cryptographic algorithms, to establish a shared secret
over an open channel [DH76]. For example, to facilitate secure web
browsing, the client first negotiates a secret key with a web server to
encrypt the subsequent communication. Even a (passive) eavesdropper
cannot reconstruct the secret key when DHKE is employed. To this
end, we present SmartDHX, a blockchain-based DHKE scheme with
multi-party capabilities. In SmartDHX, all cryptographic operations are
implemented in a smart contract, without any client-side modifications
or any additional libraries. This enables DApps to load the code di-
rectly from the blockchain and to execute a DHKE verifiably on-chain.
With our scheme, DApp clients load runtime code from the SmartDHX
smart contract, and execute it locally with a given random seed in a
JavaScript environment. Therefore, clients do not have to know how
the key exchange internally works, because the runtime code handles
the interaction with the smart contract. For decision-making DApps,
such an approach enables DApp participants to establish secure com-
munication channels between their clients. For example, participants
can start messaging with each other or exchange files.

63
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SmartDHX

Alice Bob

A =
G

a mod P

B

B = G b
mod P

A

encrypt(messagei, key = Ba mod P)

encrypt(messagei+1, key = Ab mod P)

Figure 26. Overview of the clear-text communication between two participants
and the SmartDHX smart contract for secure key exchange, and the resulting
encrypted communication channel between the participants using the securely
exchanged key.

Most DAOs still use the web for communication, e.g., participants
use a bulletin board for discussion or emails. However, this has draw-
backs for many decision-making processes, such as the lack of confiden-
tiality or unreliable verifiability. To this end, we propose SmartDHX to
establish a secure communication channel between DApp participants.
As shown in Figure 26, participants use SmartDHX for secure key ex-
change (details on the exchanged values follow in Section 6.2). As a
result, the securely exchanged key can be used to establish an encrypted
connection for direct communication, e.g., via TCP or UDP sockets. For
that, SmartDHX can run asynchronously because exchanged messages
are stored on-chain, enabling DHKE for participants who cannot be
online at the same time. Alternatively, for messaging, messages can be
encrypted and securely exchanged via the permissionless blockchain
using it as a mailbox. Since DHKE is designed to be secure in public
networks, it will also remain secure in a blockchain setting. In addition,
message integrity and authenticity are provided by the blockchain,
therefore effectively mitigating Man-in-the-Middle (MitM) attacks. It
is widely known, though, that “plain” DHKE is vulnerable to active
MitM attacks. In order to protect DHKE from these attacks, clients
cryptographically sign their messages, however, that requires a way to
verify signatures. With SmartDHX the messages are signed and verified
as blockchain transactions, and therefore do not need any extra public
key infrastructure (PKI).

We show that all logic for the DHKE can be implemented in a
smart contract without any modifications to the blockchain client, i.e.,
Ethereum or Geth, respectively. For this, we provide an implementation
of SmartDHX as proof-of-concept. To this end, we implemented the
cryptographic logic in Solidity with the Truffle framework and evalu-
ate the approach using an Ethereum test network. With our proof-of-
concept, we provide unit tests, which verify that multiple participants
can exchange a secret key without storing it on-chain. The implementa-
tion can be tested locally and with a variable number of participants.
As expected, the key exchange requires additional time due to the
blockchain overhead. In order to show that our proposed scheme is
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also capable of handling more complex cryptographic logic, we also
implemented multi-party capabilities for SmartDHX.

Similar to our approach, McCorry et al. utilize Bitcoin for authenti-
cated DHKE [McC+15]. To this end, the authors modified the Bitcoin
Core client and implemented the DHKE logic as remote procedure
commands, which are stored and executed off-chain. However, our
approach contributes to a larger vision of truly DApps which store their
logic on-chain without separating between a client and blockchain side.
Right now, DApps are usually split into frontend client-side code, and
the smart contract in the blockchain. Thinking one step further, our
approach enables new cryptographical use cases, e.g., DApps which
are completely stored on-chain, but can communicate with each other
encrypted.

6.2 P R O O F O F C O N C E P T

In the following, we introduce the concepts of SmartDHX, its multi-
party capabilities, and present our proof-of-concept implementation in
a smart contract.

Two-Party SmartDHX

Two-party Diffie–Hellman key exchange allows to exchange secret keys
between two participants for subsequent encryption without revealing
it on the communication channel [DH76]. The security is not compro-
mised when someone is passively listening. In order to exchange a
secret key, the participants have to agree on a prime number P and a
generator number G. Certain properties on the numbers have a direct ef-
fect on the security of the whole cryptographical computations [Boe88],
which we do not discuss further for the sake of simplicity. There are
also different cryptographic techniques for making DHKE more secure,
e.g., by using elliptic curve cryptography [Mil85]. After agreeing on P
and G, the participants choose private keys a, b randomly, and publicly
exchange their results of A = Ga mod P and B = Gb mod P, which
we call public keys. Finally, the participants calculate the secret key
s = (GB)a mod P = (GA)b mod P independently, however retrieving
the same result.

Listing 1 shows how to generate a and A for one party in Solidity,
how to send the public key A to another smart contract as a transaction,
and how to retrieve the final secret key s. For the sake of simplicity,
we assume that the seed is given. Later, we will provide a solution to
generate a random seed locally and securely without any additional
requirements. Under this assumption, a passive adversary is unable
to compute s, because she has neither learned a nor b from any of
the transactions. Only active MitM adversaries or weak cryptographic
parameters can weaken the security. Hence, as long as the discrete
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// Globals
uint public G, P, B; // set during initialization

// Call for retrieving private a and public A based on a secret seed
function getA(uint seed) public view returns (uint a, uint A) {
a = uint(keccak256(abi.encodePacked(seed, block.timestamp)));
A = G.bigMod(a, P); // RPC modulo

}

// Send transaction for sending A to other SmartDHX contract (as B)
function sendA(DHX other, uint A) public { other.setB(A); }

// Call for retrieving the secret s
function getS(uint a) public view returns (uint s) {
s = B.bigMod(a, P);

}

Listing 1. Two-party DHKE implementation in Solidity.

logarithm problem is considered difficult [Boe88], DHKE—and there-
fore also SmartDHX—can be used via untrusted channels such as
blockchains.

For a deeper understanding of SmartDHX, it is important to notice
the difference between calling a smart contract function locally and
sending a transaction with a function call. All functions which use the
private key a are executed locally (cf. contract.method.call(. . .)).
By calling a function locally, no transaction will be broadcasted, and
thus nobody can see that the function has been called, nor will the
parameters be disclosed. Likewise, any changes on the blockchain’s
storage variables will be discarded without persistent change. The
function can, however, return a value based on the blockchain’s current
storage. We use this feature to generate the public key A (without
revealing the private key a) and to generate the secret key s. That
way, we can store protocol logic in the blockchain without revealing
any processed data. In contrast, “transmitting” the public A will be
executed as a transaction (cf. contract.method(. . .)) and therefore
permanently written into the blockchain. Please note, both parties
involved in the DHKE have the exact same view on the deployed smart
contract, using the exact same function for making their public key
available to the other party’s contract.

Multi-Party SmartDHX

DHKE can also be used for exchanging a single secret key between
more than two parties. Of course, all parties could exchange keys
bilaterally and then derive a common secret. Alternatively, all parties
could use multi-party DHKE to agree on a shared secret key. In the
following, we present multi-party SmartDHX, which generalizes the
two-party approach.
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Figure 27. Multi-party SmartDHX for n = 3. Lower-case values remain secret,
upper-case values are publicly stored in the blockchain.

For multi-party SmartDHX, we follow the same philosophy and
implement the complete logic to perform the key exchange in a smart
contract. Specifically, the logic to provide prime P and generator G,
and the logic for calculating the random private keys a, b, c, . . . (with
a random seed), the public keys A, B, C, . . . , and the secret key s =

G(A·B·C·... ) mod P are implemented in a smart contract. Since we need
to coordinate the message exchange between all parties, we implement
an extra “control” smart contract.

Figure 27 shows an example for a three-party SmartDHX, including
all calculations and smart contract interactions required to compute
the secret key s. The first block contains the smart contract deployment,
and thus the runtime code as well as the common parameters P and G.
The arrows leading from the smart contract to the clients (right to left)
indicate a local execution. Inversely, arrows pointing towards the smart
contract (left to right) represent persisting transactions. The annotations
on the right summarize the number of required transactions. Please
note that a block can hold multiple transactions issued by different
parties.

Even though the control smart contract could act as a MitM, it is
unable to obtain (or derive) the secret key. While the smart contract
could actually manipulate the exchanged messages between parties,
all transactions are publicly available in the blockchain. Each party can
therefore verify the correct execution of the smart contract. Thus, as
long as all transactions are executed correctly and the program code of
the smart contract is not malicious, a MitM attack is not possible.
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// Generate local secret seed (32 byte == uint256)
let secretSeed = [...Array(32)].map(() => parseInt(Math.random() *

256));

// Generate private a and public A (local call)
let dhxKeys = await dhx.generateA.call(secretSeed);

// Send public A to other participant via blockchain (transaction)
await dhx.sendA(dhxPartner.address, dhxKeys.A);

// Calculate secret key (local call)
return await dhx.calcS.call(dhxKeys.a);

Listing 2. Two-party key exchange implemented in JavaScript. The script
is loaded from the SmartDHX smart contract, handles the blockchain
communication, and returns the exchanged secret key.

Seeding SmartDHX

In order to generate a private key for DHKE, a client has to generate a
secret random number, which is not trivial to achieve when accepting
smart contract inherent code only. For one, the fundamental require-
ment of the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM) is a deterministic execu-
tion of all commands. Consequentially, Solidity does not offer a pseudo
random number generator (PRNG). Smart contract developers instead
retrieve a random number usually by using hash values of previous
blocks or implement a commit-reveal scheme [Dam98]. Such a random
number, however, would not be secret anymore and therefore is not
usable for DHKE.

Our solution to the problem is to use JavaScript’s PRNG. In par-
ticular, we deliver a JavaScript snippet with the smart contract that
generates a 256-bit random number (as shown in Listing 2). Since this
snippet is executed locally, it will not disclose the random number to the
blockchain. For improved security, it would also be possible to import
an NPM library with a cryptographically secure PRNG, because the
JavaScript is executed in a Web3/Node.js environment.

Proof-of-Concept

We implemented SmartDHX in Solidity 5.8 with the Truffle frame-
work 5.0.22 and make the code publicly available on GitHub.16 The
implementation’s purpose is to showcase and analyze SmartDHX’s
feasibility only and does not implement any additional security mea-
sures against hijacking the smart contracts. In order to initiate the key
exchange, each party deploys SmartDHX and executes JavaScript code
locally, which is stored in and retrieved from the smart contract as
shown in Listing 2. This script is executed in a Web3 environment

16 https://github.com/robmuth/smart-dhx

https://github.com/robmuth/smart-dhx
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// SmartDHX deployment
let dhx = await deployer.deploy(SmartDiffieHellman);
let dhxPartner = await SmartDiffieHellman.at(0x...);

// Generate secret and exchange public A with dhxPartner
let jsGenerateExchangeKeys = await dhx.jsInitTransmit();
let dhxKeys = await eval("(async (dhx, dhxPartner) => {" +

jsGenerateExchangeKeys + "})(dhx, dhxPartner)");

// Calculate exchanged key
let jsCalcSecret = await dhx.jsCalcSecret();
let secret = await eval("(async (dhx, dhxKeys) => {" + jsCalcSecret +

"})(dhx, dhxKeys)");

Listing 3. Two-party SmartDHX Truffle migration script.

Two-party SmartDHX Multi-party SmartDHX

Secret keys (n
2) 1

Transactions n(n− 1) ∑n
k=1 k

Blocks 3 1 + n

PoC runtime, n = 2 75 s 165 s

PoC runtime, n = 9 1 275 s 375 s

PoC fees, n = 2 2 813 350 Gas 7 184 970 Gas

PoC fees, n = 9 11 443 649 Gas 125 366 493 Gas

Table 5. Minimum number of secret keys, transactions, and blocks for two-
party SmartDHX compared to multi-party SmartDHX, and the key-exchange
time and Gas costs of our proof-of-concept (PoC) implementation in the
Ethereum Rinkeby Testnet with n participants.

during a Truffle migration and invoked by JavaScript’s runtime eval-
uation command eval(. . .) as shown in Listing 3. After all parties
executed the script, it returns the exchanged secret key. The main ad-
vantage of storing the key exchange script in a smart contract is that no
third-party is needed, e.g., a web server, that provides the script. This
makes the program code verifiable and has the potential to improve
user experience, because no additional client software is required.

Performance

In the following, we analyze blockchain specific metrics instead of
network metrics like latencies or bandwidths. Accordingly, we do not
compare the execution time of off-chain DHKE with SmartDHX, as
mining can be expected to induce significant delays.

In Table 5, the number of exchanged secret keys, issed transactions,
and blocks are compared between two-party and multi-party Smart-
DHX. In order to exchange bilateral keys between n clients, two-party
SmartDHX needs at least (n

2) secret keys and twice as many transac-
tions, i.e., n (n − 1). Since all key exchanges can run independently
from each other, two-party SmartDHX can be completed in a minimum
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Figure 28. Number of transactions for two-party and multi-party SmartDHX.

of three blocks (one block for the deployment and two blocks for the
two-way handshake between clients).

For multi-party SmartDHX, let us revisit Figure 27. The deployment
of the smart contract and providing P and G requires one block. In the
following blocks, the key exchange will be step-by-step completed by
each client, always adding another public key. For example as shown
in the figure, the public keys A, B, C are exchanged in Block #2. Next,
clients can calculate the public keys AB, AC, BC, and publish them
in Block #3. In each round, another client terminates, because of the
redundancy in the public keys, which eventually leads to a decreasing
number of transactions every block. For example in Block #3, Client C
could calculate AC and BC, but they are also calculated by Client A
and B. As a result, multi-party SmartDHX needs a minimum of n + 1
blocks and ∑n

k=1 k transactions.
In a best-case scenario, two-party SmartDHX can exchange secret

keys faster than multi-party SmartDHX for more than two clients, if all
transactions are mined in the minimum number of blocks. Multi-party
SmartDHX, however, needs less transactions, but the number of blocks
increases by 1 per participant.

The overall time for a key exchange with SmartDHX depends on
the average block generation rate. That is, for a number of blocks β

and the average block rate λβ, the execution time t is given by t =

β · λβ. In terms of economic performance, however, the number of
transactions might be more interesting than blocks: With an increasing
number of clients, two-party SmartDHX requires more transactions
than multi-party SmartDHX, which can be seen in Figure 28. In case
of Ethereum, more transactions do not necessarily lead to higher total
costs, because transaction fees depend on the computational complexity.
Even though the number of transactions for two-party SmartDHX
surpasses multi-party SmartDHX, the overall gas price for our PoC
multi-party SmartDHX is higher (cf. Table 5). The reason are the many
on-chain key distributions (i.e., write operations) in the smart contract.
In the end, there are two axis that influence the decision: First, one has
to decide whether parties should exchange separate keys or a single
shared key. Second, we need to tradeoff speed (i.e., number of required
blocks) and costs (i.e., number of required transactions).
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Security

Besides the security of “plain” DHKE, as described in [DH76; Boe88;
Mil85], the blockchain’s security also directly influences the secrecy of
the final exchanged key. We already pointed out that DHKE is safe as
long as no MitM can actively and secretly manipulate the communi-
cation between the participants. But permissionless blockchains with
longest-chain consensus rules can be attacked with the so-called 51%-
attack [KDF13], which allows changes in the blockchain retrospectively.
That way, an attacker could actively change blockchain transactions,
which is the worst-case scenario for DHKE. Fortunately, an attacker
cannot manipulate transactions without also tampering the sender’s
identity or transactions signature. With the identity management of
blockchains, transactions can be authenticated as shown by McCorry
et al. [McC+15]. They analyzed the security of DHKE via Bitcoin, that
can also be applied to Ethereum’s transaction authentication. For that,
they sketched proofs in their security analysis for the private key secu-
rity and session key security, which also applies to our approach. So,
as long as all participants can trust and verify each other’s transaction
signatures a 51%-attack does not threaten the SmartDHX security.

Discussion and Application Areas

The costs to perform DHKE on-chain become an issue. In particular
the costs for multi-party SmartDHX seem high. However, depending
on the use case, the additional costs can be negligible, e.g., exchang-
ing a shared key to enable an encrypted broadcasting. For instance,
in situations where many users receive encrypted data as broadcast
messages, it could be beneficial to have a single shared key. With a
shared key and using the blockchain as a broadcast medium, only a
single transaction is needed for broadcasting an encrypted message to
many recipients. Therefore, transactions fees can be reduced and might
compensate (break even) for the expensive key exchange.

However, we generally observe that SmartDHX is executable in a
reasonable amount of time and offers some very interesting properties,
including asynchronicity as well as message integrity and authenticity.
As a result, SmartDHX can be used to enhance the privacy of DApps
users with communication channels between the DApp users, e.g.,
for exchanging private messages with encryption instead of using a
centralized web forum. In addition, off-chain communication channels
can be used to reduce transaction costs and avoid scalability issues.

Another potential application, which emphasizes a feature of our
approach, might be plausible deniability as in Off-the-Record Mes-
saging [BGB04]. In addition to encrypted on chain communication,
the blockchain can be used to disclose a user’s MAC keys to a wider
audience.
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Looking outside the box, our protocol is also suitable for other use
cases not related to decision-making. As described in [McC+15], this
can be used to provide end-to-end encrypted communication for post-
payment scenarios.

6.3 C O N C L U S I O N

We have shown that it is possible to fully implement DHKE in an
Ethereum smart contract, allowing participants to establish a secure
communication channel over blockchains. To this end, we implemented
not only the cryptographic logic in Solidity, but also the client-side
logic for interacting with the smart contracts. In our proposed scheme,
clients retrieve their program logic directly from the smart contract and
execute it locally in a Javascript environment. Thus, SmartDHX can
be implemented in decision-making DApps to enhance privacy and
avoid scalability issues. In addition, we provide a building block that
contributes to the vision of storing DApps entirely in smart contracts
without splitting them into blockchain-side and client-side code.
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During the development and operation of BBBlockchain, we identified
the problem of reliable privacy-preserving voting. We can either leave
votings completely open and risk the reliability of the results, or we
can restrict them so that users cannot vote arbitrarily. To ensure reliable
voting and decision-making, DApps typically need to verify identity-
related information of their users. For example, identifying all users
before they can vote to prevent double-voting, or limiting voting to a
pre-defined group of users. However, personal identity-related infor-
mation should be kept private and should not be processed on a public
blockchain. It is therefore common practice to use centralized infrastruc-
tures to verify personal identity-related information off-chain instead
of using a smart contract-based DApp. To this end, we propose using
anonymous credentials for DApps [CL01] to realize privacy-preserving,
reliable user verification. Unfortunately, anonymous credentials cannot
yet be verified with smart contracts in the EVM. Currently, they are
implemented for Hyperledger Indy [@Hyp18] blockchains and can
be managed with the Hyperledger Ursa cryptography library. In this
chapter, we therefore examine how anonymous credentials work and
how they can be verified with EVM-based smart contracts.

7.1 M O T I VAT I O N

Decision-making DApps benefit from the inherent properties of
blockchains, namely transparency and censorship resistance; In particu-
lar, autonomous organizations [@Jen16], decentralized finance [Qin+21]
DApps, and participation apps (as presented in Chapter 5). How-
ever, interacting with many DApps often requires their participants
to demonstrate personal identity-related information. For example, in
decision-making DApps, participants must first prove that they are
eligible to vote by providing personal information confirming that they
meet certain criteria, such as being a certain age or living within a
certain address range.

Unfortunately, in current practices, verification is often realized off-
chain using centralized services and infrastructures. For example, in
the Open Voting Network implementation for Ethereum [MSH17], the
voting initiator approves voters’ eligibility off-chain and publishes an
acceptance list of eligible voters to the smart contract.

This is also a major issue for other DApp use cases, such as Defi
related DApps. For example, DApps for crypto token offerings, where
an initial amount of free tokens is released to attract new community
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members, identity-related information is used to prevent malicious
users from exploiting these airdrops through Sybil attacks [Dou02], i.e.,
repeated requests for free tokens using different blockchain accounts.
During the Stellar airdrop [@Dal19], for example, users were required
to prove that they have a valid GitHub account with a past registration
date to prevent attackers from creating multiple GitHub accounts as
their Sybils. The account validity has not been verified on-chain but
through an allegedly trusted off-chain verifier. In both examples, a
dishonest verifier can cheat without being noticed, e.g., by unjustifiably
denying access to the voting or tokens.

To maintain the decentralization and censorship resistance of
decision-making DApps, verification must be performed on-chain.
However, this introduces two new challenges: runtime isolation of
DApps and privacy. Verifying identity-related information typically re-
quires a trusted third party to vouch for the accuracy of the information.
In the airdrop example, it is not enough for the user to claim ownership
of a GitHub account; instead, GitHub itself must certify it. Similarly, in
the voting example, the required identity information could be attested
to by a public institution. However, smart contracts run in an isolated
execution environment, so they can only access information that exists
in the same runtime. To access off-chain information, they require an
oracle, which implies trust in trusted third parties [HET19]. In addi-
tion, verifying identity-related information typically reveals personal
information to the verifier. This is already a problem for off-chain use.
However, when verification happens on-chain, sensitive information
becomes accessible to unauthorized blockchain nodes and immutably
anchored on-chain for an unknown period of time. As a result, iden-
tity information cannot be naively verified on-chain to protect users’
privacy rights and comply with applicable privacy regulations.

One approach towards privacy-preserving verification of identity
information are anonymous credentials. They can be implemented by
using zero-knowledge proofs to enable credential verification with-
out revealing sensitive identity attributes to the verifier. While anony-
mous credentials have been around for a long time [CL01], they have
increasingly gained attention. For example, they are part of Hyper-
ledger Indy [@Hyp18] a decentralized credential management system
where they are realized based on Camenisch-Lysyanskaya (CL) signa-
tures [CL01].

Anonymous credentials are a promising solution to overcome the
privacy limitations of the blockchain and enable non-revealing veri-
fication of identity-related information. However, the verification of
anonymous credentials takes place as part of an interactive process
between the identity issuer, the identity holder, and the verifier. This
conflicts with the limited ability of a smart contract to communicate
with off-chain infrastructures. Furthermore, smart contracts are con-
strained by technical properties of the underlying execution environ-
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ment, e.g., the Ethereum Virtual Machine [Woo22], which must be taken
into account when implementing anonymous credentials verification.
To date, there is no smart contract-based implementation for verifying
CL signature-based anonymous credentials [CL01].

Therefore, we design and implement a mechanism for smart contract-
based verification of anonymous credentials issued as part of Hyper-
ledger Indy’s credential management routine. First, we propose a pro-
cedure for integrating smart contract-based credential verification into
Hyperledger Indy. The procedure connects two previously discon-
nected worlds, allowing blockchain-enabled DApps to verify anony-
mous credentials issued by Hyperledger Indy-based systems. Second,
we present a technical specification that explains the verification of CL
signature-based anonymous credentials [CL01] in a developer-friendly
way. The specification is based on both formal descriptions [CG12] and
insights gained from an analysis of the Hyperledger Indy SDK code
repository [@Fou22b]. Finally, we provide a proof-of-concept imple-
mentation for verifying CL signature-based anonymous credentials on
Ethereum in Solidity, and we document the technical challenges we
encountered during implementation.

7.2 A N O N Y M O U S C R E D E N T I A L S

In the followoing, we first introduce concepts and roles related to
anonymous credentials in Hyperledger Indy. Based on this overview,
we propose a procedure for integrating smart contract-based verifi-
cation of anonymous credentials into Hyperledger Indy’s standard
credential management routine [@Sov21].

Anonymous Credentials in Hyperledger Indy

Credentials can be understood as a set of claims about the holder’s
identity [Müh+18], i.e., statements about specific identity attributes
such as the holder’s name, address, or date of birth. Hyperledger
Indy [@Hyp18] provides a decentralized system for managing such
credentials, based on the principles of the self-sovereign identity (SSI)
paradigm [@Chr16], in which the holder is in control of its identity
claims, rather than allowing third parties to control them. Additional
evidence is required to independently verify a credential. Evidence is
typically attached to the credential by a trusted third-party that can
attest to the credential holder’s attributes, e.g., with a cryptographic
signature. This will make them verifiable credentials [@Wor22].

However, naive verification of signatures constructed on identity
attributes could reveal potentially sensitive identity attributes to the
verifier, potentially violating the holder’s privacy rights. Furthermore,
revealing credentials to a decision-making DApp may violate our re-
quirements for independent processes, e.g., for anonymous voting.
Anonymous credentials [CG12], to that end, address these problems
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Figure 29. SSI Model adopted from [Müh+18].

by enabling selective disclosure for credential verification, i.e., verify-
ing predicates on sensitive identity attributes without revealing them
to the verifier. Therefore, Hyperledger Indy implements Camenisch-
Lysyanskaya signatures (CL) [CL02], a signature scheme with zero-
knowledge properties.

As shown in Figure 29, credential verification requires three roles:
The identity holder who owns an identity, the issuer, who issues and
attests to identity attributes through verifiable identity claims, and
the verifier who verifies the identity claims. Hyperledger Indy also
uses a public, permissioned blockchain, the ledger, as a public and
decentralized storage system to make public artifacts accessible to
all stakeholders. Private credentials of holders are stored in personal
wallets, protecting them from unauthorized access.

Smart Contract-Based Integration of Anonymous Credentials Verification

We now show how anonymous credentials of Hyperledger Indy can
be used for smart contract-based verification, i.e., Ethereum smart
contracts. In order to establish compatibility between Hyperledger
Indy and the EVM we define the following requirements:

• No infrastructure modifications: Smart contract developers
should be able to build on existing Hyperledger Indy systems for
credential verification. Therefore, on-chain verification should be
integrated without any changes to the native Hyperledger Indy
system.

• No further trust assumptions: In Hyperledger Indy, issuers are
trusted by the verifier to truthfully attest to a holder’s creden-
tials, and no further trust assumptions should be introduced.
More specifically, integration should work without trusted ora-
cles [HET19].

The integration procedure builds on the native Hyperledger Indy cre-
dential verification flow, as described in [@Sov21]. As an extension, we
propose a new verifier role, i.e., the verifier contract, and introduce the
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Figure 30. Adopted proof verification flow of the Hyperledger Indy proof
verification procedures with a smart contract verifier.

developer, who is responsible for implementing and deploying the smart
contract. As shown in Figure 30, the entire proof verification process
can be divided into three phases: setup, proving, and verification.

Pre-requisite: As a pre-requisite, we assume that a credential schema
exists that defines a set of identity attributes. From that, the issuer has
generated a credential definition and registered it on the Hyperledger
Indy ledger (Step a). The credential definition is a public artifact that is
typically specified by the issuer and accessible on the ledger. Among
others, it contains the set of attributes to be verified, the issuer’s pub-
lic key, and a reference to the signature algorithm which, in our case, is
the CL signature scheme.

We also assume that the holder is already in possession of the verifi-
able credential that is required by the smart contract. In Hyperledger
Indy, this is done in the form of a credential request [@Sov21] submit-
ted from the holder to the issuer. On receiving the request, the issuer
creates the evidence, here the CL signature, and returns the verifiable
credential to the holder where it is stored in her wallet (Step b).

1. Setup: During the initial one-time setup, the developer deter-
mines the set of attributes and predicates to be verified on-chain
and the attesting issuer in the form of a proof request, which in
Hyperledger Indy is typically created by the verifier. Accordingly,
the developer selects a credential definition from the ledger. For
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simplicity, we assume that the determined proof request matches
a single credential definition. Based on the issuer’s public key,
attributes, predicates, and a reference to the credential definition,
the developer creates the smart contract (Step c). In Hyperledger
Indy, this information is contained in the credential definition
and the proof request. The developer then deploys the smart
contract to the blockchain.

2. Proving: The holder obtains the proof request from the smart
contract which also includes a reference to the credential defini-
tion on the ledger. Based on the credential definition and schema
obtained from the ledger as public information, and the veri-
fiable credential taken from the wallet as private information,
the holder constructs a zero-knowledge proof based on her CL
signature (Step d) to obtain anonymized credentials. Finally, the
holder submits the resulting anonymous credentials to the smart
contract.

3. Verification: On reception, the smart contract (i.e., DApp) verifies
the proof using the on-chain credential definition (Step e).

Successfully verified credentials can then be used as part of the
DApp’s logic. As shown by the motivating examples, the credential
verification can represent a pre-condition for using specific functional-
ity provided by the DApp, e.g., a voting.

7.3 P R O O F V E R I F I C AT I O N

Given the high level description of integrating smart contract-based
anonymous credential verification into the native Hyperledger Indy
credential management routine, we now focus on the details of proof
verification. Therefore, we first introduce the basics of CL signature
verification, which is used in Hyperledger Indy to construct zero-
knowledge proofs. Based on this, we describe the actual anonymous
credentials proofs, i.e., a primary proof that builds on equality proofs
and inequality predicate proofs.

Signature Proof of Knowledge

Conceptually, ZKPs in anonymous credentials prove knowledge of
some discrete logarithms modulo a composite [CG12], and are referred
to as signature proofs of knowledge. They allow a credential holder to
prove possession of a CL signature over certain attribute values without
revealing other attributes, as well as to prove that an attribute value
lies within a certain range without revealing it. To understand how
this is accomplished in anonymous credentials, we give an overview
of what a CL signature looks like and show how a signature proof of
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knowledge is generated for it. We do this by referring to corresponding
steps in the procedure presented in Section 7.2.

As part of the pre-requisites, the credential issuer creates the cre-
dential definition (Step a). Therefore, she generates a CL signature
key pair based on a credential schema which contains a set of prede-
fined attributes (e.g., attributes of a driver’s license). The CL signature
scheme [CL02] defines the public key in this key pair as the quadruple
(Z, S, {Ri}i∈AC , n) where AC is the set of indices of attributes in the cre-
dential schema, n is a special RSA modulus [CL02], and Z, S, {Ri} are
random quadratic residues modulo n. Then, on receiving a credential
request from the holder, the issuer attests to the attribute values {mi},
and, for creating a verifiable credential (Step b), generates a CL signa-
ture as explained in [CL02], such that the following holds:

Z = A e ·
(

∏
i∈AC

Ri
mi

)
· S v mod n (1)

Public Key

Signature

Attributes

While the public key information Z, {Ri}, S and n are publicly avail-
able on the ledger, the signature (A, e, v) is proven under the strong
RSA assumption to be computable only by the issuer [CL02], who owns
the private key, in order to keep the whole equation true. Together with
the values of the attributes {mi}i∈AC , the holder is now able to prove
possession of the credential. Therefore, she generates a ZKP (Step d)
which proves the knowledge of the exponents e, {mi}i∈AC , v but keeps
them secret when presenting the proof to a verifier. Thus, the verifier
can still verify that the prover knows those exponents, and thereby, is
in possession of a valid signature (Step e).

In addition, a holder can prove that a credential contains an attribute
with a certain value that it reveals. For this we say AC = Ar ∪ Ar

such that Ar contains revealed attributes and Ar contains unrevealed
attributes that are kept secret. Since Ar and Ar are mutually exclusive,
we can adjust the Equation 1 as follows:

Z = Ae

(
∏
i∈Ar

Rmi
i

)(
∏
i∈Ar

Rmi
i

)
Sv mod n (2)

Z(
∏i∈Ar

Rmi
i

) = Ae

(
∏
i∈Ar

Rmi
i

)
Sv mod n (3)

This allows us to prove that a credential contains a set of attributes
with the revealed values {mi}i∈Ar , by proving knowledge of the expo-
nents (e, {mi}i∈Ar , v) in Equation 3. We use these insights as a basis for
the following proof descriptions.
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Primary Proof Verification

Anonymous credentials, as explained in [@KL18], are based on the pre-
viously introduced CL signature proofs of knowledge. These proofs are
similar to the Schnorr protocol [Sch91], and are made non-interactive
(i.e., only one round instead of commitment, challenge, and response)
by implementing the Fiat-Shamir heuristic [FS86]. Anonymous creden-
tials structure a proof as a combination of different sub-proofs belong-
ing to a primary proof that is used to verify them as a whole. For this
purpose, a primary proof consists of a set of equality sub-proofs {PrC}
and a set of inequality predicate sub-proofs {PrP}:

• An Equality proof proves that a credential contains expected val-
ues

• An Inequality predicate proof proves that a credential contains a
value that lies within a certain range (e.g., zip code between a
given range)

Additionally, a primary proof also contains a set C with necessary
information for the non-interactive ZKP execution, and a ZKP chal-
lenge c to verify the correct execution. Along that, the verifier requires
the proof generator (i.e., the holder) to include a given nonce η, so that
the verifier can make sure that the proof corresponds to a particular
proof request. During verification, sub-proofs are processed one after
the other, and their results are appended to a set T̂ which is shared
across all the sub-proofs. At the end, the ZKP responses in each sub-
proof are individually processed and the results are aggregated into T̂ .
Once T̂ is complete, the verifier hashes the final result of T̂ , C, and the
nonce η. The proof verification succeeds if c equals H(T̂ || C || η).

Equality Proof Verification

In the following, we introduce equality proof verification. We therefore
present the cryptographical procedure, as we did for the signature
proof of knowledge introduction in Section 7.3. In fact, equality proof
verification is based on the same technique, but is implemented over a
randomized version of the CL signature [CG12]. However, we do not
intend to recap all proof details, as they are explained in [CG12].

In a nutshell, an equality proof attests the possession of a CL signa-
ture (i.e., credential) over a set of expected attributes, but without re-
vealing any other information. Still, Ar contains the indices of revealed
attributes and Ar contains the unrevealed attributes. The difference is, a
verifier receives PrC = (ê, v̂, {m̂j}j∈r, A′) and the revealed attribute val-
ues {mj}j∈Ar from a prover, but the original values A, v (cf. Equation 1)
are not directly used. Instead, A′ belongs to a randomized CL Signa-
ture (A′, e, v′) [CG12] where e, v′ are exponents in that signature and
ê, v̂ belong to ZKPs of knowledge of e and v′ respectively. The prover
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generates this randomized signature based on the original CL signa-
ture she possesses by following the procedure described in [CG12] to
guarantee unlinkability across different proofs.

For completeness, we present the equality proof equation which
calculates the sub-proof results T̂. For the sake of simplicity and easy
recognition of relevant components, we highlighted the parts in the
equality proof equation that belong together:

Attributes Signature Public Key Zero-Knowledge Proof

T̂ ←

 Z(
∏ j ∈ Ar

Rj
mj

)
( A′ )

2596


−c

· ( A′ )
ê ·

 ∏
j ∈ Ar

Rj
m̂j

 · ( S v̂ ) (mod n )

(4)

In the end, computing T̂ is a pre-verification step for the given ZKP
parameters, and is completed as part of the primary proof verifica-
tion. At this point, we want to underline that the same c is used for
exponentiation as for the final hash comparison in the primary proof.

Inequality Predicate Proof Verification

An inequality predicate consists of an attribute, one of >,≥,<,≤ as a
comparison operator, and a constant value to compare to. Again, the
credential holder proves that a specified inequality is satisfied without
revealing the actual value of the attribute. In order to do that, the
prover constructs a zero knowledge proof that the inequality predicate
is satisfied. Additionally, the prover attests that the attribute indeed
belongs to her, by constructing another zero knowledge proof. This
zero knowledge proof is in fact just an equality proof that does not
reveal the attribute’s value.

Verifying an inequality proof requires processing the associated
equality proof first where the index of the attribute in the predicate
belongs to Ar (unrevealed attributes). Afterwards, predicate-specific
zero knowledge proofs are processed, each extending T̂ in the primary
proof verification. Since the computations involved in processing an
inequality predicate proof are very similar to those involved in process-
ing an equality proof, we omit them from this section and refer to the
anonymous credentials specification [@KL18].
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7.4 I M P L E M E N TAT I O N

In this section, we present our proof-of-concept implementation for
on-chain anonymous credential verification. We therefore introduce
our smart contract implementation and provide an overview of its tech-
nical design. With reference to Section 7.2, we show how the complex
proof verification can be implemented and executed with limited and
isolated EVM resources. Finally, we evaluate the transaction cost of
proof verification using our implementation.

Proof-of-Concept

As part of our implementation for anonymous credentials verification,
we provide a Truffle project with a single smart contract implementa-
tion for the proof verification. In addition to that, we include Mocha
(Node.js) test cases for single proof verifications and full proofs with
combined equality and predicate proofs. We consider our implementa-
tion a proof-of-concept, since we limit it to verification only and focus
on the technical feasibility. We also stress that our implementation
should not be considered production-ready yet. The source codes is
available on GitHub.17

We use the Hyperledger Ursa cryptography library18 as a reference
implementation and replicate relevant parts of its test cases to ensure
that our implementation produces the same results. We also provide
additional test cases which are used for our evaluation.

For the smart contract development, we face several challenges re-
garding the CL signatures’ key size. Firstly, proof verification requires
arithmetic operations (+,−, ·), exponentiation, and multiplicative in-
version modulo a large number. As explained in Section 7.3, n is defined
by the public key as the modulus. In our case, anonymous credentials
and the implemented test cases use n of size 2 050 bits19, which exceeds
the size of the EVM’s largest data type for numbers (max. 256 bits for
unsigned integer). To this end, we integrate a big number library20 for
on-chain computations which ports parts of the OpenSSL big num-
ber implementation to Solidity and YAL (inline assembly). The library
takes numeric input as byte arrays and performs computations in EVM
memory. With EIP-198 [@But17a] the EVM offers a precompiled con-
tract for computing ab mod n where a, b and n can be larger than
256-bit unsigned integers. It is noteworthy that the big number library
takes full advantage of this precompiled contract, as it also uses it for
efficient multiplication.

17 https://github.com/robmuth/eth-ac-verifier
18 https://github.com/hyperledger/ursa/blob/34ef392/libursa/src/cl/prover.rs
19 n is 3 074 bits in anonymous credentials [@KL18], but HyperLedger Ursa sets n to

2 050 bits.
20 https://github.com/firoorg/solidity-BigNumber

https://github.com/robmuth/eth-ac-verifier
https://github.com/hyperledger/ursa/blob/34ef392/libursa/src/cl/prover.rs
https://github.com/firoorg/solidity-BigNumber
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Additionally, the big number library and the precompiled contract
do not support computing modular multiplicative inverses. However,
given a, b, n, it is possible to check if a is the inverse of b modulo n
by utilizing the available exponentiation. Our implementation there-
fore computes the required modular multiplicative inverses off-chain
and passes them together with the proof. For this reason, we use an-
other big number library for off-chain computations in JavaScript21

which pre-computes intermediary results (i.e., modular multiplicative
inverses) for a proof verification. As explained above, our implementa-
tion verifies that the passed values are correct and aborts the execution
otherwise. Thus the values are calculated off-chain, but all passed
values are checked on-chain and rejected if necessary.

Finally, the number of variables required for proof calculations leads
to capacity shortages for the Solidity compiler. The EVM is designed as
a stack machine [Woo22] with a maximum size of 1 024 words (256 bits
each), which is just enough to pass a complete proof in one transac-
tion. Unfortunately, the limit of 16 parameters and local variables per
function call makes all proof computations difficult, since our required
parameters and computations (mainly big integer computations) cause
stack overflow exceptions during compilation. Therefore, and for bet-
ter code readability, we use predefined struct data structures to pack
multiple parameters, and split computations into multiple functions
that allocate and release local variables from the stack for intermediate
computations.

The Truffle project provides basic migration scripts for the verifica-
tion contract and the linked big number library. The test cases provide
unit tests for the verification procedures, as well as, exemplary creden-
tials. Once passed, they return the corresponding transaction costs for
each verification in Gas, which we evaluate in the following.

Evaluation

We evaluate the costs for the deployment of the smart contracts and for
transactions created by test cases with exemplary credentials. Therefore,
we compile the smart contracts with Solidity 0.5.16 (enabled optimizer
with 200 runs), and analyze the transactions with Ganache 2.5.4. Ad-
ditionally, we implement the Hyperledger Ursa cryptography library
unit tests into our proof-of-concept test cases and additionally generate
our own exemplary anonymous credentials, issued with Hyperledger
Indy.

Table 6 shows Gas costs for the deployment of the smart contracts
and function calls of our test cases. While the deployment of a veri-
fication contract only puts the compiled byte code on the blockchain
storage, executing a proof verification requires passing a full proof to
the smart contract and executing the anonymous credentials verifica-

21 https://github.com/indutny/bn.js

https://github.com/indutny/bn.js
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Transaction Gas

Verifier contract deployment 6 711k

Big number library deployment 77k

1. Test credential: Primary proof verification with equality sub-proof 32 001k

2. Test credential: Primary proof verification with inequality predicate sub-proof 84 826k

3. Test credential: Primary proof verification with combined sub-proofs 84 033k

Table 6. Transaction costs in Gas for smart contract deployments and different
proof verification test cases in Ethereum.

tion process as explained in Section 7.3. In our first test, the credential
contains a set of 14 identity-related attributes (e.g., name, date of birth,
address, etc.) and reveals the first name with a primary proof and an
equality sub-proof. Our second test contains the same attributes and an
inequality predicate (i.e., date of birth has to be before a specified date),
which is realized as a combination of an equality sub-proof and an
inequality predicate sub-proof in the primary proof. By looking at the
difference between the Gas cost for the first and second test credentials,
one can see that the Gas costs increase with the number of sub-proofs,
especially with inequality predicate proofs. This explains why the Gas
costs of the third test, which reveals the first name and verifies the date
of birth together, is not significantly different from the second test case.

Since Gas represents the resource consumption per EVM com-
mand [Woo22], proof verification becomes expensive for three reasons:
First, the passed arguments (i.e., the proofs) contain large byte arrays,
e.g., for each attribute and the corresponding zero-knowledge proof
parameters. Second, the complex data structures for handling big num-
bers require allocation of EVM memory space, which consumes extra
Gas [Woo22]. Third, calling the precompiled contract for exponentia-
tion and modulo operations [@But17a] allows cheaper computations
than an on-chain implementation; but due to the involvement of a large
number of these operations in a proof verification, the Gas cost add up
quickly. We also point out, that the number of attributes influences the
proof size and therefore has an impact on the transaction costs, as well.

In the end, our evaluations show that the Gas costs are very high,
so the resulting transaction fees (i.e., Gas multiplied by the demand-
regulated Gas price) render it difficult for most DApp use cases. Con-
sidering a current exemplary Gas price of 100 Gwei, the full proof
verification of our test case would cost approx. 8.4 Ether. However,
we stress that our proof-of-concept implementation is not optimized
for reduced Gas costs and there is certainly great potential for opti-
mization (e.g., more efficient memory allocations). Furthermore, Gas
costs cannot be translated directly to transaction fees in Ethereum,
since a transaction sender specifies how much Ether she is willing to
pay per Gas. This means, the actual transaction costs depend on the
blockchain’s current transaction load.
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7.5 D I S C U S S I O N

In this section, we discuss remaining open issues that should be
considered for practical usages of our proposed solution. To this
end, we put the evaluated transaction costs into context and present
further options to implement our solution. For completeness, we also
take a look at revocability of credentials and explain how it could
be integrated into our smart contract implementation. At the end,
we briefly discuss our considerations regarding Sybil resistance and
unlinkability.

Transaction Costs

As shown in the evaluation in Section 7.4, our proof-of-concept demon-
strates the general ability to verify anonymous credentials in a smart
contract on Ethereum, and therefore enables compatibility with Hyper-
ledger Indy-based identity platforms. However, the expected transac-
tion costs are too high for current DApp implementations.

Nevertheless, blockchain technologies continue adopting new tech-
niques to address rising transaction costs, scalability limits, and perfor-
mance issues of execution engines, respectively [Pop19; Rou20; BET21];
Especially since hype-driven blockchain applications (e.g., Cryptokit-
ties or ICOs) caused fees to skyrocket [SFG19] multiple times, in the
past. However, since our implementation is EVM-based but not lim-
ited to the Ethereum Mainnet, we envisage other blockchains that are
compatible with our Solidity implementation (e.g., Polygon/Matic22

or Polkadot23).
In the meantime, we consider two possible ways to implement anony-

mous credentials verification on-chain: First, the computationally ex-
pensive big number operations could be implemented as precompiled
contracts into the EVM, i.e., implementing big number data types. Pre-
compiled contracts are natively implemented in the EVM client and can
be addressed as external contracts by other smart contracts, but they
define their Gas costs independently. Doing so, the overall transaction
costs of our implementation could significantly decrease in the same
way, as EIP-198 [@But17a] decreases costs for big integer modulo oper-
ations. Second, in the same manner, the whole verification procedure
could be implemented as a precompiled contract. The latter, we at least
consider reasonable for instantiating new EVM-based blockchains with
anonymous credentials capabilities, since implementing precompiled
contracts is common practice for new private networks. Hence, for
example, anonymous credentials verification can be implemented as
precompiled contract in the official Ethereum client Geth which also
supports instantiating private and permissioned networks.

22 https://polygon.technology
23 https://polkadot.network
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Non-Revocation Proof

Our solution works for credentials that are generally valid, that is,
credentials over attributes that neither have an expiry date nor are
revocable by their issuer (e.g., date of birth). In contrast, an issuer can
create revocable credentials for attributes that are subject to change (e.g.,
address). In this case, it is possible that a revocable credential could
have already been revoked by its issuer, by the time a verifier receives
a proof based on it. Therefore, a verifier must be able determine a
credential’s revocation status in order to accordingly decide whether
to accept or reject the given primary proof.

Anonymous credentials in [@KL18] allow a holder to prove that the
credentials used during the primary proof construction have not been
revoked. For this purpose, tracking the revocation status uses CKS
accumulators [CKS09], where a so-called accumulator value is periodi-
cally published by the credential issuer, containing information about
all non-revoked credentials. When a credential is issued, the issuer
also provides the holder with a witness, which allows the holder to
prove the validity of the credential with respect to the accumulator
value. The process of checking the revocation status takes place as
part of the credential verification process. In addition to the primary
proof, a credential holder also sends a non-revocation proof, which is a
zero-knowledge proof constructed over the accumulator parameters.

CKS accumulators make use of weak Boneh and Boyen signa-
tures [BB08; BBS04], BN-254 curves [BN05] and type-3 pairing which
are all different cryptographic primitives than the ones used by creden-
tial attestation proofs. Therefore, verifying those proofs is a subject for
future work.

Sybil Resistance and Unlinkability

In our system, Sybils are resubmissions of already verified anonymous
credentials by different holders. Since Sybil attacks can be effectively
defeated by a trusted party that guarantees uniqueness [Dou02], we
can instrument the only trusted party for this purpose: the issuer. If
the issuer provides a unique identifier as an identity attribute, it can
be verified on-chain as part of the proof. This establishes a verifiable
one-to-one mapping between proof and holder. The unique identifier
could be represented as a revealed attribute that is part of the proof
construction and verifiable on-chain.

An alternative solution that does not require cooperation from is-
suers is described in [@KL18]. A verifier can require provers to turn off
unlinkability in their proofs. We have shown in Section 7.3 that this is
possible if a holder does not generate a randomized CL signature and
instead, constructs proofs based on her original CL signature. Thus,
the smart contract keeps track of all proof identifiers and, hence, can
identify Sybils.
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However, while storing unique identifiers of proof-holder mappings
helps to defeat Sybil attacks, it also introduces linkability. Linkability is
a privacy-related characteristic and applies in this context if the linkage
of anonymous credentials allows unauthorized third parties to derive
private information of the holder. In smart contract-based applications,
linkability is critical since the history of blockchain transactions is
available to all blockchain nodes.

While holders can protect against linkability by using different block-
chain accounts each time they interact with the blockchain, this pro-
tection becomes ineffective if unique identifiers of holders are stored
on-chain. They should, consequently, not naively be used for Sybil
resistance but require further considerations to keep holders protected
from linkability.

7.6 S E L F - S O V E R E I G N I D E N T I T I E S

Hyperledger Indy has become one of the most popular SSI manage-
ment technologies [SNA21] and is adopted in multiple SSI management
projects. IDunion24, for example, is a German consortium of public and
private organizations that uses Hyperledger Indy to implement a SSI
management system. Similarly, the Verifiable Organizations Network25

is an initiative that leverages Hyperledger Indy to realize SSI and en-
able digitization of identities in a secure, user-centric manner. With our
proposed solution, smart contracts can now verify credentials of any
issuer that is part of these projects.

Beyond Hyperledger Indy, other blockchain-based credential man-
agement systems exist. In the context of SSI, uPort [NJ20] and Jolo-
com [@JOL19] are two approaches that, instead of building upon a
public, permissioned blockchain, leverage Ethereum as a public, per-
missionless blockchain. These approaches, however, currently only
store non-revealing identity information on-chain but do not provide
anonymous credential verification. Given the privacy requirement, this
makes them not applicable for smart contract-based credential verifica-
tion. However, recent improvement proposals (e.g., EIP-725 [@VY20]
and EIP-735 [@Vog19]) show that there is an interest in establishing
Ethereum-based SSI-Systems, which has even yielded the formation of
a self-proclaimed SSI alliance.26

7.7 C O N C L U S I O N

Motivated by the privacy limitations of DApps, we have taken a first
step towards verifying identity information in DApps in a privacy-
preserving and trustless manner. Using the example of Hyperledger
Indy as an established credential management system, we have shown

24 https://idunion.org
25 https://vonx.io
26 https://erc725alliance.org
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how CL signature-based anonymous credentials can be verified by
Ethereum-based smart contracts without introducing further trust as-
sumptions.

With our approach, DApps can verify identity-related information
completely on-chain, preserving transparency and censorship resis-
tance as desirable properties of DApps. For decision-making DApps, a
public authority could issue eligibility claims as anonymous creden-
tials that are verifiable on-chain, helping decision-making DApps yield
more reliable results. As our approach builds on concept of SSI, we
envision an environment for decision-making DApps where sufficient
trusted authorities are available.

However, we also revealed aspects that stand between our prototype
and a production-ready system. As seen in our technical evaluation,
Gas costs are currently impractically high due to the high verifica-
tion costs of CL signature-based zero-knowledge proofs. However,
the active research and ongoing developments in the area of verifi-
able credentials and smart contracts lead us to expect technological
advances that can benefit smart contract-based credential verification.
For example, a new anonymous credential design called Anonymous
Credentials 2.0 has been proposed in [@Mic19], which may be adopted
in Hyperledger Indy in the future.

In the end, we have shown that CL signature-based anonymous
credentials can be verified in smart contracts, while paving the way for
the integration of other identity infrastructures and technologies.
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The most important instrument for decision-making DApps is voting.
To this end, in Chapter 4, we showed the relevance of blockchain-based
voting for decision-making DApps, i.e., by evaluating funds and inter-
actions. In Chapter 5, we showed the need for anonymous voting for re-
liable decision-making in our urban participation DApp. Following the
participation levels of the IAP2 public participation model [@IAP14],
BBBlockchain implements blockchain-based voting for the consultation
use cases. For consultation, blockchain-based voting is implemented
to ask participants for their opinions and to be consulted on decisions
regarding the construction process. Similar to democratic elections, it
is critical that all participants have confidence in the reliability, fairness,
and security of the voting process and can submit their votes privately.
While blockchain-based voting has been effective in establishing trans-
parency and security, it is difficult to ensure anonymity and privacy, so
that no one can see how others have voted. We therefore design and
implement a novel privacy mechanism for anonymous voting focusing
on decision-making DApps.

8.1 M O T I VAT I O N

Many DApps hold considerable financial assets and are collectively
managed by their stakeholders without delegating decision-making
power to centralized bodies (cf. Chapter 4.1). Instead, a blockchain-
based voting process is used to coordinate, where the smart contract
logic collects votes and ensures that decisions are executed accordingly.
That is, anyone can make a public proposal, which can then be accepted
or rejected by others. Blockchain-based voting has therefore become an
integral part for the governance of DApps.

The inherent transparency of blockchains, however, threatens vot-
ers’ privacy as it can be considered pseudonymous at best [Bér+21].
Anonymous voting is often necessary for democratic decision-making
processes, though. While the issue is known for some time and inherent
to many blockchains, including Ethereum [@But21], existing solutions
struggle with scalability [MSH17], require a central, trusted off-chain
party [SGY20], or cannot directly be used for DApps as they require
their own blockchain [Kil+22].

We therefore present Tornado Vote, a new blockchain-based voting
protocol for Ethereum that yields anonymous, fair, and practical on-
chain voting. To this end, we build upon the mixer protocol Tornado
Cash [@Ale19], which enables an anonymous coin transfer service.

89
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While Tornado Cash alone can be used for anonymous voting (as we
will argue), we adapt the protocol to realize fair voting [DKR10] by
keeping individual votes secret until all voters have submitted their
votes. Additionally, Tornado Vote features (optional) properties such as
delegation of voting rights and plural voting. In order to maintain secu-
rity and anonymity despite our adaption, we use security analysis tools
for the smart contract implementations [@Mue18; FGG19] and perform
formal code verification, namely VeriSol [Wan+19]. In addition, we
assess the feasibility of Tornado Vote. To this end, we develop different
Gas cost models to quantify theoretical limits and real-world perfor-
mance bottlenecks. Since the introduction of EIP-1559 [@But+19], block
capacities are variable and transaction fees depend on past transac-
tion loads. As we show, this mechanism can lead to unaffordable costs
when populating blocks to the maximum. We therefore model the fee
calculation of EIP-1559 and develop Gas cost models that optimize for
a constant fee level. Our evaluation clearly reveals a feasibility trade-off
between the number of blocks (or time) it takes to cast a number of
votes and the required financial resources. The developed models can
help to adjust this trade-off and find reasonable parameters.

To that end, in the following, we first introduce the basic concepts of
the Tornado Cash protocol, which we later leverage to develop Tornado
Vote. Additionally, we discuss our ethical considerations regarding the
recent U.S. ban on Tornado Cash. Second, we develop Tornado Vote,
which adapts the Tornado Cash protocol for fair and anonymous voting.
Third, we evaluate our approach for scalability and cost. Finally, we
briefly review related work and conclude this chapter with a summary
of our findings on anonymous voting for decision-making DApps.

8.2 B A C K G R O U N D

Tornado Cash

Tornado Cash [@Ale19] is a smart contract-based, non-custodial mixer
for Ethereum’s native cryptocurrency Ether, standardized tokens (e.g.,
ERC-20 compatible [@VB15]), and other blockchain assets. For the sake
of simplicity, we will refer to all of these assets as coins in the following.
In a nutshell, multiple accounts deposit coins of the same amount into
a shared wallet and withdraw them with a new account in a way that
cannot be linked. Anonymity is therefore achieved by hiding in a set of
transactions that are indistinguishable, i.e., the so-called anonymity set.
Tornado Cash provides such a wallet, i.e., a smart contract, and ensures
by using a cryptographic proof that the connection between accounts
is not disclosed. At the same time, the proof also ensures that users can
only withdraw as many coins as deposited. In order to use Tornado
Cash, users do not need to register beforehand and can immediately
deposit coins with the first transaction. Users also determine the point
in time when to withdraw the coins and therefore can wait for an
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individually preferred anonymity set size by monitoring the number
of deposits.

From a technical perspective, Tornado Cash provides a public smart
contract instance, the so-called vault and external relayers. First, a user
deposits a coin from their account to the Tornado Cash vault together
with the hash of a personal secret r and a nullifier k. Additionally, the
user deposits a fee coverage for future transactions to redeem a relayer
in the following steps. Second, the user withdraws the deposited coin
to a new account. However, since a completely new account for the
withdrawal does not have any balance yet, it cannot cover the transac-
tion fees to request the deposit. The user therefore contacts a Tornado
Cash relayer via an anonymized communication channel (e.g., with
Tor [DMS04]) and requests the deposit. For that, the user provides a
zkSNARK zero-knowledge proof [Gro16] to prove the knowledge and
the hash value of k, without revealing r or k in clear-text. The relayer
then submits a new blockchain transaction with the ZKP and the hash
to the vault to transfer the deposit to the new account. The vault re-
members the nullifier and rejects any future request with the same.
The vault also rewards the relayer with the pre-paid fee from the first
step. Eventually, one cannot reliably trace the depositor back to the
withdrawer.

Ethical Considerations

The U.S. Department of the Treasury’s Office of Foreign Assets Con-
trol (OFAC) released a press statement on August 8, 2022, imposing
sanctions on Tornado Cash. OFAC’s motivation is to prevent money
laundering and illegal financing. The sanctions had far-reaching impli-
cations, such as banning the use of Tornado Cash, banning trades with
specific Ethereum wallets, and the temporary removal of all source code
repositories from GitHub. Since Tornado Cash, however, is already de-
ployed on the Ethereum Mainnet, it cannot easily be removed anymore.
Operations will therefore continue, particularly since the deployed
smart contracts have no assigned owner anymore and do not imple-
ment an emergency stop or similar. While our work is technically based
on the same technology, the use is intended for anonymous voting—
and not for any illegal purposes, which we distance ourselves from. In
fact, we consider Tornado Cash to be a neutral technology on whose
usage or exploitation we have neither influence nor take a position;
rather, we consider its protocol only as building block for blockchain-
based voting. However, another suitable mixer or blockchain can be
used if necessary, e.g., CoinShuffle [RMK14] or MicroMix [@WG19].

8.3 T O R N A D O V O T E

In the following, we present Tornado Vote, a novel privacy mechanism
for anonymous, fair, and feasible voting. It is specifically designed
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for autonomous organizations, the governance of DApps, e.g., The
DAO [@Jen16], and decision-making DApps in general. While we uti-
lize blockchain transparency to ensure a secure voting process, we also
require on-chain privacy to break the link between voters and their
vote. We therefore use the Tornado Cash mixing protocol, which has
proven effective in the past [@VK19; @KV19b; @KV19a].

In a naive approach, Tornado Cash (or another suitable mixer for that
matter) can be used to realize a very simple voting. For instance, voters
can use unowned accounts each representing a proposal’s option and
whose balances represent the votes. Accordingly, voters transfer coins
anonymously to these addresses by using Tornado Cash (as explained
in the previous section) and eventually compare the balances to come
to a decision, e.g., the account/option with the higher balance wins.
As illustrated in Figure 31, this approach has the great advantage that
other (regular) Tornado Cash users enlarge the anonymity set. This
naive approach, however, has some serious, inherent implications: it
clearly allows plural voting, where one entity can vote multiple times.
While this can be considered as weighted voting, there is no mechanism
to easily limit the number of votes per entity. Moreover, the unowned
accounts reveal the progress of the voting process and intermediate
voting results, which violates the concept of fair voting [DKR10]. Lastly,
the approach increases voting costs as it not only requires transaction
fees but also transfers coins to a voting account.

In order to make these implications optional and not inherent to the
voting process, we developed Tornado Vote. In particular, we extend
the voting process with a commit-and-reveal mechanism, which we use
to collect votes without revealing the result until the end of the voting,
i.e., realizing fair voting. Since we additionally issue our own voting
token without inherent monetary value, we can control the number of
votes. Yet, plural or weighted voting can still be realized with a voting
token by issuing the token according to the respective weights. In the
following, we define design requirements, properties, and assumptions
of our approach. Next, we present the protocol of Tornado Vote and its
different voting phases. Finally, we present the technical infrastructure
and security considerations.

Design Requirements and Properties

Tornado Vote inherits properties such as correct protocol execution and
public verifiability from the underlying blockchain. Nevertheless, there
are additional design requirements and properties of Tornado Vote,
which we define and elaborate as follows.

E L I G I B I L I T Y Tornado Vote requires a voting token to prove eligi-
bility. More specifically, Tornado Vote requires its own custom ERC-20
token per voting and an initial voting administrator to create and trans-
fer all tokens to eligible voters. Hence, the number of the number of
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Figure 31. Utilizing Tornado Cash directly for anonymous voting yields an
enlarged anonymity set comprising voters and other users: a voter deposits
a coin and anonymously transfers it to one of multiple unowned accounts,
whose balances eventually represent the voters’ decision.

votes is limited by tokens and managed as standard blockchain to-
kens. The administrator is responsible for the correct handling at the
beginning. After the distribution, the administrator should not own
any tokens anymore and should be unable to mint new tokens, which
both can be verified on-chain. A voter uses her token to initiate the
voting process by depositing it to Tornado Vote. Please note that the
voting token does not have any inherent monetary value and therefore
does not unnecessarily drive the voting costs as in the naive approach.

T R A N S F E R A B I L I T Y In some cases, depending on the voting type, it
makes sense to allow the delegation of voting rights, e.g., for represen-
tative or liquid democracy. Using an ERC-20 compatible token [@VB15]
as voting token clearly allows and, to some extent, can even be used
to encourage the transfer of voting rights. In fact, preventing trans-
ferability is a technical challenge because even if a token cannot be
transferred to another account, the whole account could be transferred
to someone else by sharing its private key. To this end, if a voting must
reliably prevent transferability, the right to vote could be tied to the
identity of a voter. For example, by using anonymous credentials to prove
that a voter is personally eligible to vote regardless of the blockchain
account, while keeping all personal information secret [Hei+22]. We
therefore consider transferability an optional feature that Tornado Vote
can enable or restrict.

P L U R A L V O T I N G While democratic voting typically strives for
equal voting weights, shareholders of capital stock, e.g., as in the
DAO [@Jen16], gain voting weights according to their stake. We can
realize weighted voting by issuing voting tokens to voters according
to their stake, for example. This eventually leads to plural voting, an
instance of weighted voting. As with transferability, we consider plural
voting an optional feature for Tornado Vote.
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F A I R N E S S In the context of voting, fairness implies that preliminary
counts do not influence voters while voting is in progress [DKR10].
Therefore, the voting system must be built in such a way that votes
are not published before the final tallying. That obviously presents a
technical challenge for public, permissionless blockchains. Tornado
Vote therefore requires a commit-and-reveal mechanism. With this
mechanism, voters first commit to their vote and only when all voters
have cast their vote, the result will be disclosed as clear-text vote.

A N O N Y M I T Y Voter privacy is achieved by the unlinkability of vot-
ers’ accounts and their votes. To this end, Tornado Vote is based on the
Tornado Cash protocol. While the public token balances might reveal
the eligible voter accounts, the mixing protocol ensures that voters
can anonymize their voting choice. In order to achieve a high level of
anonymity, a high number of other participating voters is necessary.
As we will describe later in detail, a relayer service is also necessary
to cast a vote. The interactions with relayers must be carefully timed
to prevent de-anonymization attacks by time correlations, which we
assume are the voters’ responsibility. We also emphasize that, as with
any other public voting process, voter privacy is only guaranteed if the
final result is not unanimous. Additionally, network communications
between the voters and the relayers must not reveal any metadata
that could be correlated. Therefore, voters should use an anonymous
channel to communicate with relayers, e.g., with Tor [DMS04].

T R U S T Following the principles of a permissionless blockchain,
trusted third parties and centralized components must be avoided.
While Tornado Cash, and therefore Tornado Vote, require a separate
relayer infrastructure, the relayers do not gain any further permissions
or trust on the protocol side. Their only task is to forward transactions
and cover fees, which will eventually unlink the sender and receiver ac-
counts on chain. Additionally, a relayer cannot manipulate transactions
due to their cryptographic signatures and ZKP verification, so that
a violation would be noticed and rejected. We assume that sufficient
relayers are available to choose from.

F E A S I B I L I T Y Blockchain-based voting systems are limited primar-
ily by the blockchain transaction throughput and smart contract capac-
ities. This limits the number of deposits and thus theoretically affects
anonymity. According to our empirical analysis of blockchain-based
voting in Chapter 4, we consider n = 10 k votes as a reasonable number
for use cases such as a DAO. Therefore, Tornado Cash must be built to
handle that many votes with respect to external blockchain constraints.
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Figure 32. Setup: The administrator mints a limited amount of voting to-
kens V and transfers them to eligible voters. Depending on the type of voting,
delegation of voting rights and/or plural voting are possible by transferring
tokens accordingly. Commitment: Voters deposit their voting token, the fees in
Ether (ETH) for the relayers, and a hash. Next, voters send ZKPs for proving
ownership of the token and a commitment including their vote v to the relayer.
The relayer forwards everything and receives a service fee. Voting: The voters
reveal their commitment and vote to the relayer, who transfers the voting
token to the corresponding vote address. The relayer receives a second service
fee.

Protocol

Tornado Vote distinguishes between three roles: an administrator, vot-
ers, and relayers. Each voting is split into three phases: a setup, a
commitment, and a voting phase. In the following, we will take a closer
look at each of these phases. Therefore, Figure 32 shows the three
phases and each interaction.

S E T U P P H A S E First, the smart contracts are deployed to the
blockchain by the administrator, which comprises the Tornado Vote
anonymity provider, ERC-20 compatible voting token, and the vot-
ing smart contract. Second, the administrator publishes the voting
proposals and sets voting parameters, e.g., the voting period and deci-
sion quotas. Additionally, the administrator mints a limited amount
of voting tokens exclusively for this voting. Each token allows the sub-
mission of exactly one vote and represents a single vote in the final
phase. After this setup, the administrator owns all voting tokens V

(Step 1). The administrator transfers these voting tokens irrevocably
to the accounts of eligible voters (Step 2). Once the administrator has
transferred all voting tokens, the voting process continues with the
commitment phase.

C O M M I T M E N T P H A S E At the beginning of the commitment phase,
voters generate their own individual random token secret sect and a
random nullifier k locally. Each voter then transfers the voting token
to the Tornado Vote vault (Step 3), similar to a deposit in Tornado
Cash. This includes two times the transaction fee (required for the
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Figure 33. Tornado Vote’s architecture and interactions between its compo-
nents.

relayer) and the Pederson hash value HPed(sect||k) [@Ide19]. We use
the Pedersen hash, as in the Tornado Cash protocol, for efficient ZKP
computations. Otherwise, we use SHA-3 where possible to save Gas.
After an appropriate waiting time, the voters generate another com-
mitment secret secc to commit to their vote v before revealing it. The
voters therefore send the first 20 bytes of the hash value HSHA(secc||v),
the hash of the nullifier HPed(k), and a ZKP for sect to a relayer (Step 4).
The relayer then forwards everything on-chain (Step 5) to Tornado Vote.
Tornado Vote accepts the commitment if the ZKP contains a valid sect

(without revealing it) and verifies if k was not used before. Therefore,
Tornado Vote does not yet experience the voting choice but remembers
the corresponding computed hash value and the hash of k in N. Lastly,
Tornado Vote rewards the relayer with Ether to compensate for the
transaction costs. Once all voters have committed to their vote, we
transition from the commitment to the voting phase.

V O T I N G P H A S E In the last phase, all voters reveal their individual
voting choices via a relayer (Step 6). To this end, the voters reveal their
vote in clear-text and the commitment secret secc. This way, Tornado
Vote can cross-check that the vote is eligible (Step 7). If so, Tornado
Vote transfers one of the ERC-20-tokens to an unowned account, which
represents the corresponding voting choice (Step 8). The final balances
of these addresses eventually represent the final voting results. After
each eligible vote is processed, Tornado Vote again rewards the relayer
to compensate for the transaction costs (Step 9).

Implementation

Tornado Vote’s smart contracts are implemented in Solidity for
Ethereum and EVM-compatible blockchains. While Tornado Vote’s
source code is primarily based on Tornado Cash, it runs independently
of it and is deployed entirely on its own. By default, Tornado Vote
consists of four components: smart contracts, frontend, relayers, and
anonymous communication channel (i.e., Tor [DMS04]). As shown in
Figure 33, all interactions are managed by a central Tornado Vote in-
stance. For the commitment and vote submission, voters use a Tornado
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Vote relayer to prevent third parties from linking the two interactions.
Furthermore, to protect connection metadata from the relayers, the
voter communicates via Tor with the relayers. Internally, Tornado Vote
is divided into several smart contracts: the vault (also called anonymity
provider), Merkle Tree management, ERC-20 token, ZKP verifier, and an
additional voting contract. The latter takes care of following the voting
phases and counting the votes.

The voters’ frontend cannot be used without further ado, as voters
require software libraries to generate ZKPs and may download a web-
based graphical user interface to interact with Tornado Vote. These
software components must first be downloaded, although access to
central infrastructures is not a problem here, because file signatures
and on-chain proof verification can ensure correctness. Please note that
we did not develop a graphical user interface but provide automated
test cases which simulate user interactions. The tests cover a sample
voting process and edge cases. To this end, they can be executed in a
Truffle project environment on the local machine or an existing EVM
network. Furthermore, since the Tornado Cash relayer infrastructure
is not compatible with Tornado Vote, we provide a proof-of-concept
relayer implementation for test purposes. All implementations are
available on GitHub.27

Security

The security of Tornado Vote relies on various components. First of all,
the Tornado Vote smart contracts are based on the original Tornado
Cash smart contracts. Commissioned audits confirm the security of Tor-
nado Cash’s smart contracts, cryptography, and circuit system [@VK19;
@KV19b; @KV19a]. For the security of Tornado Vote, we refer to these
audits and therefore focus on our customizations for the voting pro-
cess. To this end, we use security analysis tools and well-established
security libraries. Additionally, we verify our voting process with a
formal verification proof framework. In the following, we analyze and
improve Tornado Vote’s security and explain the technical measures in
more detail.

Vulnerability Analysis Tools

To ensure that our smart contract customizations do not introduce secu-
rity vulnerabilities, we use tools for automated code security analysis.
Durieux, Ferreira, Abreu, and Cruz [Dur+20] analyzed different tools
and concluded that Mythril [@Mue18] and Slither [FGG19] offer the
best vulnerability detection abilities. We use both tools to detect known
vulnerabilities; however, we point out that there may still be yet un-
known and undetectable vulnerabilities. Additionally, smart contracts

27 https://github.com/robmuth/tornado-vote
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are often so highly complex that the analysis of conditional branches
and potentially many possible states cannot be performed in sufficient
time. We therefore consider these tools as very useful and to some
extent essential for secure smart contract programming. As a result,
both tools confirm that our changes do not introduce new security
vulnerabilities.

Formal Verification

Formal verification is a technique to prove that given rules and
conditions are true for a given program, i.e., a smart contract in our
case. For example, a condition that proves that a token smart contract
cannot issue more tokens than specified at initialization. Thus, if the
condition can be fulfilled, it is formally proven that no vulnerability
exists to add new tokens arbitrarily. To do so, a formal verification tool
must inspect every possible branch in the program logic and verify its
states. However, such an excessive state inspection and verification can
take a very long time, but if so, it eventually guarantees the condition.

For Tornado Vote, for example, we define conditions that there must
be the correct number of votes after each submission. That is, by requir-
ing that a voting counter always increases by one after submitting a
vote, we prevent a vote from being ignored, counted twice, or leading
to an integer overflow that would reset the counter to zero. To this end,
we use formal verification similar to our unit-test cases but universal
and without requiring implementation details.

Several formal verification tools and frameworks for smart contracts
exist. We use Microsoft Research’s VeriSol [Wan+19] since it is open-
source, compatible with Solidity, and can be executed locally. VeriSol
provides a library with additional assertion functions, and verifies all
possible outcomes. In Listing 4, the first formal verification rule ensures
that the number of possible votes always equals the number of minted
voting tokens. To this end, this rule sums up all token balances and
compares the sum with the total voting token supply. Additionally, we

// #Votes == #Tokens
VeriSol.ContractInvariant(VeriSol.SumMapping(_balances) == _

totalSupply);

// Optional: Voters can only deposit tokens to Tornado Vote
// in function _beforeTokenTransfer(_from, _to, _id)
if (currentBlock >= commitPhaseBlock && currentBlock <=

votingPhaseBlock) {
assert(balanceOf(admin) == 0);
assert(_to == tornadoVoteAddress);

}

Listing 4. Formal verification rule for VeriSol to verify that the number of
submitted votes equals the total number of tokens, and an optional check to
prevent token transfers to other accounts.
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Gas Costs

Transaction Paid by Min Max Mean Stddev

Deployments Admin 8 192k – – –

Token transfer Admin 43k 58k 58k 15k

Approve Voter 44k 44k 44k 0

Deposit Voter 979k 1 000k 997k 21k

Commit Voter 337k 337k 337k 0

Vote Voter 35k 66k 50k 15k

Table 7. Gas costs for deployments and voting transactions.

developed several other assertions for all voting phases directly into
Tornado Vote’s smart contracts. While most rules can be successfully
verified right away, others require constraining parameters or minor
smart contract modifications due to code complexity. In summary, we
developed and tested 13 conditions with 45 assumptions to verify, from
which 11 conditions can be fully verified and 2 require minor smart
contract changes. All rules and their verification results are available in
our GitHub repository.

8.4 E VA L U AT I O N

Performance and costs are essential factors for voting systems, which in
the case of blockchain-based voting lead to a feasibility trade-off. In the
following, we analyze the feasibility of Tornado Vote for ideal best-case
scenarios with our Gas costs model and then compare it with real-world
conditions using our residual capacities model. To this end, we assume
that all available block capacities are available for voting transactions
and use Ethereum Mainnet data to evaluate realistic capacities. Since
our residual capacities model disregards transaction costs, we develop
an economic model to find a feasible trade-off between maximum perfor-
mance and minimum costs, which does not cause the transaction costs
to skyrocket but still keeps the overall duration reasonable. Importantly,
all models are optimistic and should be considered a lower bound for
performance and costs.

For clarification, we use the term Gas costs to refer to the technical
transaction costs in Gas, i.e., the fixed costs due to the transaction’s
computations and storage usage, and transaction costs to refer to the
final costs that the transaction sender must pay in Ether or U.S. Dol-
lars (USD), respectively.

Gas Costs Model

We evaluate the Gas costs of each Tornado Vote transaction for multiple
votes. We, therefore, deploy the smart contracts locally on Ganache and
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Figure 34. For n = 180 votes, Tornado Vote requires under idealistic conditions
(Gas costs model) 20 blocks in Ethereum for all phases.

run exemplary voting test cases with up to n = 250 votes, as a greater n
has no significant effect on the local Gas costs. As shown in Table 7,
Gas costs for the one-time deployment remain constant for different n,
while the transactions for registering eligible voters and submitting
votes fluctuate during the following phases (cf. minimums, maximums,
means, and the corresponding standard deviation). The Gas costs at the
deposit are the most expensive voting transactions, because Tornado
Cash internally updates a Merkle tree data structure, and, therefore,
causes complex calculations and storage operations. Storage operations
are also the main reason for fluctuating Gas costs because, for example,
initial write operations to storage variables require more Gas than
subsequent operations [Woo22].

Using the measured Gas costs, we can estimate the minimum num-
ber of blocks for submitting n votes with a static block size limit β

(measured in Gas) as follows: minBlocks(n, β) =⌈
n · 58k

β

⌉
+

⌈
n · (44k + 1M)

β

⌉
+

⌈
n · 337k

β

⌉
+

⌈
n · 50k

β

⌉
The function basically adds the number of blocks in the various

phases, or more precisely, the individual steps. To this end, we multiply
the number of votes with the Gas costs from Table 7 and divide them
by a static block size limit. We do this for each step in a voting process,
i.e., transfer, approve, deposit, commitment, and vote. The approve
and deposit steps can be combined and do not require to be finished
in separate blocks. Since all other steps must be completed in separate
blocks, we yield a total of four terms, which we have to round up to
the next integer.

For example, a voting with n = 180 votes and a typical block size
limit of β = 15M Gas requires at least 20 blocks. In Figure 34, we also
enumerate the number of required blocks for each of the phases and
steps, respectively.

Residual Capacities Model

In this thesis, we specifically focus on the Ethereum blockchain due to
its popularity and its usage of the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM),
which is also compatible with many other blockchains, though. Since
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each transaction requires computational resources and storage, trans-
action fees are required. The computational complexity to execute a
transaction and the involved storage consumption is measured in the
pseudo-unit Gas [Woo22]. In the past, transaction fees used an auction
to determine Gas prices, which led to competition for available block
capacity and therefore high fees. Recently, Ethereum introduced a new
pricing mechanism to calculate Gas prices dynamically, namely EIP-
1559 [@But+19]. It uses a congestion control mechanism that regulates
a base fee based on available block capacities, which will be burned.
Specifically, transaction fees for future blocks increase if the latest block
contains “too many” transactions and decrease, respectively, if there is
“enough” space up. As a reference for “too many” and “enough”, EIP-
1559 uses a target value of 15M Gas (as before), but now also supports
temporary breaches up to 30M Gas to detect congestion.

Tornado Vote’s practical feasibility is not only bound to the block-
chain’s maximum capacities but also to the blockchain’s current work-
load. That is, third-party transactions lead to a fluctuating load, which
changes from block to block. Accordingly, the amount of Gas available
for the number of votes fluctuates as well. In order to capture this
effect, we use a residual capacities model for the Ethereum Mainnet as
in Chapter 4 to estimate the minimum number of blocks for n votes.
Residual capacities are block capacities in Gas that remain unused after
a block has been mined. That is, the transactions included in a block
did not consume as much Gas as the actual block size limit allowed. We
use residual capacities to quantify the number of voting transactions
that we could add to blocks without exceeding Ethereum’s capacities.
Our model therefore sums up all residual capacities from a given point
in time towards the past, and calculates how many transactions from
Tornado Vote could have been processed despite existing background
load.

Economic Model

As explained in Chapter 2, with the London Fork on the Ethereum
Mainnet on the 5th of August, 2021, the EIP-1559 specification doubled
the block size limit from ≈ 15M up to 30M Gas. The EIP-1559 protocol
also introduced the so-called base fee per Gas to calculate how much
Ether per Gas a transaction sender must pay as a minimum for each
block. Basically, this base fee increases if the last block’s size exceeded
15M Gas or decreases if it was less. However, EIP-1559 specifies that
the base fee can only change by a maximum of ±12.5 %, even if the last
block size has doubled or halved. This cap provides some confidence to
transaction senders that their transactions will not be dropped from the
mempool for the next few blocks as long as they provide sufficient Gas.
If we, however, would fill up the residual Gas to the max (β = 30M
Gas) with voting transactions as in our previous models, the base fee
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Figure 35. Base fee per Gas (y-axis) for blocks on the Ethereum Mainnet since
EIP-1559 (x-axis) plotting historic Mainnet data and estimations according to
the economic model.

would increase by 12.5 % each block. As a result, the base fee quickly
reaches financially unfeasible amounts. Moreover, even if we utilize
the residual Gas only up to β = 15M, the fees would never go down,
but would increase every time third-party transactions exceed the
threshold. This also leads to financially infeasible transaction fees, as a
matter of course.

We therefore propose an economic model that only considers a block’s
residual capacities for voting transactions if the resulting base fee of the
next block does not exceed a given threshold. To this end, we extend
our analysis of the Ethereum Mainnet and analyze the past base fees
since the introduction of EIP-1559. We show the base fee’s development
and median value in Figure 35. In the economic model, we consider
residual capacities of a block only if its successor block’s base fee does
not exceed 35 Gwei

Gas . Otherwise, the block is omitted. By following our
economic model, the base fee will not increase exponentially, but rather
settles at the median.

Discussion

Our models allow us to estimate the number of blocks that Tornado
Vote requires for n votes under different assumptions. To this end,
we analyze Tornado Vote’s performance with n = 1 to 10k votes,
which we consider a reasonable number of votes for a voting DApp (cf.
Chapter 4). Since the block Gas limit was doubled to 30M with EIP-1559,
we evaluate our models with β = 15M and 30M Gas separately.

Figure 36 shows the expected trend that an increasing number of
votes n (on the x-axis) leads to an increasing number of required blocks
(on the y-axis). The Gas costs model constitutes a fundamental lower
bound for Tornado Vote since it assumes that all capacities are exclu-
sively available. It quantifies the limit of Tornado Vote in Ethereum,
which is limited by Ethereum’s transaction throughput. For instance,
for n = 10k votes, an optimal coordinated voting with multiple votes
per block requires at least 497 blocks with a block size limit of 30M Gas.
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Figure 36. Minimum number of blocks (y-axis) for an increasing number of
votes (x-axis) modelling different block Gas limits (historic data from the
Ethereum Mainnet: 2022-11-16 to the past).

Multiplied by an average block generation time ∆ = 15 s per block,
such a voting would require at least ≈ 2 hours. Accordingly, half the
block size limit of 15M doubles the number of minimum blocks.

Since our Gas costs model ignores the blockchain’s current workload,
i.e., third-party transactions, we estimate the corresponding number
of blocks with our residual capacities model, as well. For that, we
measured the residual capacities of the Mainnet from 2022-11-16 until
enough residual capacities for 10k votes accumulated. As shown in
Figure 36, utilizing residual capacities therefore requires more blocks,
as the blockchain capacities of the Ethereum Mainnet are no longer
exclusively available. Interestingly, the residual capacities with 30M
Gas (cf. bold dots) converge to the Gas costs model with 15M Gas. The
reason for this is that EIP-1559 theoretically allows a block size limit
of up to 30M Gas, but the protocol always aims for a block size of
15M through monetary incentives and penalties; hence, on average,
there are always ≈ 15M Gas residual capacities that were unused. In
the end, the residual capacities model requires at least ≈ 6k blocks
for n = 10k votes with β = 15M and ≈ 1k blocks with β = 30M. In
practice, however, these residual capacities cannot be used entirely
because the base fee would skyrocket.

Considering the impact of third-party transactions on the base fee
per Gas of EIP-1559, our economic model aims to keep the base fee at a
financially reasonable threshold. As shown in Figure 35, we therefore
analyzed the base fee for past transactions on the Ethereum Mainnet.
Using the median base fee as threshold in our economic model, we will
approximately maintain this base fee despite our voting transactions.
Due to third-party transactions, however, the base fee can temporar-
ily also exceed the median. Following the economic model further
increases the number of minimum blocks, which can be seen in Fig-
ure 36 (cf. solid bold line). For instance, n = 10k votes require at least
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189k blocks, which equals approximately 33 days with the same block
generation rate ∆ as before.

In order to get a sense of the final costs, we estimate the correspond-
ing transaction costs in USD. Therefore, we take the median exchange
rate of 2022, as before, which was 1 679 USD

Ether [@Eth23]. Calculating the
minimum Gas for a single vote with the Gas costs model, one vote
costs approximately 2.43 USD. Taking the median base fee of 35 Gwei

Gas
into account as well, the costs for one vote increases to approximately
85.17 USD. This rather high price is, of course, only the case if the
voting is completed in optimal time, but in any case, we can see that
the costs are not increasing infinitely, as with the Gas costs model or
residual capacities model.

Finally, we compare Tornado Vote’s costs with the naive Tornado
Cash approach (as explained in Section 8.3). To this end, we analyzed
all past deposit and withdrawal transactions to Tornado Cash on the
Ethereum Mainnet since EIP-1559 for the smallest denomination, i.e.,
0.1 Ether. Considering the median of Gas costs for a deposit plus with-
drawal transaction, a vote using Tornado Cash directly would cost
approximately 1.26M Gas or 74.42 USD with the same Gas price and
exchange rate as before. If we also consider the additional 0.1 Ether,
which has to be sent to vote, the price per vote increases to approxi-
mately 242.32 USD. While the coin deposit covers the service fee for
the relayer, we assume that for Tornado Vote the relayer service is pro-
vided for free, e.g., because the voting administrators have an intrinsic
motivation for this.

Concluding, our model analyses revealed best-case capabilities of
Tornado Vote. In practice, filling blocks with voting transactions en
masse would have a significant and unpredictable impact on the whole
blockchain, though. So, on the one hand, our models cannot predict
accurate durations because unpredictable third-party transactions in-
fluence or would be influenced by such a large amount of voting
transactions. On the other hand, however, we can use our models to
assess lower-bound durations and costs.

8.5 C O N C L U S I O N

We designed and implemented Tornado Vote as a novel privacy mech-
anism for blockchain-based voting to improve decision-making pro-
cesses of DApps. Tornado Vote offers anonymous, fair, and practical
voting with optional properties such as transferability and plural vot-
ing. As a building block, we adapted the well-established mixing pro-
tocol Tornado Cash to decouple voters’ wallets from their votes. We
used smart contract analyzing tools and formal verification to improve
the reliability and security of our adaptations. In order to quantify the
feasibility trade-off, we developed different evaluation models that
yield Tornado Vote’s limits and can help to adjust the trade-off for
practical usages.
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D I S C U S S I O N A N D C O N C L U S I O N

In this thesis, we explored the current technical state of decision-making
DApps and showed that they manage significant financial funds. With
BBBlockchain, we specifically explored the potential of blockchain use
cases for urban participation. During the development and operation
of BBBlockchain in two real-world building projects, we gained in-
sights into reliable decision-making DApps with a special focus on
the lack of privacy and transparency. We therefore investigated new
privacy mechanisms specifically for decision-making DApps and con-
tributed SmartDHX for establishing secure communication channels,
an EVM-compatible CL-based anonymous credentials verifier, and Tor-
nado Vote for anonymous voting. We see each of our contributions as a
distinct component in advancing privacy for DApps. Taken as a whole,
our contributions serve to provide answers to our initial research ques-
tions. In the following, we discuss the role of our contributions for
decision-making DApps and recap our initial research questions in the
conclusion of this thesis.

9.1 D I S C U S S I O N

We have shown that decision-making has become a relevant block-
chain use case for many popular applications, such as finance, DAO,
and governance DApps. However, important privacy issues remain
unaddressed or unresolved in real-world decision-making implemen-
tations. We therefore discuss our contributions to blockchain-based
decision-making along with our privacy-related research focus.

P R I VA C Y As beneficial as transparency is for DApps, it potentially
compromises user privacy or leads to dependencies on centralized,
external infrastructures for hiding personal data from the blockchain.
Today, many DApps rely on the personal data of their users, e.g., for
KYC to prevent illegal financial transactions. To this end, at the be-
ginning of this thesis, we asked how to implement appropriate pri-
vacy protection into decision-making DApps. Furthermore, along with
our first research question, we are particularly interested in privacy-
enhancing techniques and mechanisms to protect personal data that
can be verified on-chain without exposing it to the public. Therefore,
a DApp currently needs to externalize authentication processes, e.g.,
with verifiable off-chain computations using ZKPs, so that private data
is not publicly exposed on the blockchain. Ultimately, it is important to
find the right trade-offs between transparency, privacy, and reliability.

106
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R E L I A B I L I T Y Reliable decision-making requires trusted processes.
This emphasizes the importance of reliable user authentication, for ex-
ample, to prevent double voting or fraud. In particular, the pseudony-
mous identities of blockchains complicate the distinction between
honest and fraudulent participants. While we provide a solution for
privacy-preserving authentication with anonymous credentials, we
cannot take the availability of a trusted identity provider for granted.
We therefore envision our anonymous credentials verifier as a building
block of a broader SSI paradigm. However, specific to blockchains,
many dependencies still need to be resolved, such as technical depen-
dencies on central infrastructures, e.g., for credential revocation.

B L O C K C H A I N - B A S E D V O T I N G Blockchains are particularly po-
larizing when it comes to voting. On the one hand, blockchains offer
censorship resistance, transparency, and automated execution of the
final result; on the other hand, blockchains require many compromises.
We ruled out real elections for our decision-making use cases from the
beginning, primarily because of severe scalability and security issues.
Even for small-scale voting for decision-making, anonymity and reli-
able authentication cannot be implemented as easily as in centralized
applications. In particular, privacy, transaction costs, and throughput
render it technically difficult to implement. In the end, once again, it
comes down to what trade-offs one is willing to make between trans-
parency, privacy, and reliability.

D E M O C R AT I C D E C I S I O N - M A K I N G Today’s established DAOs
do not suffer substantially from not fully identifying their users, and
therefore do not face major privacy issues. Instead, they implement
staking mechanisms, meaning that the more someone pays in, the
more weight their vote has. However, there are decision-making use
cases that need to be more democratic, for example, in urban building
participation. This requires that such decision-making DApps reliably
identify their users while protecting their privacy, e.g., during voting.
Ultimately, we envision novel democratic use cases that could emerge
in the future with a reliable solution for private user identification, e.g.,
democratically controlled DAOs.

C O S T S Transaction costs are undeniably high when the blockchain
is heavily loaded, or the transaction is more complex than a basic
cryptocurrency transfer. The practicality of our contributions, especially
on-chain anonymous credentials verification and voting with Tornado
Vote, suffer from significantly high transaction costs. Specifically for
decision-making DApps like BBBlockchain, we cannot assume that
all users are willing to accept such high costs. While we have shown
that blockchain developers are countering the intentional exploitation
of high fees, better solutions are needed for real-world use. On the
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one hand, one can expect that technological progress will eventually
solve the problem as well, or consider alternative options such as
SmartDHX for secure communication channels outside the blockchain.
On the other hand, in the case of anonymous credentials, it should be
considered whether the concept of CL-signatures verification is the
way to follow, or whether other concepts are more appropriate. For
example, Heiss et al. propose the concept of non-disclosing credentials
on-chaining with ZoKrates [Hei+22], which also turns out to be more
flexible for different authentication requirements.

9.2 C O N C L U S I O N

In the following, we recap our initial research questions from the begin-
ning of this thesis and discuss how our contributions have addressed
them.

First, we asked how to implement decision-making DApps with on-
chain privacy protection techniques. While transparency and trust are
key properties of DApps that centralized solutions cannot achieve in
the same way, the transparency also has its drawbacks, as it potentially
compromises users’ privacy. In fact, there are DApp use cases where
user identification simply cannot be avoided, for example, to prevent
double voting or money laundering with KYC procedures. Therefore,
we contributed several solutions to address privacy-preserving au-
thentication and anonymous voting for DApps. To this end, verifiable
off-chain computation techniques emerged as a promising technique to
achieve on-chain privacy. Thus, while private data remains off-chain, its
correctness and validity can be verified using ZKP techniques and other
privacy protection techniques. This allows decision-making DApps
to keep their users private and deploy reliable processes. Overall, our
contributions preserve the principles of a blockchain and its inherent
transparency and trust.

The second research question of this thesis focused on how to keep
as much cryptographic verification on-chain as possible while keeping
private data off-chain. To this end, we argue that privacy can only be
achieved by keeping private data off the blockchain and using verifi-
able off-chain computation to verify and process personal data. Indeed,
there are several approaches to realize privacy in smart contracts, e.g.,
with homomorphic encryption [Ste+19; Ste+22] or trusted execution
environments [Kar+21]. However, for our decision-making use case,
which is primarily focused on privacy, transparency, and trust, we
believe it is most important to eliminate TTPs and oracles to enable
genuine DApps. Therefore, implementing a blockchain-based voting
that is private for all participants except the administrator was not a
suitable option to answer our research questions. Fortunately, Smart-
DHX and Tornado Vote offer privacy solutions that can include TTPs,
but without compromising privacy or trust.
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Additionally, we have shown with our BBBlockchain DApp that
decision-making DApps face more than just technical challenges. While
blockchain technologies promise more trust and transparency, they also
increase complexity. Blockchains are based on complicated algorithms
and mechanisms that are not yet understood by a broad audience, so
we had to find solutions to make BBBlockchain as accessible as possi-
ble. We therefore had to find the right trade-offs between transparency,
decentralization, and scalability. Thus, we had to find appropriate solu-
tions for anonymous and reliable voting. Additionally, we had to keep
scalability constraints in mind and minimize costs for the users. With
SmartDHX, we hence contributed a solution for secure communication
channels which can be established off-chain and therefore addresses
common blockchain scalability issues, i.e., expensive transaction fees
and limited throughput. In addition, with a novel anonymous creden-
tials verifier for the EVM, we contributed a building block to reliably
authenticate users without compromising their private, personal data.
Finally, with Tornado Vote, we contributed an anonymous voting sys-
tem with an established mixer service that anonymizes votes instead
of cryptocurrency.

Overall, our contributions focused on minimizing dependencies on
trusted third parties and implementing as much cryptography and
verification routines in the smart contracts as possible. By processing
private data only locally on users’ devices with verifiable off-chain
computation techniques, our contributions achieved on-chain privacy
that does not depend on oracles. Ultimately, our contributions can also
be used to improve privacy for all kinds of decision-making DApps
and other permissionless blockchain applications as well.
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